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Please bear in mind we
the largest stock of Sew ing
und Tw ist in Portland. All of the
celebrated Belding make.
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have also added Spool Embroidery, Kensington Embroidery, anil
Skein

Embroidery, and “Superior”
Knitting Silk, all of the
Belding Bros. & Co’s Manufacture. There is no sucli stock in
Portland, and prices are lower
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for same quality.
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THE

weather.

Washington, Aug.

24.

For Portland and vicinity; local rains
and slight rise in temperature.
Tlie indications for New England today are
local rains, variable, winds, slight rise in

temperature.
local weather report.
Me., Aug. 23, 1885.

»Il. E. B.

REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,
PORTLAND,

ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all eases that are given up as Incurable
by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians. I
will take tlieir case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance
by letter,
witil their full name and place of residence ami
one --cent stamp and
$2.00. Examination second
and
sight
consultation free.
Office lloura—9 a. in. to 9. p. m. iny7sntf
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CO.,

SI EXCHANGE STREET,
Itatabl imbed in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
>
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CITY OF PORTLAND.
Office of the Board of Health—Notice.
view of tlie fact that small pox has assumed
an epidemic form in the city of Montreal, and
by reason of frequeut railroad communication
with that city, there exists a possibility that the disease may be introduced here the Board of Health
as a precautionary measure, that all heads
advises,
of families see that every member be properly
vaccinated at once, unless it shall have been done
at a period sufficiently recent to make the risk of
contagion comparatively small. Any person having reason to believe that a case of small pox exists within the city, is requested to report the
same forthwith to the Board of Health, that immediate steps may be taken to prevent the spread
of the disease.
U. W. DEERING,
Chairman of tile Board of Health.
au22dlw
Portland, August 21st, 1885.
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Likbmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

MAINE.

Notice of Hearing.

Richmond’s High School.
[Special to the Press.]
Richmond, Aug. 22.—Mr. B. S. Annis of
Wells, Me., has been selected from among
twenty-five applicants to fill the position of
principal of the Richmond High School.
Miss Ada Odiorne of Richmond, is to he
assistant.

is hereby given to all parties interestNOTICE
ed, in the widening of Congress Street,
the
on

southerly side, between Gilman street and the
crossing of the Maine Central Railroad, that the
Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties and view the proposed wav on Wednesday
the twenty-sixth day of Aug., 18*85, at four o’clock

in the afternoon, at the corner of Gilman and Congress streets, and will then and there proceed to
determine and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this eighteenth day
of August, A. D. 1886.
J. W.
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PREPARE
FOR

TODAY

THE

—

PERILS OF TOMORROW

Freaks

in

[Special

to the

side of the river. Besides causing considerable damage to the dwelling and killing a cat,
it struck the bed upon which Mr. Emmons

lying, splitting the head
board and taking a six inch piece from the
foot of a post. Mrs. Emmons was quite
stunned by the shock, but her husband was
relieved from the irritating and burning feeling which for some time has been attendant
upon his much swollen dropsical legs.
Will End His Days in Prison.
Bangoh, Aug. 22.—In the Supreme Judicial Court here to-day, James Newcomb, who
were

convicted of arson one year ago, and
whose attorneys have used all possible legal
means to get a new trial, was sentenced to
State prison for life by Judge Danforth.
Fire

in

The cooper

shop of I). H. & F. Simpson of
Winterport, together with twelve hundred
fish barrels, stock of tools and lixtures, were
burned this morning. Loss, $2,000; insuron

stock, $800.

necessary to make some changes in the details and will report in full at another meeting at an early day.
The Kennebec

COMPLAINT,

—

AND

—

ALL Internal & External PAIJfK
\ bottle of this Medicine In the house
may save a Doctor’s fee.

Read these Recent Proofs of its Efficacy from well
known People.
CHOLERA 1IORBCS CIIKEII.
Had occasion to use Baker’s Great American
Specific for a very severe attack of Cholcm
ITlorbiiM and Summer Complaint. One dose
relieved and a second cured me.
A. R. JENNESS, Fryeburg, Me.
C. STEKlilACi,
C'uftioiUN, Portland, I?lc.,nay«Have used Baker’s Specific for Summer ComJ,

1 u*prctor of

plaint, and it cured
household remedy.

N. IS.

me.

It is

an

invaluable

FARRINGTON,

Robie’* Ntaff, writer*:
“Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two
Have known many others in this neighboryears.who
hood
used it for cholera morbus, internal
pains, etc., and never knew a single case of dissatisfaction.”
E. C. FARRINGTON,
Fryeburg, Me.
of Gov.

NIK. GEO. PAKCHER,
Collector of Cu*tom*, Waco, .Tic., wrrites:
Consider Baker’s Great American Specific one
of the best family medicines in use.
Whether
us
-r,tally or internally, good results are
sure
to
follow.
It
is
in
equally
very general use
in our vicinity, and all agree that it
invariably
gives satisfaction.

EDWIN L. PRAY, ESQ.,
35 Potter St.,'Providence, R. I., says:
.Was taken with cramps in the stomach, very
similar to Cholera TIorbun.
Took 40 drops
Baker s Specific in water and bathed outside
of
was entirely free from pain in
a,Vl
thirty minutes and as well as ever. Can cheerfully recommend your medicine a* a nterl■ ng

the encampment. The attendance was about
5,000. Rev. E. I). Mallory preached in the
morning and led a children’s meeting at one.
Dr. Cullis spoke this afternoon. The camp-

meeting closed this evening. The general
opinion is this has been as profitable as any
meeting ever held here.
DUNTON’S CASH.
Chairman

Brown

Conciliates

tne

Postal Authorities in

Washington.
Washington, Aug. 22.—S. S. Brown, the

chairman of the Democratic state Central
Committee of Maine, called upon acting
Postmaster General Stevenson today and
made
an
explanation of the case of Dunton, the defaulting deputy postmaster at Lincolnville, Me., whos appointment as postmaster was recently revoked, it having come

knowledge of the department that
prison on the charge of misappropriating the public funds. Mr. Brown
explained that the petition containing the
names of 113 citizens urging the appointment
of Dunton was sent to Washington
two
to the

DALTON,

Portland, Me., mays—
i have found immediate relief for Cramps, Colic
and Summer Complaint in Baker’s Great American Specific.
It, immediately allays the griping
pains and distress.
COE. JE. C.

Valley Campmeeting.
Augusta, Aug. 22,-The last day of the
Kennebec Valley Campmeeting dawned
brightly, and by ten o’clock various trains
and boats began to pour their freight into

article.

Dunton was in

months before it was discovered that he had

been misappropriating the public money.
Up to that time he had borne a good reputation in that community. JSlr. Brown further
stated that lie was not aware that the application for Dunton’s appointment was on file
in the department until after the appointment had been announced, and the citizens

generally who signed

the

petition did not
seem to remember their indorsement of Mr.
Dunton until his appointment called it to
their minds. I11 conclusion, he said that the
whole case lay in a nutshell; that Mr. Dunton bore a good reputation, and had been
recommended two months before his crookedness was discovered. Col. Stevenson said
that lie was entirely satisfied with this explanation and acquitted Mr. Brown and the
signers of the petition of any intention to
recommend an unworthy man to office.

STRIKINC TYPOS.

rOTt"mT,’M?r"Pared

SOLD BV ALL DEALERS,
S ATI SE ACTION

t,n a light and fairly steady breeze from N.
S. W. and water comparatively smooth, that
boat defeated the Puritan by 6 minutes and
28 seconds, actual time, over a triangular
forty mile course, one-third of which presented ail windward work, one-third witli
wind nearly dead aft, and one witli itabeam.
During the forenoon tlie breeze was fresh
and tlie sky cloudy, with every appearance
of a rough day outside, but much valuable
time was lost in the minor details of placing
crews and sending the mark boat Anna f.
Kipp away, so. that when the yachts were
ready to start the wind had died out almost
completely. At 9.30 tlie judges’ boat Luckenbach took tlie Puritan and Priscilla iu tow
and proceeded witli them to the horse shoe
back of Sandy Hook, arriving there at 11
o clock.
At 11.30 the signal “G” was hoisted on the
judges’ boat, signifying the course would be
triangular. To tlie first mark from tlie Scotland light ship, tlie course was to be S. E. by
E; from there to the second mark, placed
about 0 miles S. W. from Long Branch, tlie
course was S. W. by IV. and from thence to
tlie finish was due North.
Each side of the triangle was 13 miles in
length. The start, while not as exciting as
that of yesterday, on account of a light wind,
was still ail extremely pretty one.
At 12.20
the preparatory signal was given from the
judges’ boat, laying to tlie southward of tlie
Scotland light ship, and one five minutes
later for the yachts to start. Tlie Puritan as
usual came across the line first at 12.25.46.
Breaking out an immense balloon jib and
topsail, as she crossed and sending out a
spinnaker boom to starboard, she prepared
for the day’s bottle. Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes
was at tlie helm and Mr. Busk, Gen. Paine
and other prominent yachtsmen were on
deck.
Tlie Priscilla came across at 12.26.27, right
in tlie Puritan’s wake.
She also carried a
balloon jib and topsail, and made an exceedingly pretty race as she sped away to tlie
southward, guided by tlie skillful hand of
Cant. Gibson. Mr. Earle’s sloop Gracie
came bounding across tlie line under tlie
same canvas as tlie Priscilla at 12.27.03, and
tlie cutter Bedouin 36 seconds later.
Tlie boats came along to the finish just at
twilight, and the Priscilla defeated the Puritan 6 minutes 28 seconds actual time and 15
minutes 14 seconds corrected time.
The
Gracie beat tlie Bedouin 13
minutes 22
seconds, corrected time, and 13 minutes 26
seconds, actual time.
In the run before tlie wind, from start to
first mark, the Priscilla beat the Puritan 1
minute and 22 seconds.
In tlie windward
run from first to second mark, she beat her
three seconds, and in the run home before
the wind from there tlie Puritan was beaten
3 minutes and 52 second.
The results of today’s races are not specially flattering to
tlie Priscilla, still they show her to lie a
trilie faster in smooth water and
light
weather than the Puritan. Tlie same yachts
will race on Monday again.
TERRIFIC STORM.

Buildings

Unroofed and StreetTraffic

Stopped.
Cincinnati, 0., Aug. 22.—One of

the most
violent storms that ever occurred here passed
over the city about 0 o’clock this
evening.
The rain dashed down in sheets, Hooding
basements all over the city and completely
suspending street traffic.
The maximum
velocity of the wind was 38 miles per hour.
The Lion brewery and the Eureka foundry
were unroofed and several small houses were
wrecked. The damage to private dwellings
was severe.
No persons are known to have
been killed, although several buildings were
struck by lightning. The marine railway
and dry docks suffered severely.
Three
steamboats at the docks were torn loose and
floated down the river some distance, but
were finally caught and tow7ed back.

Terrible Crime of

Price 50 cents.
GUARANTEED.

Ask lour grocer for Baker's Best Flavoring Extracts
JyTO_eo<ltfntor4tnp
STENOCRAPHY.
T3UPILS thoroughly instructed in Stenography
I
and Type Writing at this school.
Lessons
orally or by mail. Day and evening sessions.
neatly done in long band or on the type
Copying
writer. Businessmen furnished with Stenographers.
Send for circular.
PORTLAND SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY.
537 Congress St., Portland, Me.
eod2m
aug21

a

Western

Wife

Beater.

Spkingfield, 111., Aug. 23.—This city is
over a double and what may
turn out to be a triple murder, which occurred in broad daylight today on one of the
This forenoon Leonard
principal streets.
Gardiner, who spent the night in jail for
wife beating,procured bail and was released.
He immediately armed himself witli two revolvers of large calibre and became loud in
threats against Policemen W. J. Camp and
Fred Gall, who arrested him.
About noon
Gardner saw the two officers approaching
him on Washington street. Hastily
entering
a hall-way he opened fire.
Officer Camp fell
dead. Officer Gall returned the fire rapidly,
and in a moment Gardner fell, pierced witli
three bullets.
He died instantly.
Officer
Gall fell, pierced with two bullets.
It is not
likely he will recover.
greatly excited

A HORRIBLE DEATH.
A Laborer

Accidentally Dropped

The Office

of

the Buffalo Times a

Scene of Trouble.
Bt fi ai.o, X. Y., Aug. 22.—The compositors in tlie Times office struck this evening
at about u o’clock, leaving the paper in bad
shape. It is a union office. It is stated that
a number of cases were
maliciously “pied”
before the men went out. The trouble arose
over stereotype
matter, upon which the
compositors demanded 2"> percent, of what
the cost would lie were it set in regular type,
the Paper will
appear as usual in the morning. as a number of non-union men have
been
engaged. The office has been guarded
by the police since the men went out.

Chicago.

by a Terrific Explosion in Kentucky.
Haiidinsiuirg, Ky., Aug. 22.—Two miles
from this place there exists what is known

as the natural gas cave.
11 is so called from
the fact that a strong flow of natural gas for
many years past has been escaping from it.
It is in the same belt as that of the natural
gas well at Brandenburg, and seems to be a
natural rent for an immense vein or natural
storehouse of this great phenomenon of nature.
At times the flow of the gas is tremendous, and the pressure is so great that
tlie cave fairly vibrates and the loose rocks
tumble into the seemingly bottomless pits.
Few person ever ventured into the cave.
Sometimess the gas is almost overpowering,
and to enter with a lighted torch would be
suicide. A party of tourists from Grayson
and Jefferson counties came over here yesterday to explore the Diamond and Tallow
caves,two noted caverns in this vicinity, and
while here they heard for the first tune of
the natural gas cave, and determined to visit
it. They had scarcely entered it with their
lighted torches when there was a terrible explosion, which extended through the cave for
miles. There were violent upheavals of the
earth’s crust, and new domes or vents to the
cave were at once created, while great masses
of rock and fragments of what were once
large trees were strewn in all directions.
The shock was felt at Cloverport, ten miles
distant. The entire party of six are buried
in the debris of the cave, and so great is the
mass upon them that many days must elapse
before the bodies ean be recovered.
A large force of workmen are endeavoring
to effect an entrance to the cave, but their
task seems hopeless.
The gas is overpowering, and work is carried on with great difficulty, as no lights can be used.
Citizens
from Cloverport and the surrounding counare
here
in
numbers
great
and
flocking
try
will lend all the aid in tlieir power.

PITIABLE PERU.

Melancholy

Account of Affairs

by

U. S. Consul Brent.
Washington, Aug. 22.—U. S. Consul Brent at
in
Ills
annual report oil the condition of afCallao,
fairs in Peru, says: The armed opposition to the
Government of Gen. Iglesias still continues. The
principal cities in the south and north and the
centres of mercantile and agricultural interests in
those sections are in the possession of Gen.
Caceres. Their ports are closed to commerce.
has been almost uninterruptedly, since the departure of the Chilians in 1883, the scene of conflict and disorder. No one from those sections
ventures to send his merchandise to the coast for
fear of seizure, and the storehouses of Lima, filled
with goods, vainly await the advent of the purchasers. It is true that Gen. lglesias. in his message to Congress in March last, declares that his
administration had contracted no new debts or
obligations, and would carefully abstain from so
doing, but by a series of burdensome imposes,
port and health dues, charges of a varied nature
on ship and merchandise, another blow is given to
commercial activity. A vessel arriving at Callao
with cargo must pay lighthouse dues, hospital
dues, dues for the obligatory discharge in dock,
health dues and a charge of 75 cents on every ton
of cargo discharged, to be paid to the dorks, making the heavier burden of 1 221/* per ton imposed
on every ship entering Callao for
discharge, besides, of course, the additional items of agency,
labor, etc. We can hope for no remedy for this
condition of affairs until such time as the Itepublic may be tranquilized, the money now spent on
the standing army diverted to some better use or
returned to the pockets of the people, and the
great work of developing the mineral resources of
Peru be thoroughly put in hand.
THE DUTY ON FISH.
Decision

by

the

Treasury

Depart-

ment.
Gloucester, Mass., Aug. 22.—July 18, schooner Neskletia of Lockeport, Nova Scotia, arrived
at this port from Grand Banks with 45.000
pounds of fresh halibut, on which the Customs authorities collected a duty of half a cent a pound,
on the ground that being packed in ice
they could
not be regarded as fresh fish for immediate consumption, since lisli preserved by ice should pay
duties the same as if preserved in salt or in any
other manner. This action was based on certain
decisions of the Treasury Department relative to
lake fish, where fish solidly frozen into barrels in
such manner as to be preserved for months was
held to be dutiable. The duty was paid under
protest, and the facts reported to Washington for
adjudication. The fish were entered as fresh fish
for immediate consumption in that condition on
the oath of the master of the vessel, but on opening the cargo a portion was found in such bad order that they could not have been shipped fresh,
and 23.000 pounds were sold to the smokers to be
cured. After considerable correspondence and
delay the decision of the Treasury Department
was received by Collector Babson
to-day as follows :
The Department is of the opinion that fish imported for immediate consumption and packed in
ice to preserve them from decay during a
fishing
voyage are fresh fish for immediate consumption
within the purview of the free list act March 3.
1883. and decisions thereunder, and being thus
specially provided for they cannot be held for duty

foreign-eaught fish not specially enumerated or
provided for under the tariff laws. But duties
as

should be collected under said laws and decisions
such
of the cargo as was upon unloading found to be in such a condition after the vovage that they could only be sold for the purpose

portion

Into
THE OAR.

Habbisbubg, Pa., Aug.

metal.

The bell came back to its proper
but before it could bo opened he had
been almost entirely cremated, nothing but
an arm and leg being visible.
All the remains that could be dragged out to hold an
inquest on would not have filled a quart
measure.
He was twenty-eight years of age
and had been employed for over two years at
the works.

shape,

MONTREAL’S SCARE.
New Cases of

Small

Pox

Reported

There.
Mo x the ax, Aug.—Less than a dozen new
cases of small pox were reported in this
city
today. The demand for vaccination is great.
Cases are so numerous that many houses
have been overlooked in placarding. Strict

quarantine

Hanlan Defeats Lee—The Two

Teemer and Ross.
New York, Aug. 22.—The race at
Roekaway
Beach between Hanlan ancl Lee, was won by the
former by two lengths. The course was threequarters of a mile, and to row the three miles the
men bad to go over the course four times.
Hanlan took water first and started in tlieirace with
thirty-two strokes. The rapid progress that he
made and
apparently without any exertion was
remarked by crowds. Lee rowed thirty-five to
the minnte, but Hanlan gradually drew ahead and
rounded the first stake boat 5 lengths ahead with
out having quickened his stroke. The relative
positions of the men being little changed in the last
half of the race, Hanlan slackened his pace and
the third stake boat was rounded
together by tlte
men in 24 minutes 34 seconds. In the home
tourney Hanlan showed lie had been playing with
his man. He quickened his stroke and (lis speed
increased. Lee rowed hard but despite ills efforts Hanlan's shell crept ahead. As they neared
the line Hanlan shot ahead and crossed the line
an easy winner with full Half a length of clear water to the good. Both men were cheered as they
rowed in. After the race Teemer and Ross challenged Hanlan and Lee to a double scull race, and
the challenge was immediately accepted.

has been established on the water

main and mizzen masts in a hurricane on the
loth and was waterlogged.
The steamer
sent a boat to see if they wanted any assistance, which was refused, as the captain
thought he could reach Halifax by sail, and
they took off eight men of the crew, three of
whom had been injured by falling rigging,
and sent some provisions on board.
The
captain, first and second officers and steward
remained on the wreck.

“Big Sunday”

at Martha’s

Vineyard.

Cottage City, Mass., Aug. 23.—This has
been what is known as “Big Sunday” at the
Martha’* Vineyard campmeeting, and the
usual large crowds were in attendance,
many having arrived from distant points by
excursion steamers.
The usual morning
prayer meetings were held in the tabernacle,
church and chapel, and at 9 o’clock there was
a love feast. Rev. Bishop R. S. Foster, D. D.,
of Boston, preached in the forenoon. Rev.
Howard Henderson of Jersev City in the
afternoon, and Rev. J. B. Hamilton of Providence in the evening- The fiftieth annual
campmeeting will close tomorrow morning
with a short farewell service.

Boston, Aug. 23.—A wholly unprovoked
assault, and one which will probably terminate fatally, was committed on Wm. F.
Weinze, a young man of Roxbury, last evening by Charles J. Jacobs. Weinze was with
a picnic
party in Green’s woods, Roxbury,
and Jacobs, who has had a long standing
feud with the owner of the grove and some
of Green’s men, rushed in among them with
a heavy bottle, and after breaking it over
Weinze’s head, stabbed him in the back with
the jagged ends of the broken glass. Jacobs’
reputation is none of the best. He was
arrested.

__

The

Chal-

lenged by

between Montreal and the outside world.

Damaged in a Hurricane.
New Yokk, Aug. 23.—Steamer
Zaandam,
from Amsterdam, reports Aug. 20, in lat. 42°
23 Ion. 00° 45', fell in with the bark Brimigu
of Windsor,N. S., Capt. Geitzler, from Parrsboro, X. S., for Liverpool. She had lost her

“Joshua

Whitcomb”

Company

in Trouble.
22.—Denman

Thomp-

son's “Joshua Whitcomb Company” refused
to (ill an engagement here claiming that the
orchestra did not fill its contract with the local management. Money was refunded for
tickets, and the manager of the Opera House
lias brought suit against Thompson for §1000
and seized the baggage of
the company.
Thompson says he will see the thing through
of
regardless
expense, and will probably
bring suit for the detention of his baggage.

Killed His Mistress.

Chicago, Aug.
ni a

23.—Late

Saturday night,

sparsely populated section of the town
Snyder, the mistress of CorLeary, was shot and instantly
killed, and Kate O’Leary, the sister of the
supposed murderer, was so seriously woundoi Lake, barali
lienus o

Cholera in

Assuming

Marseilles

New and Dangerous

a

MISSISSIPPI DEMOCRATS.
The Full State Ticket Put in Nomination.

Jackson, Miss., Aug. 22.—At 1.30 o’clock this

morning,after no ballots had been taken.the Democratic State convention nominated L. M. Miller
of 1

icksburg for Attorney-General, and at once
proceeded to ballot for superintendent of education. At 6 a. m., after a twenty hour
session, the

convention took a recess till 11 a. in., and at 2 30
p. m. nominated J. R. Preston of Water Valiev for
superintendent of education, and then adjourned
sine die.
The following is the State ticket nominated:
Governor, Robert Lowrey; LieutenantGovernor, G. D. Shands; Secretary of State,
George M.Govans; Treasurer, \V. L. Hemming
war: Auditor, W. W. Stone; Attorney-General.
L. M. Miller; Superintendent of
Education, J. It.
Preston. The convention was the largest ever
held here, 618 delegates having answered to the
roll call on organization.

Shot Him in Court.

Loss of Life by Collision

London

on a

Railroad.

Underground

in Ireland Between

Orange-

and Catholics.

Deaths in Spain Since the Epidemic

Began

Number

61,523.

Russia

Her

Abandons

A

to

at

Berber.

Cairo, Aug. 22.—Information is received

The popuof a great massacre at Berber.
lace are starving and have seized the city

treasure.

Cholera Plague Increasing.
Marseilles, Aug. 22.—The cholera is
localities
spreading in Marseilles. Thirty from
the
are now infected, and 140 deaths
disease occurred yesterday, and forty-six
The

persons have died within the past twelve
hours.
The Municipal Council have resolved to
demand from the general
government a
cholera relief credit of $00,000.

In Toulon 10 new cases and seven deaths
occurred during the past twenty-four hours.
There was a marked decrease in tiie cholera mortality yesterday.
For 24 hours 40
deaths were reported. At the Pharo ,hospital 8 patients died, 10 were admitted, (i discharged cured and 88 remained under treatment.
Cholera is assuming a form with which
doctors are unable to cope. Victims die suddenly without the occurrence of diarrhiea or
vomiting. The patient feels a coldness which
cannot be counteracted by the use of reactive or Jeven by the most violent friction,
and two hours after death the body becomes
black. Although the epidemic is not contagious it is feared 1000 daily will soon be recorded.
Madrid, Aug. *22.—'There were reported
mrougnoui oparn louay roio now oases or
cholera, and 1220 deaths from the disease.

Throughout Spain yesterday, there

were

5073 new cases of cholera and 1723 deaths
from the disease. Since the beginning of the
epidemic there have been 150,077 cases and
01,521 deaths.
Today’s cholera returns from all the infected districts in Spain show a total of 4,887
new cases and 1798 deaths.
Giuraltar, Aug. 23.—Clean bills of
health are now issued to vessels sailing from
Gibraltar. There is no cholera at the Spanish lines, and the two day’s quarantine established there by the Gibraltar authorities
has been abolished.
Senor Villa Vilaverde, minister of the interior, who went to Granada recently, took
with him the sum of $222,000 which will be
used in relieving cholera sufferers, and in establishing hospitals and cemeteries.
The London

Morality Demonstration
London, Aug. 22.—At twenty minutes
past.4 o’clock the Hyde Park meeting held
equalled in numbers the great assemblage
which gathered at the
to

months ago

same

an

infant child died

the

figures,

face. The others looked and
Word went out, and people flocked

untl> it became
A„.le
!WIS®
t ie police
to

!'l.'9u™t,y
“tan

necessary to call on
keep back the crowd. Tiie elotli was
wet with water, but tiie figures re-

spots where tiie

cross

and chalice

o'dtmed were of a glistening whiter shade
the remainder of Die elotli wlieu it was wet.
2 "’clock
the shadow disap-

peared.

yesterday

Many believe it to have been amiracie.

The receipts Saturday by the Grant Monuin New York were
87325; grand total, 858,651.
Tims. Smith of Morristown, N. J., aged 46,
a farmer, became involved in a dispute with
Ms son Lodie Friday night, and threatened
to kill everybody in the house, whereupon
his son dreiv a revolver and shot his father
ment Fund Association

Reported

Massacre

Creat

Claim

Pass.

Zulfikar

place

some

make a demonstration

in

favor of the enlarged franchise bill. Thous-

ands of women were in the crowd and ten
times as many more were on the way in the
procession to the park. One of the wagons
in the procession carried twenty-four little
girls dressed in white. These girls held
aloft a banner bearing the inscription, “Shall
the innocents be slain ?” Another cart carried a large fac-simile of the Queen’s letter
to Mrs. Gen. Booth approving the Salvation
Army’s work in rescuing young girls from
vice. The East End contingent of the procession started toward the Park promptly at
4_o’clock. This body had three bands and
carried sixty banners, all having inscribed on
them such mottoes as “Save our daughters,”
etc. The cart which carried the enlarged
copy of the Queen’s letter was given the mid
die place in the line of the East End contin-

gent.

This body and in line 20 four-horse wagwith the exception of one bearing the 25
girls under 13 years of age and dressed in
white. The wagons were laden with women
dressed in the deepest of mourning.
The
vehicles themselves were all heavily draped
with black.
Following the wagons were
about 2000 men on foot. All traffic had to be
suspended during the progress of the procession along its entire route.
ons,

Fatal Fire in London.

three times, killing him instantly.
The parricide surrendered himself. He is only 19
''
years of age.
At Newport Saturday Harvard wen the
costly cups presented by the Westchester
Club, after the grandest struggle iiv«*i game
of polo ever witnessed in this
mntry.
Score: Harvards 5, Meadow Brook 4.
Rev. W. W. Downs, pastor of the 1! wdoin
ith
Square Baptist church in Boston, w
1
Mrs. Taber is under 88C0 bonds for
two
sermons yesterday,
adultery, preached
in each of which be reiterated his statements
that the arrest and charges were the result of
a vile conspiracy
and reasserted his innocence.

Tlios. Mara, a Long Island City constable,
became involved in a drunken row'with John
O’Neil yesterday and received a fractured

skull from a blow witli a whisky bottle in
the hands of O’Neil. Mara will die. O’Neil
was arrested.
The baptism of 28 colored persons at I’reston, N. S., yesterday attracted a large crowd
of people from Halifax and Dartmouth.
During the day some of the rougher element
got under the influence of liquor and a number of rows occurred. Last night one man
was shot, and a drunken woman shot at a
man who was annoying her.

Albion Floctor of Manchester, N. II., was
found in a bleeding and unconscious condition on Charles street Saturday night, where
he had been left by two unknown assailants.
He was terribly beaten and kicked in the
face and about the head and shoulders, and
remains in a critical condition. His assail-

THE

STATE.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

“I am 91 years of age the 27th of last January ami have lived in this old house 08
years’” said Sir. Charles Johnson of West
Harpswell who was post master there for 17
years. Sir. Johnson said he had 11 children
and never struck one and thinks they did
well under such kindly treatment.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Day, D. D. of New York, now
Slonmouth, declines to preach at camp
meetings on the Sabbath, on the ground that
they are, as he claims, fruitful of Sabbath
Rev. J. R.

at

desecration.
The little village of South China lying at
the foot of China Lake has been quite a summer resort.
Among the guests at present
are several Providence, R. I. people besides

many from other States as well as front
Maine.
About 1300 people attended the sacred concert ;it Lake Maranocook yesterday, given
by Glover’s band of Auburn, and tne Mendelssohn quartette of Lewiston.
An excellent programme of fourteen numbers was
carried out.
The house of Mr. F. C. Laselle on Main
street, Waterville, was struck by lightning,
and badly smashed up.
None
of the family were injured. Mrs. Win. ButBrook
on
was
also
struck
ler, living
street,
by lightning during the same shower, and
thrown senseless to the floor.
For the remainder of the afternoon she was unable to
see, and still complains of numbness in the
limbs though having recovered her eyesight,
reports the Sentinel.
The annual Second Advent campmeeting
to be held at Lakeside,in Belgrade, will commence Aug. 29th and close Sept. 7th.
Prof. Ilocledorfer is to be the Associate
Principal of the Hallowell Classical Academy.
In the tennis tournament at Mr. Blaine’s
residence in Augusta, Brooks was awarded
first prize, a tennis racket, and Whiteliouse,
second prize, a silver headed cane.
The Telephone company recently sent out

Wednesday,

,1.,,. f,. 1#-..

n

f.,

..

There was a fatal fire today at Hoxton, a
poor and crowded quarter of London. Ow.
mg to lack of room it was impossible for the
firemen to work effectively, and there was a
terrible scene when a lodging house full of
people took fire in spite of the gallant efforts

that on September 1st, the price per telephone would be raised to 845 per year. An
answer was returned refusing to pay the advance or to retain the instruments under the
present rate unless better service was given.

children were burned to death.

The dedication of tlie new G. A. R. Hall at
Whiteiield, will probably take place tlie first
week in September.
The Lincoln County Teachers' Association
will hold its annual meeting at Newcastle,

fit

flit*

riKPHO

iiiDKitog

England

anil

a

man

anil

The Standard this morning confirms the
statement that Russia has abandoned her
claims to Zutilcar Pass and says peace is
thus secured.

Germany and the Caroline Islands.
The Standard’s correspondent at Berlin
says: In consequence of the furore in Spain,

Prince Bismarck has ordered the German
ministers at the different foreign courts to
hold over the notes intimating Germany’s
occupation of the Carolines.
A

Yacht

Run

Down.

A steamer ran down and sank the yacht
Kalafish off Oban, Scotland, today.
Two of
tlie persons aboard were subsequently saved,
but all the others, including the owner, Mr.
Crossman, and his wife are believed to have
been drowned.
An Anti-Cerman Demonstration.

Madrid, Aug. 23.—An anti-German demonstration was begun in Madrid today.
At
4 o’clock 40,COO persons had assembled on the
prado with banners and other emblems.
Speeches were made in Spanish and French
denouncing Bismarck’s action in annexing the
Carolines and a procession marched through
tlie chief streets arousing great enthusiasm,
it did not pass through the
street
upon
which the German legation is situated. At a
meeting of the military club it was unanimously agreed amid intense excitement to expel German honorary members.
Collision

on

an

Underground

Rail'

road.

London, Aug. 23.—A terrible collision occurred this evening on the Metropolitan District Underground Railroad at Earl’s Court.
The signals had broken and become unmanageable and two trains collided, engine
One engineer

against engine.

was
so

and a stoker and five others were
injured that they cannot recover.

killed,
badly

Rioting in Ireland.
Dublin, Aug. 22.—Rioting is still going

between soldiers

on

and civilians at London-

derry.

A later despatch irom
the town is now quiet.

Londonderry reports
There was

a

riot at

Ready, county Armagh, to-day. Bands of
vimigcmcH, iv/iuuuuj,
xxvuuj
outing, were prevented by the police from
uu

nittx

au

entering the town.
The Orangemen persisting, the riotactwas
No blood
read, and 30 shots were tired.
was

LINCOLN COUNTY.

fain

and Russia.

shed however.

Notes.

LJFi.agstaff, Ari., Aug. 23.—Meagre
b'un.'is Wood in Cohoes

Two bullets hit Coleman, one in
each leg. Coleman had just given damaging
evidence against the Gray woman. She was
immediately arrested and put in jail. Coleman’s injuries arc not serious.
GENERAL NEWS.

Foreign

When t lie undertaker was preI'.-’.-m tiie
body for burial one of Die partypresent
L.mUf
suddenly declared that the figures of a cross and
seen on tiie white elotli that cov.T ^’P'd.be
eied the
child's
saw

Mandan, Dak., Aug. 22.—In the District
Court yesterday afternoon, while G. T. Ray
and others were being tried before a jury
for robbing a man in a saloon several days
ago, John Coleman, a witness, was shot by
Mabel Gray, one of the defendants, with a
revolver.

A St. Petersburg despatch says the Czar
and Czarina have started for Kremsler.
The Guardian of the Royal Armory at
Turin, who was arrested on suspicion of beHis Case to be Taken
Directly to the ing implicated in the recent robbery of jewels
from that building, has committed suicide.
Privy Council.
The United States steamers Pensacola and
Montreal, Que., Aug. 22.—Mr. Fitzpatrick,
one of Riel’s counsel, writes that it is
probable Kearsarge have sailed from Copenhagen.
thnt Kiel’s case will not be allowed a hearing beA Constantinople despatch says Munir
fore the Manitoba court of appeals for want of a
Pacha, Minister of Finance, has visited Minspecial order, which lias been refused. Mr. Fitz- ister Cox on behalf of the Sultan, and expatrick will therefore be forced to convey his case
the Sultan’s regret that the press of
directly to the privy council. Some time ago a pressed
state affairs should have been compelled his
newspaper of this city addressed a circular oi inquiry to the country newspapers of the Dominion, majesty to postpone an audience to Mr. Cox.
A despatch from the Hague says a league
asking their opinion on the justice of executing
Kiel’s sentence. Fifty-four replies have been reof Dutch women lias sent a memorial to Parceived, forty-one of which consider that the sen- liament praying for suppression of the
tence of deatli should be executed; seven
question traffic in girls.
the prisoner’s sanity; two question the right of S
The religious festival of the crowning of
the government to hang a political offender; three
the Lady of Boulogne and Queen of Basibia,
claim prejudice and unfairness in the trial, and
took place in Bologne, Sunday. The cereone wishes the government to deal with the case
free from suggestions.
mony was performed by the Nuncio in the
presence of 50,000 people. The statue of
the Virgin was carried in a procession
through the town.
Mills Destroyed by Lightning.
Information has been received at Cairo
Dover. Nf. H., Aug. 22.—A. W. Springfield's
that Dongola has been occupied by 4,000
woolen mills at Wilton Three Ponds, 22 miles
w ho are armed with 800 rifles.
Devishes,
from Dover, were struck
by lightning this mornThe political crisis in Denmark is reviving
ing and, with their contents, were burned to the
ground Fifty hands were employed there. The
there and four deputies are already in prison
loss is $30,000. The mill was
on a charge of treason.
The trial of the
built in 1881. It
was
equipped with new machinery of the latest
leader of the opposition is impending.
improvements. The buildings were owned by the
Le Nord, the Russian organ at Brussels,
wear Falls
Manufacturing company, and leased says that Russia has reassured China and
wll° P>‘t in machinery. Eight thou?Lar>1i1,!P,ieltl’
of her pacific intentions.
sand
Japan
dollars worth of blankets ready for shipment
were
partly saved. A storehouse full of wool, and
a prick picker
building were saved. The insur- Train Wrecked and Three Passagers
ance on tiie
building, machinery and stock, will
nearly cover the loss.
Killed.

of

other sailors.
But the captain, his wife and
child and two others of the crew were chased
by sharks and drawn under the water before
the rescuers were able to reach them.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS.
As Seen From the Sea
a

THE CANADIAN REBEL CHIEF.

Singular Phenomenon.
N Y., Aug. 22.—At the residence
.AH'-'**'
i

PRICE

Form.

CAVE.

Six Persons Killed

A

1885.

24,

FOREICN.

Rioting

BURIED IN A

Cauldron of Molten Metal.

22.—While at
work at the tunnel head at furnace No. 4, at
the Philadelphia steel works this evening.
Paul Suslieskie attempted to drive the pins
to close the bell which shut the furnace. He
had hardly stepped upon the bell when it
sank, and he was dropped into the molten

AUGUST

men

on

Fargo, Dak., Aug.

Ask for “BAKER’* Great American
by Maurlce Baker & Co.,

ed by a pistol shot that she will probably die
It is believed to he almost certain that
O’Leary killed his mistress and then attempted to take the life of his sister, as shortly
previous to the shooting the trio were seen
together drinking beer. O’Leary has nut
yet been found, and the, wounded woman refuses to say anything whatever about the
affair. The occurrence assumes an historical
aspect in that Cornelius O’Leary is the son
of Sirs. O’Leary whose fractious cow kicked
over the lamp that started the tire that
burned

a

made by a number of speakers, all getting
down to business. The committee to perfect
a plan of action reported they had found it

SUMMER

28

New York, Aug. 22.—Tlie past twentytour hours have wrought a change in the
aspect of the trial yacht.races which is surto Uiany anil eminently satisfactory
prising
to those interested in tlie Priscilla’s welfare.

Winterport.

in the town hall, which was filled to overS. W. Matthews of Caribou, was
chosen chairman. Stirring speeches were

MORBUS,

She Comes in 6 Minutes and
Seconds Ahead Actual Time

was

flowing.

ALL FOItMS OF

Contest.

Press.]

Meeting in Presque Isle.
PriEsqTE Isle, Aug. 22.—A large and enthusiastic railroad meeting was held to-day

CHOLERA

Triangular

A DOUBLE MURDER.

Railroad

CRAMPS, COLIC,

The Priscilla Beats the Puritan in the

Kennebunk-

Kkx.xeiu'.xk, Aug. 22.—A severe shower
at four o’clock this morning brought powerful rain anil severe lightning, one flash striking the house of Eben Emmons on the west

ance

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AND CURES

RIVAL YACHTS.

port.

and wife
on

Section 30. “No permit to empty any privy
vault shall be granted between the first day of
July and the first day of October, and no vault
shall be emptied be tween these dates, except by
express order o£ the Board of Health.”
Section 32. “Any person violating any of the
provisions of the foregoing sections, shall forfeit
and pay to the use of the city, not less than three
dollars nor more than twenty dollars.”
The provisions of the foregoing sections will be
strictly enforced.
By order of the Board of Health.
J. W. DEEPING, Mayor.
April 22d 1885.
ap23d2awtfXh&M

—

Lightning’s

DAILY PRESS.

re-

ports received here state that an east bound
passenger train on the Atlantic & Pacific
road has been ditched near Powell station
and two Swhite passengers and an Indian
are reported killed.

Terrible Fate of a Shipwrecked Crew.
San Francisco, Aug. 22.—The steamer
Mariposa, which arrived today from Honolulu, brings the following: Schooner Pohoikio, during a sudden squall, capsized off
the coast of Hawaii, and all on board were
thrown into the water.
Two of the crew
managed to get into the boats which had
been in tow of the schooner, and rescued two

Tuesday

and

and 16th.

Wednesday, September

15th

SOMERSET COUNTY.

A weaver in a Pittsfield mill, while under
the
influence of ardent spirits, jumped
through a third story window, screen and all
Strange to say, he received no injury and is
now at work.
Tlie rear drive of the Kennebec Log Driving Co., got through the Fairfield boom last
week, about three weeks later than last year.
One hundred and twelve thousand logs,making 16,5C3,0C0 feet, were stopped for the lumbermen at that place.
WALDO COUNTY.

On Saturday, the loth, the note of 887,600
due the city of Belfast, from the Belfast &
Moosehead Lake Railroad Company was
paid froui tlie accumulation of dividends in
the treasury.
YORK COUNTY.

It is estimated that 8'-’,000 will be required
to put the roads of Waterford in as good condition as before tlie recent heavy rams.
W. C. T. U.

Programme of the Meeting
Held at Old Orchard.
_____

to

be

«

Following is the programme of tlie temperance meeting to be held at Old Orchard
by the National Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, commencing Friday, Aug.
28th, and continuing three days:
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28.
2 p. m.—Devotional meeting, to be led by Mrs.
N. H. Knox, President New Hampshire W. C.
T. U.
2.30 p. in.—Opening addresses by Kev. I. Luce,
President ot Campmeeting Association; Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens, President Maine W.C. T. P.; Mrs.
Caroline B. Buell, Secretary N. IV. C. T. D.
7.30 p. m.—Address by Miss E. A. I.andfear of
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29.
9.30 a. m.—Devotional meeting, led liv Mrs. E.
G. Greene, President Vermont w. C. T. U.
10 a. m.—Workers’ conference with Question

Box.

111.—Address by Itev. J. W. Basbford of
Portland.
7.30 p. in.—Address by Miss E. S. Tobev, President Massachusetts W. C. T. U.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 30.
9.30 a. in.—Praise meeting, led by Mrs. Stevens
of Portland.
10.30 a. m.—Bible reading by Miss E. S. Toliey
of Boston.
2.30 p. in.—Devotional meeting, led by Mrs.
Caroline B. iiuell of New York.
3 p. m.—Address by Mrs. Mary H. Hunt of
Hyde Park, Mass.
7.30 p. m.—Address by Mrs. E. G. Greene of
Vermont.
2 p.

Daniel J. Morrell.
lion. Daniel J. Morrell, the prominent
ironmaster, whose death was reported from

Pittsburg

Thursday,

native of
South Berwick and a member of the old
Nonnan-English family, made notable in
late years by Hon. Anson P. Morrill, Hon.
Lot M. Morrill and Hon. Justin S. Morrill.
The father of the deceased lived his entire
life, 91 years, in Berwick, and raised a
Daniel was the
family of l«n children.
seventh son, and early in life he acquired a
taste for manufactures.
In 1837, being 16
years old, he went to Philadelphia as a clerk
in his elder brother’s wholesale dry goods
house.
In 1842 he became
a
partner,
in
and, after amassing wealth,
1855
retired
from
the
busidry
goods
ness, and entered upon the management
of the Cambria Iron Works at Johnstown,
Pa., where the remainder of his life was
passed. Mr. Morrell will be remembered not
YVhen the war
only as a great ironmaster.
of the Rebellion broke out he was prompt to
aid
to
the
national
give great
government.
Almost every able bodied employe of
the
Cambria Works served in the Union army at
some time during the war.
MorThen Mr.
rell was sent to Congress in 1866 and again
inlS68. On liis entry into Congress he was
at once made chairman of the committee on
manufactures, and also served on other important committees.
of all bis labors at
Washington, perhaps the incident that will
be remembered was the introduction on
March 9,1870, of a bill to provide for the
the
proper celebration at Philadelphia of
centennial anniversary of American indeThis
because
of
bis
pendence.
bill, largely
persistent and able advocacy of it, became a
law, and the result was the great International Exposition and its attendant demonstrations.
Governor Geary appointed him
commissioner for the State of Pennsylvania,
and his associates chose him chairman of the
executive committee of the commission, in
1877 lie was the United States Commissioner
to the International Exposition at Paris.
on

was

a

Once In

Only

Lifetime.

Considerable discussion lias been going on
of late in the Squirrel Island Squid concerning tlie White Mountains as seen from the
sea.
One writer holds that Weymouth as lie
approached tills coast made Mount Washington a land-mark, while another is of the
opinion that this was improbable as it is
on very rare days that the White Mountains can be seen from the sea, and then at
points far from the line of Weymouth’s approach. Capt. Johnston of Wiscasset, who
has been referred to as authority on the
question thus writes to the Squid:
In your issue of July 11. ult., I am referred
to as having seen the White Mountains from
the sea, at a point “ten miles southwest of
Monhegan, in 18(52.” These mountains were
never seen by me from the ocean but once in
my life-time, a period of sixty-nine years;
but I have seen them hundreds of times from
points on the earth in different parts of
Maine; and twice have I seen the ocean near
Cape Elizabeth, from the top of Mount Wash-

only

ington.
The Brunswick Telegraph of Sept. 9, 1879,
contains all I ever said on the subject, and I
give it entire:
Wiscasset. Aug. 2(i. 1879.
Friend Tenney: I can now give the exact place
at sea from which we saw Mt. Washington, in the

ship Stirling, Tucker, bound from Wiscasset to
Savannah. Nov. 18, 1830. We left Wiscasset at
9.30 a. m., with a strong breeze from W. NW.,
after a heavy southeaster the day before; weather
clear, without a cloud. Passed Seguin, abeam at
12 m.. and steered due [true] south. At 4 p.m.
lost sight of all land except Mt. Washington bearing NW. by W., 106 miles distant. It appeared
In shadow, cloud-like, lying low, with gilded crest
and outline, for half Sin hour or more, when the
sun ceased to illumine its .peak, and in a few minutes it had disappeared. It had no doubt been
visible for an hour before we noticed it, as no land
was seen in its range
(Casco Bay) for a full hour
previous. Capt. Tucker said that he had never
seen it before, in running off or coming on the
coast, from a ship’s deck. We were 32 statute
miles due [true] south from Seguin at 4 p.m., and
the same distance from Cape Elizabeth. Agamenticus bore W. one-half S.. 48 miles distant—invisible of course, Washington was 100 miles distant,
and it is the same distance from Monhegan. Mt.
Pisgah, signal station at Boothbay, is DO miles
from Washington, and at that elevation. 165 feet,
it should be often seen; but it can never be seen
from any of the adjacent waters, because of the
J.
nearness and height of intervening land.
I wrote, about the same time, to Gen. P. C.
Gilley the same story almost word for word.
I never wrote a syllable about it to any person up to this year, not even verbally gave
any other account of the matter. The date
also is erroneous; it should be Nov. 18, 1835.
I often speak of my first voyage at sea as of
1836, because nine-tenths of the voyages were
performed that year.
We saw Mount Washington shining like
burnished silver, a pyramidal cone, low
down, but exceedingly brilliant and clear.
Two other conical peaks, Adams and Jefferunn

woro

oiiiinllv brilliant at. t.hp north, finil

the ship rose high on the sea, a straggling,
glittering line ofilight appeared on the south,
doubtless Munroe, Franklin and Pleasant:
six burnished peaks in all, and land, covered
with snow crusts undoubtedly. They could
not have been seen at all from the deck of
any ordinary coaster; but clouds are often
mistakeiqfor the mountains.
We bore SW. by S. from Monhegan, distant 47 statute miles, and it was sunk under
the tangent of dip, light and all: so was Seguin and Cape Elizabeth. Positively, it cuts
off all things beyond its length—unusual refraction, loom or mirage only excepted: a
very uncommon occurence in our northern
as

latitudes.

Impure

Ice.

To the Editor of the Press:
The danger attendant upon drinking impure water is, fortunately, quite well understood by the majority of intelligent people at
the present time. Typhoid fever and cholera
make their most fearful ravages by the way
of

drinking

It

water.

is

not so

generally

known, although equally tme, that disease is
often communicated by impure ice.
A few weeks ago I noticed in an ice cart
two pieces of ice so different in appearance
that my interest was greatly excited, and I
determined to ascertain if there was anj‘thing wrong about the ice delivered in this

city. I requested the driver of the ice cart
to bring me two small pieces of ice, one to be
as pure, the other to be as impure as he
could find.
lie brought me two pieces
weighing three pounds each. All external
dirt was washed off, and each piece was
placed in a clean vessel and allowed to melt
in the heat of the sun. One piece was perfectly clear and transparent and seemed
almost like a piece of crystal.
The other
was opaque and very dirty, looking very
much like frozen dish water. When melted
the former appeared to be good, pure, drinking water, without any scum on the surface
or sediment in the bottom. No one desiring
drink of water would hesitate to drink
from it. On the surface of the other there

a

thick, yellowish, dirty scum, just such
as one sees on the surface of dead pools of
stagnant water in the woods; the water itself was thick with what afterwards settled
at the bottom of the vessel to the amount of
nearly a tablespoonfnl. An examination of
this sediment, with a magnifying glass,
showed it to consist of partly digested oats,
grasses, &c., and organic matter, such as is
round in stagnant pools.
It is claimed that drinking water should be
perfectly clear, without taste, smell, scum or
sediment. The same is true of ice that is to
be used for dripking purposes. If one is
very particular to get pure water for the ice
pitcher, and then putg into it such a piece of
ice as the latter, a very unhealthy, as well as
unpalatable mixture will be the result. This
impure, ice came from one of the many
small ponds near Portland, from which ice is
annually cut and sold broadcast through the
city. There is no doubt but what there is
more or less sickness every year resulting
from the use of ice containing excrementitions and decaying organic matter. The foul
smell noticed in refrigerators is often caused
by the impure ice rather than from
decaying animal and vegetable food
milk
contained
therein.
If
is kept
in the refrigerator with such ice, it soon
absorbs enough of the poison to seriously
affect the delicate stomachs of feeble children and even of healthy men and women.
There may be a legitimate use for impure ice.
It may be used for freezing mixtures, or in
the mammoth
refrigerators designed for
market men, or in any way in which the
emanations coming from it cannot have direct contact with food. The greater part of
the ice retailed in this city is used by families
in water pitchers and in small refrigerators
in which the food and the ice are in the same
compartment.
Only perfectly pure ice,
such as, when melted would make acceptable water, should be allowed to be sold for
family use. Those who use ice take it for
granted that the ice dealers will not deliver
ice that is not lit for use.
It is not to be expected that each family should test the ice
that is bought. Therefore they should be
protected by the authorities. It is a fact that
ice is daily delivered here that is not lit for
use; that ice is cut every winter from small
ponds near the city, which are the receptacles of tilth of all kinds, and some of which
have no visible or suitable outlet. There are
many cases of diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera morbus,—if not other more serious
diseases—which result directly from the use of
such ice. There is ho way in which people
can protect themselves from the use of impure ice. Their reliance must be on the good
faith of the ice dealer. This danger from
impure ice is not confined to this city. A few
days ago, while stopping at one of the best
hotels in New York city, a waiter brought to
my room, at my request, a pitcher of ice
Tim
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bunches of filth, prob-

ably of organic origin. This water tasted
badly and had an unpleasant odor. It certainly was not fit to drink, and very likely

would have caused sickness.
Circumstances prevented me from examining carefully with the microscope the scum
which I found on the surface of the melted
ice procured from the ice cart. 1 wish to
call the attention of microscopists to this
subject becausedt is one that I feel sure will
repay one well for the trouble. It is necessary to guard every avenue by which disease
germs can enter che system, especially at
this time |when a visitation of cholera is
much dreaded.
C. O. F.
Bates

College.

Freshman class promises to be the
largest class in college. Twenty-six have
been present the first week, and between 40
and 50 have entered. There are several additions to the other classes.
The

OCEAN PARK.

Report

of the Farewell Services Yes-

terday.

lands.”

In the evening there was a service of
prayer and praise, appropriately called the
uAfter Feast.”

Old Orchard.
Old Orchard, Aug. 23.
This week will be a grand week of attractions for the season of ’85.
Commencing
Monday evening, a grand consolidated ball
will be given at the skating rink, under the
management of society leaders from the
Fiske, Old Orchard, .Sea Shore and Ocean
Houses. Music for the dancing will be furnished by the orchestras of the above hotels,
with the rink orchestra, under the charge of
l’rof. Charles H. Grimmer of Portland.
Chandler’s full military band of twenty-five
pieces will play for the opening march and
the promenades.
Wednesday evening there will be a grand
fancy dress and costume carnival at the
rink.
Friday is Old Orchard's annual carnival
and illumination, which will probably be »
great day in the history of this resort.

Saturday evening Manager Whitney’s
efit occurs at the rink.
Edward II. Goff, Esq., president of tin
American Electric and Illuminating Company is at the Old Orchard House.
METHODISTS.

THE

Regular

Quarterly Meeting
Yesterday.

a

deserted appear-

yesterday.
The cottages propose to enjoy a little more
of this delightful summer weather
however,
ance

and from them a good sized audience assembled to listen to the farewell words of the

closing service.
Rev.L. W. Raymond, of Faith Chapel
Church, Lowell, preached at 10.50 upon “improving Opportunities.” The discourse was
able one.
The Bible service followed the sermon,
and at 2.50 a platform gospel service was
held, speakers being limited to ten minutes.
Subjects were assigned as follows: Rev. \V.
T. Smith, “The gospel for the sick”; Prof.
B. F. Hayes, 1>. 1)., “The gospel for the poor
and neglected”; Prof. K. Bachelder, ‘'The

an

at

Old

Orchard

Yesterday morning was fair as that primal
Sabbath with the blessing of God fresh upon
it. The usual love feast was held at nine
o’clock.
A great number of testimonies
were offered, and the meeting only adjourned
when the hour for morning service arrived.
The regular ehureh services opened with
singing the familiar words, “There is a
fountain.” Rev. W. S. Jones, read a selection from the scriptures and Rev. D. B. Randall offered prayer. The choir then sang the
beautiful hymn, “Christ for me.”
The quarterly meeting sermon by Elder
Jones was from John, 1:29, “Behold the
Lamb of God, which taketh away the sins of
the world!”
The Sacrament of the Lord’s supper was
administered at the close of the sermon.
Mr. Hart, the Evangelist, conducted a
praise service and Bible reading at 3.00 p. m.
Man in his natural and in his redeemed state
was illustrated by passages from the Bible.
About three thousand

ance.

At 7.30 a social

people

service

BASE

in attend-

were

held at the

was

tabernacle.
BALL.

LEAGUE GAMES THIS WEEK.

The Newburyports will play two league games
with the Portlands this week Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Portland base ball grounds.
Game will be called at 3 o’clock.
BROCKTONS, 7; PORTLANDS, 4.
The Brockton team won Its fifth successive victory Saturday afternoon in a very prettily played
game abounding In fine plays. The attendance
was 900.
The score:
BROCKTONS.
AB.

Hawes, lb.
Howard, If.
Davis, 3b.
Baxter, rf.

R.
1
1
0

6
6

4
4
ss. 4
c. 4
Cudworth, cf. 4
Toffiing, 2b. 1
McGunnigle, p. 4

Patton,
Bignell,

Totals.35

BH. TB. PO.

A.

1110

7

E.
1
0
2
O
O
3
1
0
2

27

22

9

1

1

11

0

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
O
0
10

3
3
2
1
2
O
0

O
2
0
2
6
1
3

0
4
O
3
1
O

7

10

13

7

PORTLANDS.
AB.

BH.
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

R.

Aunis, If.
Munce, cf.
Weidel, rf.
Holland. 3b.
Hartnett, lb.
Fulmer, 2b.
Shaw, ss.

4
4
4
4
4
4
3
Thayer, c. 2
Blakeley, p. 3

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

PO.
0
1
1
1

TB.

2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
4

11
1
0
3
3

A.

H.

1
0
0
l
0
5
4
2

0
O
0
o
O
2
1
2
3

8

Totals.32
4
C
9 24 22
8
Innings.1 23456789
Brocktons.1 00400200—7
Portlands.0 01000120—4
■Earned runs—Brocktons, 6; Portlands, 1. Two
base
hit—Howard.
Three base hit—Davis.
Home run—Blakeley. First base on balls—Brocktons, 3; Portlands, 2. Struck out—Brocktons, 6:
Double
Portlands, 3.
plays—Davis, Taming
and Hawes. Weidel and Fulmer. Passed balls—
Bignell’ 2; Thayer, 1. Time—2 hours, 16 m. Umpire—John Jandron.
LAWRENCES, 6; NEWBURYPORTS, 3.
The Lawrences beat the Newburyports at
Lawrence Saturday afternoon In a well played
and squarely umpired game. The score:
LAWRENCES.
A.B
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3

..

Kiley,

ll.

Burns, rf.
Hassett, 3b.
O’Connell, lb.
Brosnan, 2b.
Brill, p.
Fish, cf.
W. Conway, c..

McAndless,

ss.

R.
l

BH. TB. PO.
l
l
4

A.
0

E.
1
0

11110

Totals.36

1

0
0
0
O
0
2
2

2
1
1
O
0
2
1

2

0

1

12

1
0
0
2
1

4
O
2
3
1

4
0
2
8
0
2
3

1
0
1
0
2
2

6

9

9

27

19

8

A.
0
O
1

X.
O
O
0

8
O
4

O
O

16

10

NEWBURYPORTS.
5
B
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

R.
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
o
2

Totals.38

3

AH.

Ellis, lb.
Eldridge, rf.
Clark, ss.
Whiteley, II.
T. McDermott, c.
Phillips, 3b.
M. McDermott, p....
Green, cf.
Butler, 2b.

BH. TB. PO.
0
0 12
O
O
0
1
1
2
12
4
2
2
6
1
l
o
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
2
1
8

27

10

3

Innings.1 23456789

Lawrences.0

0000230 1—6
Newburyports.0 0020000 1—3
Earned runs—Lawrences 2. Two base hits—
Passed balls—McDermott, 6.
Whiteley. Butler.
Wild pitches—McDermott, 1. First base on balls
—Lawrences 3, Newburyports 6. Struck out—By
McDermott, 5; by Brill, 4. Double plays—Whiteley and Butler. Umpire—Moran of Natick.
Time—2 hours 20 minutes.
STANDING OF

THE

EASTERN N. E.

LEAOUE.

The following is the standing of the clubs In the
Eastern New England League to date:
Won.
Lost.
Played. Percent.
Brocktons.37
20
67
64.9
Lawrences.36
21
57
63.2

Haverhills.,27

29
33
36

Portlands.23

Newburyports..16

B6

48.2

66

41.1
30.8

52

YARMOUTHS, 24; SANFOBDS, 1.
Nearly three hundred people witnessed the
Yarmouths defeat the Sanfords Saturday on the
Portlands’ grounds.
Madden and Burns of this
city were the Y'armouths’battery and their work
was very effective.
Madden is left-handed, has
perfect control of the ball, and works all the
curves effectively.
The visitors could do nothing
with him, and his support in every respect was
fine. The visitors' work was conspicuous on account of its poorness.
A sample of Its quality Is
offered in the fact that the Sanfords' pltoher
struck out five men in the first inning, vet their
opponents secured live runs—that Is, the third
strike was missed and the catcher either threw
wild to the bases or the baseman let the ball go by
him.
HAVERHILLS, 5; BBACONS, 3.
The Haverhillsjdefeated the Beacons Saturday
afternoon in an eleven-inning game.
Tener

niiphfifl
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goon satisfaction to both sides.
tendance was 750.

YESTERDAY’S; LEAGUE

The at-

GAMES.

AT BOSTON.

Innings.1 23456789
Bostons.0 00130003—7
Providences.0 00000000—0
Base hits—Bostons, 9; Providences, 6. Errors—
Bostons, 5; Providences, 16.
AT NEW YORK.

Innings.1

New Yorks.1

Philadelphias.0

2 3 466789
0401 2010—9
00 0 00000—0

Base lilts—New Yorks, 15, Philadelphias,
Errors—New Yorks, 3 ; Philadelphias, 10.

2.

AT CHICAGO.

Innnings.1 23456789
Chicagos.0 00 2 0030 x—

6

Louis.0 00010000—1
Base hits—Chicagos. 4; St. Louis, 9.
Errors—
Chicagos.;3; St. Louis, 14.
St.

NOTES.

The Bostons have secured Nash, third baseman,
and Johnson, centre field of the Virginias, expending $1250 to secure their release from that
club.

The Portlands play two exhibition games away
this week. Monday in Belfast and Thursday in
Concord, X. H.
The Portlands seem to have lost all control of
the bat. Pitchers that, earlier in the season, they
batted out the box now handle them as they wish
The Springfield base ball club disbanded Saturday after their game with the Waterburys.
The Saco Rivers defeated the Portland and
Rochester nine Saturday by a score of 15 to 8.
The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
last
week, was 16, from the following
causes:
...

The hotels presented

CENTS.

gospel in our schools ami colleges”; Rev. A.
H. Morrell, “The gospel in the South”; Rev
O. K. Eaclieler, “The gospel in foreign

was a

TTtlfflr

THREE

Diseases.
Inflnmation bowels.
Bright’s disease.
Burned.
Cancer.
Cholera infantum...

Consumption.

Heart.
Liver.
Nervous prostration

Old age

-WARDS-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total.
1
1
y
i
__1___1
g
1 1
1
3
1
1
2
j
1
1
1
1
1
1
-----

—

—

—

—

—

Total.

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

l
f

2124-43

16

Paralyis.

Pneumonia.

—

—

—

1

—

Tlte boll in the Congregational church at
Wiscasset 1ms tolled for the death of every
President since Washington's day.
This
beil, according to the inscription upon it was
cast by the famous
Revolutionary
patriot,
I aul Revere.
I le church is one
hundred
and ten years old.

THE
MONDAY

PRESS.
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24.

read anonymous letters and communTlie name and address of the writer are

We do not.

cations.
in all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of
good faitlr
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve
communications that are not used.

The government is distributing Mr. Hendricks’s big surplus in paying the travelling
expenses of Kelley.
Mr. Swift admits that Postmaster
acted within the letter of the civil

law, but grossly violated

its

Jones

spirit.

WHERE

rage.

Courtney at last seems to have rowed one
squarely. But this apparent reform is
not yet sufficiently established to make it
Minister Phelps is slightly ill, and has gone
to the country to take a rest. The
royal dinners were too much for him.
They were too
great a change for an ordinary pumpkin pie
Vermonter.

Judge Thurman of course wants to be at
* funeral in Ohio, but he
preferred that
-due other
man—Hoadly for instance—
should be the corpse. That is why the Old
Roman declined.

It is now said that Austria gave no reason
for her refusal to recognize Mr.
Kelley, and
that the alleged letters of
Secretary

Bayard

rebuking the Austrian

intoler-

court for its
ance were never written.

Commissioner Black lias started another

against

crusade

Miss

Sweet,

the

Chicago

pension agent, He found that lie could not
remove iter without cause, and is now industriously at work to obtain one. Some men
will never profit by experience.
It is now denied that ex-Senator Grover is
the man that wrote the letter to the President which called out the rebuke from the
latter. The New York Sun says the man is
A. Ttlls.li

Oregon,

an

ami

hmiL-uv

and that lie was actuated

<<,1,,.,,

by malice

in writing his letter to the President.

This,
suppose, is one of the indications
of peace between Russia and England
they
till so much about. And then it was but a
few days ago that he authorized provision
for a war credit, which may be regarded as
we

another step toward the

“peace footing.”

There is too much free trade talk
about
over production being the sole result of a
protective tariff'. The present circumstances
of England prove as much. If there is
any
foundation for it, why is England just now
more
from
over
suffering
production than
the United States or any of the
European
countries which adopt the protective policy?
For further particulars inquire of Senator
Edmunds.
The Calais Times administers a “stinging
rebuke” to the Bangor Commercial for abusing the Chairman of the Democratic State
Committee and other prominent Democrats.
It wasn’t very long ago that the Times was
attacking a prominent Democrat of Washington county who aspired to the collectorship with epithets much more savage than
any the Commercial has applied to Chairman
Brown or any other prominent Democrat.

alleged that a number of treasury
agents and other government officials took
part in the Ohio Democratic convention, and
bellied nominate Ifoadly.
Whether the
President will regard this as a “quiet and
unobtrusive” exercise of political rights not
forbidden to an office holder or a case for
It is

discipline under the “offensivepartisanship”
specification, remains to be seen. For offenses very similar to this Republicans have
been removed from office

the ground of
“offensive partisanship.” But it does not
follow that what is offensive in a Republican
is offensive in a Democrat.
Sauce for the
goose is not always sauce for the gander..
on

The “heartiness” of the endorsement
which the Ohio Democratic convention gave

the President may be inferred from the fact
that the resolution was drawn up by a Cleveland editor whose paper is constantly finding
fault with the President for not “turning the
rascals out” faster. The fact probably is
that a large part of the delegates felt like
not endorsing the President at all and a good
many would have been glad to administer
a rebuke, but they were restrained from
giving vent to their real sentiments, because by so doing they would run the risk of
killing whatever chance remains of getting
what they want in the matter of offices.
The New York committee has fixed the
to be raised for the Grant monument at
$1,000,00(1. It is going to be exceedingly difficult to raise that amount by popular subscription. So far about $10,000 have been
subscribed in New York, and the subscriptions elsewhere have been insignificant. It
is not all likely that subscriptions will come
in in the future faster than
they have done.
The reverse, without doubt, will be the case.
sum

v

If, therefore, a monument costing a million
is to be built, Congress will have to
appropriate a large part of the money, unless the

rich

men

strings,

of New

which

they

York unloose their purse
do not seem inclined to

do at present.
While there is

no cause

the small pox epidemic
treal there is reason for

for alarm here

over

Monprevailing
precautions, and the
promptness with which the authorities have
acted is gratifying.
No contagious disease

IMPROVEMENT

ed to the Centre Montvillc postoffice, was and
where he was. No such man has been discovered and no such man was ever appointed postmaster there.
Another question he
might have asked him. Dunton says his pe-

tition

circulated the first of April.
On
the twenty-fifth of that month he was committed to jail, and as early as the tenth his
defalcation was known. How could it be
then that his petition was forwarded
to
Washington two months before his defalcation was known. Two months before Dunton’s defalcation was known was nearly three
weeks before Cleveland was inaugurated.
was

We have received a circular signed
by Rev.
A. H. Plumb, D. D., chairman of the Temperance Committee of the General Association of
the Congregational churches of

Massachusetts; Rev. Wilbur Johnson, secretary ; Rev. Frederick Ward, president of the
New England Conference Temperance Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church;
Rev. Daniel Dorchester, D. D., president of
the National League for the Suppression of

Intemperance; Oliver Ames, president of
the Massachusetts Total Abstinence Society;
George M. Buttrick, secretary of the Massachusetts Temperance Alliance; Mrs. Sarah
A. Leonard, Right Worthy Grand Vice
Templar Society of Good Templars: Rev.
William L. Harris, D. D., LL.I)., Bishop of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, and Rev.

Joseph Cook, LL.D., relating to text books
to be used in public schools under the law
making temperance education compulsory.
We have not space for the full circular, and
much which it contains hasjbeenjset forth in
columns from time to time.
The books
they recommend are Hygienic Physiology
for High Schools by Joel Dorman
Steele,
Ph. D., Hygiene for Young
People for Interour
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Philadelphia Press.
The civil service reformers of Indianapolis
have not yet done with Postmaster Jones.
In a dignified letter to the New York
Times,
Mr. I.. B. Swift declares that the so-called
civil service examination was merely a
farce;
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Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

I shall close out

by the New Orleaus police
professional beggars resulted in the discovery of one medieant worth $25,500, two
others with considerable real estate holdings,
and many with large deposits in savings

to

■
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■

■
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tlie ranks. He was personally known to
Gen. Logan, and when it was found necesrtrin + inrr

V„.1

quarters Gen. Logan sent for Mr. Martin
and said to him, “Martin, I have considerable work

for you,

you had better look
around for a pretty big shop.” The result
was that Mr. Martin singled out the office of
the Vicksburg Daily Citizen, as the biggest
“shop” in the place, and proceeded immediately to discharge proprietor, editors, reporters and printers in a body. Mr. Martin and
his assistants looked about for a little “job”
on their own hook, “After I looked
around,”
says Mr. Martin “I found that editorial page
of the Citizen, which |had been set up in anticipation of the events that never occurred.
Among other paragraphs was the following:
‘Ondit: That the great Ulysses—the Yankee Generalissimo surnamed Grant—has expressed his intention of dining in Vicksburg
on Saturday next, and celebrating the Fourth
of July by a grand dinner and so-forth.
When asked if he would invite Gen. Joe
Johnston to join he said, “Mo! for fear there
will be a row at the table.” Ulysses must
get into the city before he dines in it. The
way to cook a rabbit is first to catch your
rabbit, etc.’ Gen. Grant had rabbits for dinner that day,” continues Mr. Martin, “and I
could not resist the temptation to set up a
foot note to that effect. Then I struck off a
few copies and showed them around. They
were so much in demand that I looked for a
little investment. To get the paper was the
greatest difficulty. Finally some of us pooled
our capital and bought out an old stock of
wall paper, on the blank side of which I
printed the Vicksburg Daily Citizen, as improved and corrected by me. Thus it was
ttiat a rebel sheet was issued by a Union sol-

Honey

the

great Cough cure, 25c., 5aO
andgl. Glenn’* Sulphur Soap heals & beaulilies, 25c. German Corn Remover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’* Hair and Whi*kcr
Rye
Black and Brown, 60c.
Pike’* Toothacke
Drop* nue in one minute, 25c. Dean* Rheumatic Pill* are a sure cure, 60c.
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LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

PERFECTLY

SATISFACTORY'

EASTMAN BROS. &

BANCROFT,

PORTLAND, DIE.
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CA

OF

MAINE.

ORHANIZED

IN

YORK,

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes ancl Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

as

water-borne.

Premiums

JT8

on

Marine Kisksfrom 1st

January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.$3,958,039.44

1848.

Total Marine Premiums.$5,505,796.14
marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20
Premiums

Death losses paid,

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.96

Snrrendered policies,

5,592,112.84

TOTAL
of nearly

4,208,602.74
PAYMENT

to

SHOWING
Policy-holders
millions of dolTwenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLSIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each year of
the
existence.
company’s

PRESENT!ASSETS ARE 9«,323,001.07, while its liabilities are only 93,932,370.50.

ITS

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
$-100,000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of 9723,200.00 by the New
York standard.

ASSETS!

$12,938,289.38.
Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Fell. 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CEIT.

HAS

company

POLICY

CONTRACT is plain and
terms, and no chance for

ITSdefinite in all its
misconception.

dSt

ARE
ITS POLICIESINCONTESTAHLE

Note Paper by tbe Pound,

LOSSES PAID IN THIRTY DAYS AFTER PROOF.

any

number of days.

pound, celebrated Bond Papers,

to match above papers at reasonable

extra

on

nil

ADJUSTED

ADVANTAGES Of thi*

Company

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of Its plans.

heavy linens

JAMES

a

circular

Portland, Maine.
eodtf

THE NEW PAPER!
THE

A LARCE STOCK OF

O LOTHING
AND

Sunday Gazette
TO BE PUBLISHED AUG. 23.

Full

Press Despatches from All
Parts of the VVorld.

LATEST LOCAL NEWS and GOSSIP
A

Splendid Story and
lections.

INETS

PANELS!
$5.00 Per Dozen.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.
SATISFACTION

CLOSING

GUARANTEED.

r>

Of

Having leased the

new Franklin Block, COO ConSt., which we shall occupy early In September, we desire to dispose of our entire
stock of

gress

Clothing

and
—

d3t

NOW IN

line will do well to call at once.
About 150 Men’s and Youth’s four button

A, F. HILL 4 CO.

frock*suits,in worsteds, whipcords, cassimeres cheviots,
etc., at only $12, $15 and $18 per suit, in sizes 33 to 42,
or

dress

suits, and

are

*ng8_eodtf

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

perfect fit-

ting garments.

Embracing the leading Tlotels at which the Daily
Paxes may always be found.

103 Men’s all wool Sack Suits at $8, $10 and $12, reduced in price from $10, $12, $15 and $18.
78 pairs of Young Men’s pants, at $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50
and $4; also at $4.50, $5 and $6.
2000 Men’s all wool pants at $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3,
$3.50, $4, $4.50 and $5.
25 Men’s all w ool vests at regular price, $1.50 and $2;
also vests at $1.50, $2, $2.50 and $3.
Men’s Black Doeskin and Broadcloth Coats, Pants and
Vests in all sizes.
Boys’ Vacation Suits, Sailor Suits,
Flannel Blouses, Boys’ Flannel Shirts, SHIRT WAISTS,
etc., etc.

Congress Street.

W. O.
auglO

WARE,

DAY &

HAIR
dtf

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
Picture Frame*.
eodtf

Painting*.

jy3X

PHOTOGRAPHER
Flue

“

WOOD'S

1-vio

Portrait*

a

eodeowlycr

DRESSERS!

OPP. FALMOUTH
janG’83

PORTLAND,

Opp.

Old City Hall.

The latest novelty yet. Every person patronizing us, in addition to work, receiving a free shine
G ive us a call and
from a competent hoot-black.
try the novelty.
augl8dlw

Watches, Clocks, Charts
NAUTICAL, INSTRUMENTS

Specialty.

"

SELECTED
GENUINE
SPICES.
Economical.
Aromatic,
Pungent,
THOS. WOOD & 00., BOSTON.

WELLS,

19 1-2 MARKET SQUARE,

SKETCHING MATERIALS
FINE ART ROOMS, 610 CONGRESS ST.

CHOICEST

HOTEL,

and a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy
Marine and Tourists’ Glasses, Linen Testers,
Heading and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eve
Shades etc. Personal attention given to watch
repairing, and a record kept of the running of all
line watches.

IRA BERRY, JR.,

ME.
eodtf

marlO

■

84

Exchange St.
eodCrn

Monday

Deputy major Star Captain Bloutly.D. o.,
IN COMMAND.
The Maine Division Captains and Lieutenants
will aid in the meetings.
Commissioner Maj.
Frank Smith, New York City, Commander of the
U. S. forces will he present on Sunday and Mon-

day.

RAILROAD* AND FARE*.
Trains leave Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.40 and
tn.
Returning, leave Luke 7.53, 11.67,
Leave Bartlett, 5.40. lo.OO a. ni., 5.38 p.
in.
Returning, leave Lake o. 10 a. m., 1.30 and
0.50 n. m. Special train will leave for Portland
Monday evening at close of meeting. SUNDAY,
Specials leave Portland 8.30 a. in. and 12.30 p.
in., stopping at Stromlwater and Way Stations;
leave Bartlett 6.45. Glen Station 7.00, Intervale
7.10, No. Conway 7.15. Centre Conway 7 30,
Fryeburg 7.45. Brownfield 8.00, lliram 8.20,
Bfldgton Junction 8.25, W. Baldwin 8.40, Baldwin 8.50. E. Baldwin 11.05, Steep Falls 0.10.
RETURNING, leave for Portland 5.00; for Bartlett 5.10.
Fares, Round Trip: Portland 60e.. Westbrook 40c., So. Windham 25c.. White Rock 20c.,
Steep Falls floe., E. Baldwin 25c.. Baldwin 40c,
W. Baldwin 5(>e., lliram and Bridgtou Junction
60c., Brownfield 7Se., Fryeburg*1.00, .Cen. Conway 81.00, No. Conway. Intervale and Glen station si.25, Bartlett *1.50. Maine Central Railroud will carry at excursion rates from Lewiston,
Auburn. Brunswick and Bath. Call for Salvation
Army tickets. Plenty of shelter in ease of rain.
aug22
dtsepl
'Advertiser Copy.
e.oti p.
4.35.

BUSINESS

CARDS.

Herbert Ur.

Briggs

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENfs.
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Kjp*A!l business relating to Patents promptly
aiuTfaithfully executed.
Jul2atf

DUNHAM,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

PLAIN

TIN

WARE

—AND—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
NEW
ECONOMIST
OIE
STOVES,
12 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
eodfim

_

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,
ISO

Middle
near corner

Street,

of

Exchange St.
BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf
id'-1_,

GEORGE A. CLARK, M. D.

—

OF

ME.

to all orders by

je25dtf

STOCK

—

eral stock of

and

Dry
—

AT

Fancy Coods,

—

J.M. DYER & GO’S,
augS

511 Congress Street.

codtf

STEPHEN

dfficclc, Jch

and

BERRY,

(gaid

dPiindei,

No. 37 Plum Street.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Goals a Specially at Lowest Market prices.

prietors.

BATH.
SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie
tor.

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE-AY. F. Lovejoy & Son, Pro-

prietors.

Brown’s Wharf,

ORDERS
mta

HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S

RECEIVED BY

Portland,

Me.

TELEPHONE NO. 644.
<ii;m

SMOKE

BOSTON.

QUINCY HOUSE—J. AV. Johnson & Co., Proprie'
tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE. Hanover St.-L.
Son, Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
r. & K. DINING ROOMS—AV. R. Field,
tor.

Rice &

Proprie-

HIBAH.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Proprietor.

CORNISH VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE-C. E. AVoodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE-M. D. Gardiner. Proprie-

j

Manager.
dtf

to

the 31st.

£JS>~Prompt attention given
mad, telephone and telegraph.

—WILL FIND THE—

AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. R. & A. Young, Pro-

STRICTLY
OISTE
PRICE.
AND
RETAIL
JOBBERS
DEALERS.
MANUFACTURERS,

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

LAKE,

Thursday, Aug, 127,

—

our

cutaway

SGRAGO

Homceopathist,
PORTLAND,

special sale of BARGAINS in which we are STORE 187 MIDDLE ST., Shirts, Handkerchiefs, Laces, Hosiery,
now engaged, we call attention to several lots of goods
and shall make prices to move them lively.
Cloves, Perfumery, Toilet Soaps, Combs,
not yet disposed of. Any one in need of anything in Please Call and Examine. Brushes, at the lowest prices, and a
genIn the

Army

and Review at

439 CONGRESS STREET,

French Fans, Shopping Bags, Tourists’
Furnishing Goods Ruchings,Linen
Collars and Cuffs, White

tor.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Se-

PRICE THREE CENTS.

Furnishing Goods,

SALE!

Racy

aug21

—

Encampment

TENNEY &

Sporting Department a Specialty!

—

Salvation

—OF—

SINKIIMSON,

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

prices.

St.

are

AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

various

Exchange

dlmeodl 1 m&w6w

approved

PREMIUM PLAN and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
are special features of this
company and issued by
none other.

At 25 cents per pound, I have fine, cream and white note paper in
two sizes, also linen and tinted papers.

15) 1-2

Portland,
Ieb3 '86

ISSUES POLICIES
ITplans,
and its

Over $2001- Prizes for Aquatic and Field sports;
Double Scull. Wlulling Boat ltace, Four Oared Amltace, also Junior Amateur Rare; Ladles'
Prizes for Jig Dancing, Archery and Air Gun practice; Potato ltace, Hand Hall, ami ail other games
of Interest.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER,
with Special Music for stei dancing.
Tenders for refreshment), must he addressed to
Win. B. Lowery, 71 Danforth street, on or before
Saturday, August 22d.
Boats conveyed from E. It. R. Depot free of charge
All entry of 25 cents will be charged for ail field
sports.
Trains leave E. R. It. Depot 10 a. m., and 1.30
p. ni. Leave Lake at 6.30 p. m.
Tickets: Adults 50c, Children 35c; to be had
from members of the committee and at the trains.
E’er particulars see posters
augiodlw

CO.,

CORRESPONDENTS,

are com-

plete aud satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,

THE

in

J. W. MUNGER &

PAY'S DEATH

AND SAVE MONEY.

At 35 cents per pound, finest quality of linen note
weights, ranging from 100 to 250 sheets to the pound.

J. D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT, immediately
the proofs

or

LAKE,

ateur

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884. 1.447.75G.70

RECORD IS

Dividends,.

pair.

suitable for business

$4.50 Per Dozen.

may29

aiiguoutd

—UK THE—

Insure Against Marine Risks Only.

Has liad thirty-five years’ experience

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.
MARK
DOWN

514

Portland Base Ball Crounds.
Game Called at 3 O'clock. Admission 25 Cts.

FOURTH ANNUAL PICNIC

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

marl

every respect, and its price refunded by seller.
Made in a variety of styles and prices. Beware of
worthless imitations.
None genuine without
Ball’s name on box.
Full assortment of these
Celebrated Corsets for sale by

20

General adboats 15cts.
iltf
aug22__

Wednesday, August 26,1885.

bargains:

Elegant Embroidered Piano Covers at $5.00 and
$7.00 each; former price $12, $14 and $18.

Envelopes

in

—

15ets. Orchestra 20 ets.
mission and round trip on Forest City

Parqiietto

F. Ha! S. B. S.

ATLANTIC

price $1.00.

At 50 cents per
and cream note.

Tlie ONLY CORSET made that can be returned
by its purchases after three weeks’ wear, if not
found

Opera Company.

ARTISTS

SEBAtlO

10 Dozen Men’s Fancy Cambric Laundried Shirts, in
sizes 15 I- 2 and 16, at 25 cents each ; former

CLEVELAND,

•‘

—

24«h.

AUGUST

Tuesday and Wednesday,
Ati£. SStli and 2<>th.

THE

Will offer Saturday Horning, the balance of
Odd Lots and Remnants left from Wednesday's Sale, and will add the

IQ.OiLlETT. Wfajur. Stf Tori

jel

MONDAY,

20

PEAK’S ISLAND.

THEATRE^

PORTLAND LONGSHOREMENS BENEVOLENT SOCI Y

Union Mutual

MILLETT & LITTLE

Buy

^NUFACTUREQg^g^

Proprietors,
dti

each,

former

STORE,

After three years for any cause except fraud.

—

PAVILION

ensure a

Blanche Corelli

OLD

■

CONTINUED SALE!

iiug21

413 Fore Street.

je23

ill

co(l2w

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Fine

Iced water rains digestion: Dirlgo Water imit; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

w

5111

^Ill'll

FARRINGTON.

vX-

aug!4

proves

BUNDLETT BROS.,

eall

early

m

RIlT'lfl

mu-

so

dier.”
Mr. Martin is now a job printer in Chicago, and tlie Herald conceived the idea of Issuing this old editorial page of the rebel
Citizen, printed on wall .paper, as a supplement, and ’having Mr. Martin set the type
and print the edition | himself, and this
unique scheme was duly accomplished.
Ilnle’H

m

TO BE SOLD WITHIN THIRTY DAYS.

When Gen. Grant captured Vicksburg, a
printer by the name of O. P. Martin was in

vmno

*■»

HilS IIIITC

An

dealings with its policy-holders.

supplement, printed
strip of common wall paper. The supple-

tn Imvn

■

11110BB

pieces Black Wool Serge, used for IT
draping City Hall, slightly damaged, at 8 cents
UNION MUTUAL recognizing its
per yard; worth 15c.
THE
in its
tuality, is the most liberal

curion the blank side of

Vicksburg, Miss.,
1S63, and the story

111 1 tl

SALE

SPECIAL

a

the editorial page of the
Daily Citizen of July 2,
of its issue is as follows:

rySteamer Cadet’s 20 cent tickets to Peaks’
admits to Garden. Children 15 cents.
C. if. KNOWLTON.
jviidtf

sizes from 5 to 13.

Common Wall Paper.

ment represented

..■

^

mill

as now.

A Rebel Journal Printed on a Sheet of

a

A~m

obtain

We also offer 12

A CURIOUS SUPPLEMENT.

ous

•

glllirni

I lot of Gents’ Silk Cravats at 15 cents each ; worth
37 l-2c; just the article for Summer wear.

knows of a white swallow in Wisconsin, and
the Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle makes note of a
a white crow caught in Forsyth county the
other day.

The Chicago Herald recently issued

season

—AT—

raised.

is

A

IV

<11111

genuine bargains
as this sale w ill last for a few days only.
the balance of Boys' Diamond Shirt Waists
to

last

from

over

And All Attractions under One Admission.

NEWBURYPORTS vs, PORTLANDS

per

The Lynchburg Advance has been shown
cucumbers raised in the neighboring eounty
of Amherst from seed brought from the West
Indies. One of them was 44 inches long,
and the flavor equal to the best Virginia

He

__A.

25 dozen Alexander and other Standard quality Kid
Gloves, in two and three button, at 25 cents

course.

animal.

in small and medium sizes carried

A

banks.
It is reported by the Philadelphia Press
that the novelist Crawford has a very flexible baritone voice, and justice also requires
the statement that he is a big man, weighing
250 pounds or thereabouts, and good, of

England’s poet laureate what the famous
yellow mastiff is to the Chancellor of the
German Empire.
A few weeks ago there was a local item in
the Philadelphia Press telling of a white
robin found at peep o’ day near Leverington
If. T. Gardiner
cemetery, Roxborough.
writes to the UticalObserver that thirty years
ago he caught at Bridgeport, Conn,, a “perfectly white robin and kept it for some time
in a cage.’’ Another paper describes a white
robin found at Greenbank, N. J., recently.
In St. Nicholas for
August mention is made
of a white sparrow, while the Chicago Times

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,

I case Remnants Turkey Red Table Damask at
33 l“3 cents per yard; worth 50c; lengths from
I 1-2 yards to 2 1-2 yards.

A recent raid

nate as well as a superb

men’s, Youths’

for

Garden,

Light Weight Clothing, consistBoys’ and Children’s wear at THEATRE, RINK,

of cost.

VIISHIIIIFIS

price $1.00, $1.35; all

10

on

tall, lithe, active hound, with tawny hair and
black, eagle-like eyes. He lias the most penetrating glances ever possessed by man or
beast. Jufra is the inseparable companion
of Lord Tennyson during his outdoor studies and rambles. Jufra is, in short, a fortu-

_A

1BIJ

opportunity
choice of bargains,

H.M.PAYSON&CO.

regions—as a religious rite—but not universally. Vaccination of the natives was introduced in 18G4.

be accounted for.
Lord Tennyson rejoices in the possession
of a magnificent deer-hound named Jufra,
to which he is much attached. Jufra is a

Suitings

regardless

offered

Prin-

Hociiritiea Bought and Hold.
eodtf

State of Maine,
Portland Water Co.,
Lcedn A Parnaingtou,
Maine Central,
Kiddeford A Saco Water

The New York World lias received a bogus
check for $100 toward the Grant monument.
A watermelon weighing 178 pounds, and
measuring three feet four inches in length
is on exhibition in Los Angeles. It will be
preserved in alcohol and sent to London.
In India inoculation for smallpox has been
practiced from time immemorial in certain

supposed, by the chemical action of the wax.
upon the material of which the nest is composed. Many of the fires of unknown origin
in haystacks and farm buildings
may thus

fine

some

—_"II-A
«V
11 bib

Ccttcra of
the

1 .OO.

$

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

tlieir immediate sale.

ensure

hich T shall sell

Exchange
favorable rates*.

BONDS !

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

A gentleman waited patiently around City
Hall for the Hunts, says the Concord, N. II.
Monitor, and left, a sadder and wiser man,
when informed that his scattered kinsmen
were reunited in the shades of classic Concord, Mass.
It is a curious fact, says the Ithaca Journal, that wasps’ nests often take fire, as is

stylish and desirable Suitings

180

the committee were

the forms prescribed by law; but
they nevertheless claimed, and claim still, that the
intent and spirit of the law was violated
when (dd and tried public servants were discharged for no other cause than that they
were Republicans.
Mr. Swift also points
out that the charge of offensive partisanship
on the part of the First Assistant was utterly false, and trumped up by Jones; that, far
from being a challenger on election
day, the
books of the office show that he was at the
desk all day, with the exception of an intermission of a few moments, when he went to
the polls and voted.

Deep Sea Flsbing Trip

Continental

bought and Hold at moat
Travelling and Commercial
Credit tanned, available in all
cipal Cities* of Europe.

EXPRESS

Steamboat Company,
City
will make a

SUMMER CLOTHING FOR CASH !
Greenwood

RS,

No. 218 Middle Street.

of tbe Forest

MONDAY, AUCUST 24,
Leaving Custom House Wharf at 8.30, Trefetheu’s lauding 8.45,and forest City Lauding. Peaks’
Island, n.oo a. in. ; returning about 1.00 p. m.
s um
prize for tin; largest codfish caught.

& S0NS,

BANK

STEAMER

liiiH'xnui! (Sail Furnished Free.
U3t
ailg22

REMEMBER

and

Sale of

Down

Fun Aliead.!

FAFLEi

hand.

inn-

FORCE.

beginning

Exchange

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
on

FARRINGTON’S

Grand Mark

WORLD.

“A Salvationist Shoots Himself!”
says the
telegraph in big letters. Well, so does a Baptist. and a Unitarian, and a Methodist, and
a
Congregationalist, a Catholic and a Protestant! The more is the pity there are so
many of them, poor fellows! Who ever
lieard of one of them leaving a card in his
pocket laying the blame to his religion?
The last case is that of a Salvationist who
shot himself at Brunswick. Who is not sorry that his salvation did not cover this last
sin? Some folks think it did.
AND THE

MOULTOr

WOODBURY &

SALVATION AND SUICIDE.
Waterville Mall.

JONES

AMUSEMENT*.

I liave decided to offer my entire stock off Ifledinin and

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

Boston Record’s Financial Column.
The turn in the tide lias come with the settlement of the railroad war, hut beyond this
we have, in the outside conditions'of business, an altered and better state of things.
Reports from all the trade centres show a
marked improvement, differing in degree,
hut not in kind. The cotton, woollen and
worsted manufacturers, and even the iron
men at Pittsburg, report a substantial recovery of business and a better outlook than
they have known for a long period.

fifl.TV

that the application of Dunton was on
file until he heard of his appointment.
At
this point Mr. Stevenson should have asked
Mr. Brown who Mr. Fred M. Dunton, the
man Mr. Brown alleged he got
appoint-

janldtf

TRUST COMPANY,

are

IN

J.

C.

PORTLAND

whether we
generally made up their minds that it is already lost.

be controlled so easily as small
pox if
taken in season. The Montreal authorities

aware

SHURTLEFF,

January 1,1884.

so mixed and muddled
outside care very little
win or lose the State, and have

In Ohio things
that Democrats

can

The Hon. Simon S. Drown seems to have
reinstated himself in the affection and esteem of the First Assistant Postmaster IGenerai without much difficulty. Mr. Stevenson
pronounces his explanation entirely satisfactory. Had he not been exceedingly anxious
to
find it satisfactory he
would
have
put some questions to Mr. Brown which
it might have puzzled the latter to answer.
For instance; according to the despatch Mr.
Brown told Mr. Stevenson that he was not

Maine Central. 7s & 5s
P. & O. B. B....6S

No. 194 HUDDLE STREET, Portland.

Louisville Courier-Journal.

in

dallied with it and did little or nothing to
check its spread when it first appeared; and
it is due to their indifference that the disease
has assumed its present alarming
proportions. The result should prove a warning to
the authorities of all cities and towns where
the disease may make its appearance to attack it vigorously at the start and not allow
it to gain headway.

ARETAS

Bath.Os & 4s

EDITOR WATTEHSON SURRENDERS OHIO.

that from the

The cable tells us that the Czar has just
appointed 7P0 additional officers in the army.

THE

DIHCELUNEODM.

BONDS !
Hockland.Gs & 4s
No. Pacific Gold.,6s
Anson.4s

Mobile Register.
Murat Halstead is mistaken. The South
is not in the saddle. At present it is occupying a spring wagon, and is on the high road
to prosperity.

race

safe to invest much money in him.

FINANCIAL.

CURRENT COMMENT.

service

Spain is very angry with Germany because
the latter has uneeremoniouly gobbled up
the Caroline island. It’s a case
probably of

impotent

mediate School*, prepared under the direction of the Scientific Department of the
National Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union and indorsed by A. B. Palmer, M. D.,
LL.D., and the Child’s Health Primer for
Primary Schools, prepared under the same
The recommendations of these
direction.
gentlemen are concurred in by Rev. W. Y.
Brown, I). D., chairman of Permanent Committee of Temperance of the Presbyterian
Church, David W. Stiger,recording secretary
of the same committee, and Rev. John W.
Olmstead, 1). D., editor of The Watchman of
Boston, Mass.

CORNISH.
DAArIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE-George Gould, Proprietor.
EASTPOKT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Bucknam

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Feet <£• Bars,

and all other Pains and Aches.
A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Oalls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, <Cr., on Ilorses.
One trial will prove its merits.

Its effects are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.

Proprietor.

MACHIAS.

THE

Proprietor.

Gibson

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
( ENTRAL HOUSE Win. II. Smith.
Proprietor.

MAtTARAPPA.

PRESUMl'SCOT HOUSE-W\ S. Pratt
tor.

Pronrie1

*KO \V II EG AN.

UOBUENHOUSR—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor

—

FOR SALE 15Y

Vd’iELINO&Ym:

—

C0UereSS St-

M.
PORTLAND Clt; Ai; STORE.
A. II. HASKELL. 7*2 Exchange St.
GEO. H. MrKENNF.Y & CO.. ;v.> pearl St.
V. B. FFLLF.K .A SUN, *»u Congress St.
F. A. THENI'li. 2*21 Congress St.
J. K. DFNN &{'().. Saeearnppa, Me.
C. E. TOWNSEND. Brunswick. Me.
A. F. CAMPBELL. Brunswick. Me.
KASfEltX (JIi:ai; «•*»., N. k. Agents. 82 Commercial street.

BUY

BEST

PIANO?
CALL
SEE

AT

THE

THE

OLD

STAND

AND

LARGEST STOCK OE

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND
COVERS.

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St_M. s

BEST 5-CENT CICAR
IN THE WORLD.

lb-si,,a._iv.'i'emllm

WOULD YOU

LEWISTON.
Df.AVITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB’S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIDPEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL. Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson. Proprietor.
FA 1.MOUTH HOTEL. Corner of Middle and Union Sts.—). K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St_L G Perrv
y’

THE

Some Rare Bargains still remain.
pairing to order.

Samuel

and

re-

Thurston,

3 Free Street Block,
Ianl2

Tuning

Portland.
ail

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN

(Possess o
3 important
characteristics.
UNIFORMITY. DURABILITY,
SAMPLE
CARO,

SUPERIORITY OF METAL.

O different styles of TENS, sent for trial.
on receipt of 12 twocent Stamp*

We recommend these PENS as the BEST.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON
■171
ie*2o

C'ottgreMM Mt..

Tie.

eoUCm

NOTICE.
demands

against Plymouth
pursuits having
of Portland, must present them tor
VI.i.Parish,
before the

fifth duv of September
said Parish is about to close up its
A."II.
ilfairs and dissolve. GEOKliE K. JUNK INS
1'ieasurer, 30 Exchange
augSdlm*

payment

on or
188a. its

THE

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, AUG. 24.
THE PRESS.

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N,
G. Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodidon,
Robert Cestello, Gilpatrick, Jewett, Peterson,
Starks, Strange, Gould. Lauagan, Wade, Boston
& Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains
that run out of the city.
I lAuburu, Willard Small A Co.;
I jAugusta, J. F. Pierce.

■Bangor, Bangor News Co.

□Bar Harbor, F. 8. Jordan.
SHath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
M
□Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
■CumberlanoTillUs. F. A. Verrill.
WDamariscotta, E. W. Dunbar,
as Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.|
■ Fryeburg. A. F. Lewis,
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
;jj Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham. Jas. H. Irish & Co.
W Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Cliandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendennlng.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
(Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
□Norway. S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
■•Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellisou.
G. A. Beale.
IJRiclimond, O.
S. Andrews.
□Rockland,
H. Johnson.
E.
jNaliattus,
RfSaccarappa, A. It. Adams.
□Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.
I Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
5»So. l’aris. A. M. Gerry.

H

If Thomaston, S. Delano,
i. Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
G. Bliss.
!,
Watervilie, C. II. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A. H. Seabury.

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open lor Carriers and General Delivery,
from 9 to 10 a. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.06
ill.
Close at 8.16 a. in., 12.00 and 9.00 p. in.
Boston and the West—Arriveat 12.06,6.15,8.25
and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00, 5.16
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.26 p. m. Close at
p.

8.15 a. in. and 12.00 p. in.
Great Sowthern&Western—Arrive at 12.05,5.15,
8.25 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00,
6.16 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00
a. an, and 1.10 p. m.
Close at 11.45 a. in., 4.40
and 9.00 p. m.

Morning Northwestern,via Grand Trunk Railway
—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00
a. ill. and 1.10 p. m.
Close at 6.15, 11.45 a. m.,
m.

Eastport, via eaeli steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive
at 2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowliegan, intermediate offices aud the North—
Arrive at 1.10 p. in. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowliegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—
Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close
at 11.45 a. in. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
It. R.—Arrive at 8.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 9.00 a. ill. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via
P. & R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. ill.
Rochester, N.IL.and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted) iu the business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 1.40 and 5.00 p. m. In
other sections at 8.00 a. in., 1.40 aud 5.00 p.m.
Collections are made on week days at 7.00 and
11.00 a. m., and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.
On Sundays
m.

WIT AND WISDOM.
Enthusiastic Young Naturalist—"Manuna, I
found out where the pins and nee-

guess I have

dles go.”

"Where, child?”
“Why, the bees and the hornets use them for
stingers, and the "devil’s darning needles' get the
lost shawl pins.”
Never Neglect

a constipated
condition of
serious results surely follow, such
as piles, impure blood, and many chronic complaints. Burdock Blood Bitters.

the bowels,

or

One evening two gentlemen were telling stories
when a tloek of blackbirds llew overhead.
“I killed seventy-live of those birds at one shot
down on the east shore,” said the Judge.
“Sho! that's nothing;” said the Doctor. “1
killod one hundred and twenty-two one time at a
shot.”

“Look here, Doctor,” said the Judge, “after this
can tell your story first.”

you

M. L. Scranton, Pa., Blair, Alderman 5th Ward
stated Nov. 9,'83: He had used Dr. Thomas^
Eclectric Oil for sprains, burns, cuts, bruises and
rheumatism. Cured every time.
Fond Mamma—"Why. I thought
Flossy Brown were, great friends.”

you and

little

Little Miss Fashion—“So we are; but you would
not have me play with a little girl who dresses
her doll in last year's fashions, would you, mamma?"
Scott’s Emulsion of Pukk Cod Liver Oil
Hypophosphites in Consumption and
Wasting Diseases. Dr. C. W. Barrington,
Pittsburg, Pa., says: “I think your Emulsion oj
Cod Liver Oil is very useful in consumption and
wasting diseases.”
with

itinerant bookseller called at

An

a

house in

Pennsylvania and after showing several works
said, “Here, sir, is a Bible; firstunsuccessfully,
rate book; full of useful information.”
Self-raising

made by mixing Congress Yeast Powder with common flour, this has
none of the objections of the flour generally sold
as

flour

can

be

self-raising.
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PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Aug. 22, 1886.
The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Flour.

|

Superfine and
low

grades..3 25®3

60

St Louis Win-

76®5
25®5

00
60

car

lots.. 27

Cottonseed,

bag lots.. 28
straights.
00® 5 25 Sack’dBr’n,
do roller
60® 5 75 car lots .17
WluterWlieat
do hag... 18
Patents.5 50®6 001 Midlings,crl8
—

do

Cod, t> qtl—
Large Shores 25 n 3
Large Bank3 75®4
Small.2 75® 3

50
00
00
50a4 00

00®27

50

90®29

00

50®18 00

50®19 00
00®21 00
20 00®24 00
Provisions.

bag....

PorkBacks....13 75@14 00
Clear.13 00®13 60
Mess.12 00®12 60

English Cod3
Pollock.1 7o®2 501 Mess l)eef..l0 60a.ll 00
Haddock.1 60®2 00
Ex. Mess.ll 00®11 50
Hake.1 75®2 25
Plate.1175*12 00
Ex Plate. 12 25® 12 50
Herring—
Scaled
bx... 14® 18c LardNo. 1.12®15e
Tubs p lb..7
®7V*c
Mackerel p bid—
« 7*4c
Tierces.. ..7
Shore 1. 12 50® 13 50
Pails.7 Vi a8 c
No. 2, 5 25 a(1 6ol Hams 1> lb. 10Vi a lie
a 14c
i.argc 3s.1 covered.. 13
Medium.3 00 a4 00
Oil.
Small.2 25 ®3 001 Kerosene—
Produce.
I Port. Kef. Pet. 7 Vic
Cranberries—
I Water White.10V4c
Devoe Brill’t.12y»c
Cape Cod...
Maine.
I Pratt’s Astral... 12,® 14e
Pea Beans_1 05®1 75iLigouia.10»4c
10c
Mediums... .1 60® 1 70| Silver White.
German ind.l 40®1 50 Centennial_■_lOVic
—

—

—

—

VellowEyesl 05® 1 751

Needs.

3 00 a3 251 Red Top.2 25 a 2 37
Onions
Potatoes, hush
45®50: Timothy Seed2 00®2 10
doz..
Eggs p
16®17c lGlover.10Vi@llc
Chickens 1 * lb
Kuisins.
18®20c 1
Fowls p lb.
13si5c Muscatel.3 00®400
S.Potatoes. SO 00^,80 50 London Lay’r 3 00®3 35
Mutter.
Onduia.
10 ®13 c
Creamery l) ih 22®23c Valencia.6V4@l0V4
Gilt EdgeVer 20®22c
Apples.
Clmicc. 18®20c New w crate 1 00® 1 50
Good. 15.® 16c Evaporated,lb
So l ie
Store. 10®12c i Dried Apples. 3ya®4ya
Cheese.
Sliced do
4ya®5
Vermont...
8Vi®9c
Ornfages.
N. V. fact’y 8Vi®9c
Mesina.4 00®4 25
I.e in oils.
Nugne.*
Granulated p lb.... 7c
i Palermo.6 50®7 50
Extra C. 6Vic!
••

Hides and Tallow.
are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, 6y2c $r lb
<
and Steer Hides under 90 tbs_f!
c p It,
0 .v Hides, all weights.0
c D lb
Hull and Stag Hides, all weights_4
c fc> lb
1 a If Skins....10
t> lt>
sheen Skins.50c@Sl each
Lamb Skins.40@45c each
Light and Deacon Skins.23u36c each
liendcred Tallow.6 c y lb
2%o
Hough Tallow.
lb
Tin1

following

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Aug. 22,1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland, 25 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads, 98 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

daily:
A. T.

(By Telegraph.)

F. 70%
Mexico!
Hi. a 1 7s.. 43|
Now lurk ig New England. 23%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.79
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
Eastern Railroad. 63%
Boston & Lowell Railroad.120
Boston & Albanv Railroad.179
Maine Centra! Rairoad.
.107
Boston & Maine Railroad.180
«s

Reading.

23

preferred.84

do 2d preferred.
35%
Union Pacific Gs.115%
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.107%
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.122
St. P. M. and M.106%
Wells Fargo Express.115
U. S. Express Co. 53

New York

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Aug. 22, 1885,-The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:
Colorado Coal.•.1G 00
Homestake.1800
Ontario.25 50
Quicksilver. 5|00
Quicksilver preferred.21 00
Savage. 3 05
The Wool Market.

BOSTON, Aug. 22, 1885.—Tlie following is
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.34
Choice XX.32
FineX.30
Medium.31
Coarse.23

MichiganExtra and;XX.28
Flue.28
Medium.30

Common.23

Other WesternFine and X.27
Medium .30

Common.23

Pulled—Extra.25
Supernne.20
WO 1.12

Combing amt delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.32
Fine delaine.30

a

@35
@33
@31

@
@

32
25

@ 29
@
@
@

29
31
24

@24
@28
@32
(3 16

Low and course.24

Medium unwashed.23
Low unwashed.20
California.10
Texas.14
Canada pulled.20
Do Combing.
Smyrna washed.18
Unwashed.lo
Buenor Ayres.26
Montevideo.26
Cape Good Hope.20
Australian.32
Donskoi.20
In some instances buyers have paid an advance
for domestic fleeces from the lowest point, and
prices are firm all round.
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Aug. 22,1885.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00313 50; short cuts 13 50
@14 00; backs 13 50314 00; light backs 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 00@13 50; prime mess 13 00
extra prime 11 00@11 50; mess 11 50@

@13^50;

6%@7Vic f> lb for tierces; 7y2@73/ie for
10-lb pails; 7% @8c for 5-lb pails; 8@8i.4c for 3-ib
pails.
Hams at 10@10V2c
lb, according to size and
cure; small ll@lly2c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to extra, 20y2
@21 y2c; extra at 22322y2c;New York and Vermont dairy 16@18c; fancy 18y2«:10c; extra Western fresh made creamerv 20321c;Jfancv 2iy2c;
common to good at 1831 lie; Western ladle pack
ed 10@12c; do fair to good at 9@llc; imitation
creamery, choice, 15@17c. Jobbing prices range
l@2c higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Chuice Northern at 7 37y2c; lower
grades according to quality; Western 'at 7e. Job
lots V2c higher, j
Eggs—Eastern extras 17@17y-e; Eastern firsts
atl6@@10y2c; New York and Vermont at 16
@17c; North 16c; Western 14a 15; Island 16c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 4»5@
1 60
bush; choice New' York small hand picked
do 1 60@1 65; fancy -; small Vt. hand
picked peas
1 60@1 65; common to good 1 40@1 45c; choice
screened dol 3031 40 ;hand picked mril 45®, 150;
choice screened do. 1 3051 40; common do, 110
@1 20 ;choice improved yellow eyes at 1 70@1 75;
old fashioned yellow' eyes at 1 60® 1 65; red kidneys 1 8031 8b.
Lard

Fruit—Evaporated apples 6y2®7y2e|> Ibjfancy

8c, and North and East quartered aud sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00@
4 50. New apples 1 50@2 00 I> bbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay .$223 $23; fair to good,
$20@$21; choice East fine $17®$18: fair to good
$ 16 a $ 17; poor do $@14315. Bye straw, Iclioice
*19@20e.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, Aug. 22,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 2,200 head; shipments 800 head; natives steady;
shipping steers 4 25@0 00; Stockers and feeders
at 2 76@4 00;cows,bulls and mixed at 1 75®4 00;
Texans at 2 50®4 00; Western rangers slow;
natives audhalf half breeds 4 50®4 75.
Hogs—Receipts 6,500 head; shipments 2500;
higliemrough and mixed at 4 00@4 00; packing
and shipping at 4 20@4 fiO;liirlit 4 30*4 90;skips
Sheep—Receipts 400 head; 'shipments 1500;
weak; natil 75@4 00;Lambs j» head 75c to 3 00.

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON, Aug.22,1885.—Refined oil is in moderate demand ;sales atl614@6%c
gall for 115@
120 test and at 9® 1 Oe for Centennial and Beacon
Light, (160 test). Case oil is held at9%@10%c
|r gal, tins included. Naptha is steady at 10®
1114c, as to gravity, l’arafline. standard, 26
gravity, at 22c, and other brands at 13c.

S.

New York Stock and
Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Aug. 22,
1885.—Money on call
continues easy at ll % per
cent, closing at 1% :
prime mercantile paper 4®6.| Foreign Exchange
dull; quotations unchanged; actual business at

484% for.10-day bills and 4 *5% fordcnmnd
Governments dull and firm, state bonds have
strung. Railroad bonds fairly active
and steady.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, 3s.....103%
UnitedlStates bonds, 4%s, reg.111%
Unitedjstates bonds, 4%s, coup.113
UnitedlStates bonds, 4s, reg.122%
United®tates bonds, 4s, coup.122%
Pacific 6s. ’93.I26y2
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Stocks;
Chicago & Alton.136
been dull but

Chicago & Alton preferred.148
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.132
Erle.f..........:. 17%

Erie preferred.1 38y2
Illinois Central.133
Lake Shore. 73

FALL RIVER, August 22, 1885—Print cloth
market closed firm at 314c for 04x04 and 2% for
00x50.—Production for the week 125,000 pieces;
deliveries, 117.000; sales, spot 75,000; future.
34,000; total 109,000; stock on hand, 100.000,

steady.

Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
YORK, Aug. 22,1885.—Flour is dull and
still tending in buyers' fOvor; sales 8.500 bbls;
NEW

State at 3 26 a o 25; Ohio 3 005 5 25; Western at
3 25 55 25; Southern at 3 75.®5 50.
Wheat opened shade better, afterwards ruled
easier, and declined %@% with moderate business ;No 1 White nominal .sales 328,000 bush No2
lied for September at 94 « 94%c; 896,000 bush do
October at 90590% c■ 448,000 bu do November
at 98%®98%c; 170,000 bush do December at
1 110 s 1 00%; 8000 bush do Jan 1 0214 ; receipts
219.700 bush.
Corn shade easier; mixed Western spot at 5214
@54%c; do future 49% 5 5314c; sales 108,000
bush; receipts 21,800 bush.
Oats shade lower; State at 35@42c; Western
at 32 a 42c; sales ;40,000 hush, including No 2 for
August 32c; September 3014c; October at 30% ;
receipts 237,750 bush.
Beef unchanged.
Pork dull; new mess 10 2,“) U 10 50.
Lard shade better; steam rendered 0 45.
Butter firm; Western at 8&22c; State 10* 23c.

Sugar steady.
Molssses steady.
Petroleum firm.
Coffee dull. |

Freights steady.
Sririts Turpentine quiet
jlallow

nicrtu)

at 34c.

Rosin steady at 1 10.91 17V2.
Chicago. Aim. 22.1885.—Flour market weak;
Southern Winter 4 50®6 25; Wisconsin at 4 50®
5 00; Michigan 4 50®5 00; soft Spring at 3 509
4 50; Minn. Bakers 3 5094 59; Patents at 4 75®
5 50; low grades 2 00 9 3 00.
ltye flour at 3 40
®3 70. Wheat lower; August 79%®81% (closed
7914c; No 2 Spring 79% 9 79%c; No 3 Red at
7IV2CC. Corn lower at 44V4 944%c. Oafs shade
easier at 2614c. Rye steady ;No 2 at, 66V4c. Pork
weak at 8 60®8 65. Lard—little doing at 6 1214
@6 15. Boxed Meats steady—shoulders at 4 00®
4 25; short rib 5 3095 35; short clear at 5 80®
5 85.

Receipts—Flour 7,000 bills; wheat 28,000 bu;
273,000 bush,oats 139,000~busli,‘rye 12,000
bush, barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 0.0(H) bbls, wheat 217,000
hush, corn 419,000 bush, oats 147,000 bush.“rye
1,000 bush, barley 0000 hush.
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 22. 1885.—Flour dull; XXX
3 0093 15; family 3 36®3 45; choice 3 76@3 85;
fancy 4 35 94 75; patent at 5 10®5 40. Wheat
lower; No 2 Red at 90a91%e jelosed 8914c. Corn
lower; No 2 Mixed at 4114 94214c. Oats lower
Provisions dull.
at 22:92214c. Rye dull.
Receipts—Flour 3000 bbls.wheat 116.000 hush,
corn 75,000 hush, oats 60,000 bush, rye 2000 bu,
barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—F’lour 50,000 bbls A wheatl6,000i b u,
corn 82,000 bush, oats 1,000bush, rye 00,000 bu,
barley O000 bush.
DETROIT, Aug. 22, 1885.—Wheat weak ;No 2
Red 90c asked; No 1 White at Sol^o; No 3 Red
8814 c.
Receipts—Wheat 70,200 bush.
corn

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 22, 1885.—Cotton market
firm; uplands 5 7-16(1; Orleans at 614d; sales 4,000 bales; speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Aug 24.1885.—Winter wheat is
steady 8s lld®7s Id; spring wheat, steady 6s lOd
®7s; California average 6s8d®6slOd; club 7s
®7s 3d; Corn 4s 7d; JPeas 5s 7d. Provisons, etc.—
Pork 64s; bacon 31s Od for short clear and 3(M Od
for long clear; lard,prime Western 33s 3d;cheese.
good to fine 37s. Tallow 27s.
LONDON, Aug. 22, 1885.—[Beerbohm's report
to Merchants' Exchange.]
Floating cargoes ot
wheat tfirmly held. Cargoes on the passage of
wheat and corn firm. At Liverpool, wheat, tendency downward, and corn quiet hut steady.
Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA. Aug. 23,
regarding the New York
tone to tin1 sugar market
of the week was marked

1885.—Favorable news
market gave a better
here and the early part

by

numerous

transac-

prices. The market afterwards
became quiet in sympathy with tile New York
market.
to fair. 4V2®
□Muscovado
sugar, common
BVs reals gold per arrobe; centrifugal, 92 to 96
degrees polarization, 5V2®6% reals in hints,
bags and boxes.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
33,500 boxes, 420,000 bags, 22,000 hogsheads;
receipts! during week, 1400 boxes, 4800 bags,
and 800 ldids;
exports during the week. 003
boxes, 7.000 bag-£and 3.000 buds, of which 4,000 bags and 2200 hhds to the United States.
*reigins quiet and weak; loading at Havana for
United States | * hhd
sugar82 25(&2 50 gold; from
ports on the north coast (outsideports) for United
States U hhd sugar 82 50 « 3 00
gold.
Spanish gold 2 3«i/4.
Exchange firm and unchanged.
tions and better

~

1

A. M.
8.00

—

Westphalia.New

Hamburg... Sept

sets. 0.31 m*»n

MARINE
PORT

j

Hi«ht tide

..

7.30
9.30

A.

10.30

NEWS.

Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in erws
Kovai, Raking Powder Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y
mar7
dly

tt

Arrived.
Wave, Seavey, Boston.
Maud S, Osmore, Boston,

R II Colson, Stevens, Boston.
Rienzi, Cliatto, Saco.
Sell J C Harraden, Strout. Millbridge for Boston
Leaking BOO strokes per hour.
Sch Collins Howe, time, Southport.
Sc^ Eliza A Thornes, with 150 bills mackerel.
Has cruised east and west, and reports fish

™

BEST THING KNOWN

JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

febl3

MTVF&wly

20tli,

Emily

S

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS
As .1 general beverage au<l necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale uncqualed by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & GO,,
18 HE AY Ell
SEW

STREET,

YORK.

marlO

dly

—

from

Island; Nightingale, Hillyard, Eastport;
Andrew ,1 York, Wallace, Frankfort; W Sauisbuiy, Pendleton, Gardiner; Tims Hix, Hix.and
A J Fallens, Peck, Rockland; Mary Brewer, Kenney; Eliza Ann, Jameson, and Man- Langdou.
Emery, Rockland; Geo W Jewett, Mc'Kown, New

Bedford.
Ar 22d, barque Olive Thurlow,Corbett.lquique;
sch Douglass Hovey. Wright, Pearlington, Miss;
E l’arkhurst, Hooper, Cardenas.
Daisy
Old 21st, sehs F’rank A Nelson, Thompson, Boston ; Laconia, Crockett, Provincetown.
Passed the Gate 21st, sehs Northern Light, fm
New Y’ork for Portland; Elizabeth M Cook, Hoboken for Boston;
Mary E OiiAer, Weebawken for

Ivittery; Agnes, Amboy for Augusta; Vicksburg,
do for Bangor; H T Townsend, Elizabethport for
New Bedford : Everett, Port Johnson for Portland ; Ximena. do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 19th, sell Express. Hodgdon, New York.
Sid 29th inst, sehs Everett, Eaton, Portland;

Lottie,Creighton, do; Telegraph, Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 20th, sch Elizabeth

M

Cook

Clark. New’ York.
NEW LONDON— Ar 21st, sch Wm Beazley,
Kavanaugh. Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sells Mary L Allen,
Butler, Baltimore; FifWncis Coffin, Beflatty, Ellsworth; Orozimbo, Guptill, Calais'; Para, Colhetli,
and Gamma, Brown, Machias.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, sch Susan Ross, Allen.
New York for St George.
In port 21st, sells Lizzie Carr, from Apalachicola; Charleston, Atwood, from Bangor; Susan
Ross, from New Y'ork for St George.
WAREHAM—Sid 20tli, sell Susie J Sawyer,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, sells Julia &
Martha, and Saarbruck, from Hoboken for Boston; T A Stuart, Weehawken for do; Chattanoo-

Elizabethport for Bangor; Fleetwing,Hoboken
Lubec; Para, Machias for Providence; E M
Branscomb, Ellsworth for Wtekford.
Ar 21st, brig W C Warner, Warner, Barbadoes,

ga,
for

for orders.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, barque Clara E McGilvery,
Griffin, Hiimacoa: sehs Hudson, Murphy, Calais;
and
Aliby Weld.
Farrow, Condon,

Fearby,

Mary

Bangor; Cabinet, Leach, Castine; Tivano, Tibbetts. Bristol; Kate Lilly, Lewis. Wiscasset; Fannie Hodgkins, Tibbetts, Westport.
Ar 22d, sells Sarah Eaton, Crowley, Yabacoa 15
days; Nelle Shaw. Dinsmore, do; Maggie S Hart,
Nickerson, Georgetown; G H Golden, Pinkliam,
Baltimore; Kenset, Curtis, Philadelphia; Seth M
Todd, Norwood, Port Johnson; Fannie Butler.
Robinson. Fhizabethpert; T A Stuart. Kelley, ami
finarhrmik. f!lark wpclinu'kpn
Mm-v
v/m
Newton, Rowe,
Maria, Look, Holmken; Hannah F Carlton, Bryant; Jas ltothwell,
lombord. and Annie Lord, Lewis, from Hoboken;
Panama.Trundy, Ellsworth; A L Perkins,Thompson, Castine; Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Wiscasand Helen

set.

Cld 21st, brig Sparkling ’Water, Hicliborn. Barbadocs; schs Mary R Smith, Trask, St Mary’s
Bav. NS ; S M Bird. Merrill. Alexandria.
Cld 22d, brig Jennie Phinney, Oakes, Norfolk;
schs It F Hart, Haskell. Windsor, NS; MC Mosely, Itumrill, Jacksonville.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sch Pearl, Robinson, Rockland; White Sea, Ford, Franklin.
Sid 31st, sch G D Perry, Flynn, Maeliias, (and

returned.)

Ar 21st, sell Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, from
Baltimore.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 21st, schs Jos G Stover.
Arey, Bangor; John Braceweli, Munroe, Rock!
port; Princeton, Gray, Deer Isle.
BATH—Ar 20th, schs Fred Jackson, Snow, and
Ciias H Morse, Getehell, Portland, (and passed
up river.)
BOOTHBAY—Ar 22d, sch Ariadne. Colbv, from
Charleston.

Foreign Ports.
At Manila July 7, ship S F Hersey, Garey, from
New York, takes about 6,000 bales hemp.'
At Bombay July 21, ship Pharos. Collier, line;
barque N Boynton. Janies, do.
Ar at Rio Janeiro July 31, barque Elba, from
Barbadoes.
At Aspinwall July 18, ship Storm King, Reed,
from Port Gamble; barques Rachel Emery, Wyman. unc; Louise Adelaide, Orr, from New York,
ar Oth.
Sid fin Maranham July 12, sell Belle Higgins,
Cusliing. Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Yarmouth, NS, 21st, soli Manzauilla. fm
Rockland.
Ar at St John, NB,
21st, schs Jesse Hart, Wall,
St George; Ciias E Sears, Allen, Lubec.
Cld 21st, schs Sealle, Fanjoy, Rockpor; Commerce, Akerly, Thomaston.
Spoken.
lat 27, Ion 30. ship

June 17.
W It Grace, Walnut, from New York lor San Francisco.
June 28, lat 4. Ion
30, barque Sarmiento, from
Portland for Buenos Ayres.
June 20, lat 7 N, Ion 20, ship Wm
McGilvery,
Dun bar, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
July 8, lat 20 N, Ion 34,
Lucille. Lawrence,
from New York for Hong ship
Kong,
■Diflf’nM lat 28 N, lou 37, barque Wm Wilcox,
Littlefield, from Portland for Buenos Ayres.
a^
S, l°n ol W, ship Ricl’id P Buck,
,...
‘-f
Carver, from Cardin for San Francisco.
27 W, ship Santa Clara,
iBrN,c.lou
fi om New York
for Sail Francisco.
Aug 2, lat 48, ion 34, ship P <> Blaucliard, McIntyre, froxu Antwerp for Nciv York.
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For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.
STEAMER ISIS.

—

On and after Monday, June 22d, tills new and
staunch steam vaclit will run as follows:
Leave Diamond Island at 6,20, 7.30, 8.30,
9.30, 11.30 a. 111., 1.30. 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 6.45 p. in.
Leave Burnham's wharf, city, 5.60, 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. m., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. m.
The 10.15 a. m. and 3.15 p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond 1st
and.
Arrangements for eveniug sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.

The elegant, staunch anil swift
Steamer

CADET
will run as follows (weather permitting):
Leave Franklin Wharf at 5.45, 7.45,9.00,10.30 a.
m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.15, 4.30, C.10, 7.30, 9.30 p.m.
Leave Peaks’Island 6.20, 8.00,9.20,11.00 a. m„
l. 25,2.20, 3.45, 5.05, 6.25, 7.45,10.20 p.m. Leave
Cushing’s Island 6.00, 8.15, 9.45,10.45 a. m., 1.15,
2.45, 3.30, 4.45, 6.50, 8.00, 9.45 p. m. Leave
White Head 6.10, 9.30 a. m., 2.30, 4.55, 6.40 p. m.
Bound trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents; children 15 cents.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30, 10.30 a. m., 12.30,
2.00, 3.00 p. m. Leave Peaks’ Island 9.45, 11.00
Leave Cushing’s Isa. in., 1.00, 2.15, 5.00 p. m.
land 10.00, 10.45 a. in., 12.45. 2.30, 4.45 p. m.
No trills to White Head on Sunday.
J. B. COYLE, Jit., Manager.
augl 5dtf
—

FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round
je22
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MEDICATED

m

for treatment of hemorrhoids
IE I
More than twenty-five per cent of its
weight i3 due to the best remedial
agents known to the profession, by
whom it is conceded that in
porating them with Toilet Paper there
is a certainty of application and bene
fit otherwise unattainable. Unsoliciled letters testify to its remarkable jp I
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package

of 119

Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely
wrapped in Tin Poil, and where it can-131
not be procured of the Trade, wewilllil
Deliver Free on receipt of price.
411
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cts. | Sample Packet 10 ets.
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si F. F. HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me.
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“Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands.”
“Gordon’

and after June 28,1885, Steamer
ON will
leave daily from Custom House Wharf,
viz:

Portland, asTollows,
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and
East End Gt. Chebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a.m.,

6.00 p. in., Orr’s Island 9.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr’s Island 12.50
p. m.; Harpswell *6.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; East End
6.45 a. m.. 3.16 p. in.;
Jenks’ 7.00 a. m., 8.30
p. m.; Little Chebeague 7.15 a. m., 3.46 p. m.;
Long Island 7.35, a. ni., 4.05 p.m. Arrive at Portland 8.15 a. m., 4.45 d. m.
•Monday mornings leave Harpswell 6 a. m., other landings 15 minutes earlier than schedule time.

For the benefit of suffering humanity, I deem it
only my duty to give this unsolicited testimony in
favor of Swift’s Specific. My wife has been afflicted with Eczema from infancy.
We tried every
known remedy, but to no avail.
She was also
afflicted with a periodical nervous headache,
sometimes followed by an intermittent fever, so
that her life became a burden to her. Finally I
determined to try Swift’s Specific. She commenced seven weeks ago. After taking the first
large bottle the disease seemed to increase; the
burning, itching and inflammation became unbearable: She, however, persevered in the use of
the medicine. After taking the second bottle the
inflammation began to subside.
After the third
bottle the inflammation disappeared, and sore
dried
and
turned
white
and
spots
up
scaly, and
finally she brushed them off in ail impalpable white
powder resembling pure salt. She Is now taking
the sixth bottle; every appearance of the disease
is gone, and her flesh is soft and
Her headaches have

white as a child’s.
disappeared and she enjoys
the only good health she lias known in 40 years.
No wonder she deems every bottle of S. S. S. is
worth a thousand times its weight in gold.
Any further information concerning her case
will be cheerfully given by herself at her residence, 135 Mullett Street, or by me
JOHN F. BRADLEY, 44 Griswold St.
Detroit, Mich, May lb, 1885.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
N. Y.. 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
jehl
tl&wlvnrm

NEURALGIA!
J>K. (’. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., lias discovered Hint the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of Herman Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Fills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Mick

Ilcadsidtc, Nort on* Headache, Neuralgia, N<‘rvoii*iie**, MleeitleNNiir**, l*araly*is, Mt. Vim*’ Unnce,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly
upon

the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
them
a high standard.
gives
Sold by all druggists,
or sent to any address on
receipt oi price—50c a
box. or <» boxes for §2.50. Office 154 N. Howard

people,

St., Baltimore.
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On and after

The steamer MAY FIELD will leave F'ranklin
Boston boat wharf for Peaks’, as follows: 8.15,
9.45,11.15 a. ill., 2.30,4.00, 5.00, 7.40,10.00 p.m.
Leave State street wharf for Peaks’, as follows:
8.00, 9.30 a. til., 2.15. 5.15 and 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks’for Franklin wharf, 8.35,
10.10, 11.35 a. m., 2.50, 4.30, 6.00 and 9.30 p. ill.
Returning leave Peaks’ for State street wharf at
8.35, 11.35 a. ill., 4.30, 6.00, 10.30 p. m.

the

H

PILLS.

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of Paris
arc
especially recoriiinended by the Medical
Celebrities ol the World for Scrofula. (Tumors,
King s r.vil. ete.,) the early stages of Consumption, Cons ..al Weakness, poorness of Blood,
and for
stimulating and regulating its periodic
course. Aoue genuine unless
signed oBlancard,
40 rue Bonaparte. Paris."
E. Fougcrn &
Co., IV. Y.,Aai». tor the U.Sf.
sold byDruggists generally.
de>'8
dlawMiy

Monday,

new

Leave State St. Wharf for Peaks’, 9.00,10.30
2.00, 3.16 p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks’ for State St. Wharf,
9.30,11.00 a. 111.; 2.30, 6.30 p. m.
Leave Franklin Wharf for Peaks’, 10.46 a. m.,
3.3o, p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks'for Franklin Wharf at
4.1i> p. 111.
Tickels, admitting to Garden, 20 cents. jy22dtf

June
Steamer

99,
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Food aud other

as

the
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is

that

an

use our

a

Portland. Bangor, Mt. Desert and M«chtas Steamboat Company.
COMMENCING MAY 1, 1886.
8TEARER CITY OP RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. in. alter arrival of night train from Boston, for Rocklnnd, CsHline, Deer I*le,Medjgvvick, Mouth Went Harbor, Rar Harbor,
Millbridge, Jouenport and Mnchinsport;
or parties for last three named points desiring to
do so can proceed by rail to Hit. Desert Perry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross ta Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry

Ea,stward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
on

trains for Boston.
Limited Ticket*, first aud Meant clan*, far
all paint* in the Province* an sale at reduced rate*.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, aud Ticket Agt.
je26dtf
Portland, June 25.1885.

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
Summer Arrangement In Effect June 29th.
Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Leave Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.40 and.6.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 n. m, arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. m.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. in.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY Snpt.

Je30

sustained

during

hi* late illness

The value of Murdock’s Liquid Food in such
cases we cannot illustrate better than by giving
a case that came under our treatment (outside o!
our free hospital, as contagious cases are not admitted) The case showed to all that it was manyfold worse than General Grant’s, and had been
under treatment for several years in some of our
best hospitals and also by some of our best physiworse
dans out of the hospital’s care,
daily, until she commenced taking Murdock’s
to two ounces daily, when she
Liquid Food

growing

Are

WASTED
Everybody to know that our rent and expenses arc
only about one-third as much as our competitors.
These facts enable us to sell Fine Stylish N. Y.
Boots for less money than you can buy them elsewhere,

EVERYBODY
should know that vve have the exclusive sale of A
Garside & Son’s fine N. Y. Boots. A. Garside &
Son, successors to Woodmansee & Garside.

we

keep Boyd’s Fine S. Yr. Boots, in all the lead
Boyd's Fine N. Yr. Boots, sold only a
Sign of Gold Boot.

YOIIR
long, slim,

narrow

feet properly fitted at Sign of
Gold Boot.

TAKE
your wide, troublesome feet to 421 Congress St.,
and have them perfectly fitted.

THE
hand sewed custom made Donga seamless
button for your wide troublesome Joints.

genuine

GENTLEMEN’S
Fine Stylish Shoes for little
lit A

OU

UU)

or

no

profit for the

3.

BROWN,

we

ruiun^

setts. nud to whom
an

we

can

refer

unsolicited letter sent

BRANCH ) 7 Snow Hill, Condon,
WORKS. ( 384 8i. Paul 8t., Montreal.
WS&Mtf
aug21

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK,

Giles’ Liniment Iodide Ammonia.
Removes all Unsightly Bunches, Cures Lameness
in Cattle, Spinal Meningitis, Founder, Weak
Limbs, Sprung Knees, Spavin, Ringbone, Quitter,

Windgalfs.

No stable should be without it. Railroad, minand express companies all use Giles’ Lmiment, and in the great racing stables of Belmont
and Loriliard it has achieved wonders. One trial
will convince.
Write 111!. GILES, Box3483, N. Y., P. O., who
will, without charge, give advice on all diseases
and also on the management of cattle. Sold by
all druggists at 50c and $ 1.00 a bottle and in
quarts at $2.50, in which there is great saving.
The Liniment in white wrappers is for family use;
that in yellow for cattle.
mayl3eod6mcW

hag

Dr. Lavilie’s Remedies
are

the most certain for the

cure

of

Gout and Rheumatism

Sold by Druggists generally. A descriptive
sent by the agents: E. FOUGERA
pamphlet
& CO., 30 North William St., New York,
decs
dlawlyM

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R.
SlUttiHEftt ARRAHOEiHENT,

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1886,
until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 8.95 a. m., fur
Fabynm*, Bethlehem, Littleton, Laatuter, Woodnville, montpelier, 8l. Johaobury, Newport, .Vlontreal, Quebec, Bar*
lington, Snnnlou, Ogdcnnburgh, and hi
points on connecting lines.
19.40 p. m.—Express for all points In White
mountain**, arriving at Fabyaait 4.30, Bothleheni 5.10, Frolile lloune *1.00, SunnH
mt. WaMhington **>.30 p. m. This train wM
not stop at Nouth tViudham or Hiram.
6.0*9 p. in., for Bartlett and intermediate stations.
ARRIVALS.
8.45 a. in., from Bartlett and way stations.
19.115 a. in., from all While mountain points.
5.45 p. m., from No. Conway and way stations
8.00 p. in., from montrenl, Burlington til
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Juue 27,1885.
js27dIt

BURDOCK
BLOOD

attached

to trains

ARRANGEMENT^OF

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, null Upping

at 7.30 a. m. and 1.10 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. m.
For Rochester, Mpringvale. Alfred, Wnterboro anil Maco River, 7.30 a. m., 1.10
p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
hi. and 3.35 p. in., arriving at Portland (mixed)
fl.40 a. m., 12.60 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Borham, Nuccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, W'cstbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10. 0.20, and mixed at *0.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Jnnct. with lloosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Cnion Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Cine and nil rnil.
via Springfield, N. T. & N. U. H. K.
Route”) for Philadelphia,
(“Steamer
Biiltimore, Washington, and the Mouth and
witli Boston A Albany R. R. for the West.
Drawing room cars on train leaviug Portland at
l. 10 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 17.30 a.

Mainland

m.

Close connections made at Westbrook J unction with through train of Maine Central It. R.,
at Grand trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may he had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Snpt.
jn28dtf_

Burdock Blood bitters
FOR

of Back.

RELIEVES

CURES

Dyspepsia.
Gents:—I feel it my duty to sayrespecting Burdock Blood Bitters, that it is
the best medicine I ever took. I suffered
two or three years from stomach troubles
and dyspepsia,as well as from liver and
kidney complaint. I was not able to attend to my business. My wife was afflicted
in much the same way. We read of your
Bitters in the papers and made up our
minds that we would try them. The result
is,mv wife and I began to improve at once,
and 1 am now able to do more hard work
than before in ten years. It relieved my
kidney troubles as well. We both wish
you, the makers of it. Godspeed.
JOSEPH LANDON,
Chelsea. Vt
this

consent,
> day retired from the firm of Mcl.ellan, MoshI>Y
& Co.
McLELLAN, MOSIlEli & CO.
Portland, Me., Aug. 3,1885.

er

undersigned having purchased the interest
of Ruel T. Mcl.ellan, will continue the business
carried on by McLellan, Mosher & Co.,
formerly
under the same firm name.
THOMAS B. MOSHER.
WILLIAM W. ROBERTS.
aug20dlw
Portland, Me., Aug 3,1885.
The

Arrangement,

TRIPS

WEEK*

PER

STEAMERS

.f-

LINE

r'lWlT
^■SsaaK^v,

OE

WILL

THIS

LEAVE

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 6 p. m., for Kastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Rohhlnston, St. An-

drews, Pembroke, Houlton. Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax. Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pietou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other staon the New Brunswick and Canada, interand
colonial, Windsor
Annapolis, Wester*
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Tickets
issued
and
Through
Baggage checked
to destination.
to
4
received
jgfFreight
up
p. m., and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*.
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office. First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. li. COYLE. Manager.
mylSdtf

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mail steamers between America and Euro**.
Rates: First cabin, $60 to $100; second cabia,
$40 to $60; intermediate, $35 to $40: steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British pom,
$15, rosnd trip $30; steerage, outward and preto and from Continental ports, $17 to $15.
candinavian and Sterling sight cheeks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. F’ARJIER, 22 Exchange 8V

BY

Saiil,

JelOdtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, china,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall o*
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above name*

ports.

Steamer of lotli does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
F'or F'reight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
Information, apply to or address the General East-

Agents.

ern

E.

LEAVE

m

1 o!ir,

*>.

S no

E

r*

in

flm.nl

ADAM*

A

CO.,

BOSTON—AND—

PHILADELPHIA

PtBTLANB

For Ronton at 6.15,8.45 a. m., *12.45, 8.30, *5,30
p.m. Arrive at BootoH 10.30a.m.,1.16,4.65,8.00,
0.25 p. rn. Ro.«toa for Portland 7.30,8.30 a. ni.,
1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arriva at Portland 12.05,
Nrarboro
12.25, 5.00. 8.08, 10.00 p. nj.
and Pino Point 6.15, 8.45. 10.26 a. m., 2.00,
3.30, 5.00, 6.10, *8.05 p. m. Old Orchard. Saco
and Biddeford6.16,8.45,10.25a.m., 12.45, 2.00,
3.30.5.00, 5.30, 6.10, *8.05 p. m. Kennebunk 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 6.00, 5.30, *8.05 p. m.
Kennebunkport 6.15, 8,45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 5.30 p. in. Old Orchard Bench for PortInnd 7.59,8.30. 11.36, 11.B7 a. m., 2.35, 4.05,

A.

115 State Street, Cor. Hroad Ni., Kmim,
feb8
dtf

FA88EIGBB RBBV1CE
in effect Monday, July
18M.

Direct Steamship

Line.

From BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
in.
From Fine Street Whart
at 10 a. m.
insurance one-half the rate ot
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. Jt., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
p.

Philadelphia,

Pn.nage Tea Dollar.. Round Trip SIS.
"Meals and Room Included.

and Dover 0.15,8.45 a. m., 12.45, 8.30, 5.00, 5.30
For freight or passage apply to.
p. m. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and LowE. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
ell 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.45, 8.30, 5.30 p. m. Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.45, a. m.,
31dtf
70 Loan Wharf. Bmu.
12.45, 3.80 p.m. Wolf boro and Center Harbor
8.45 a. m., 12.45 p. m. Weirs and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.45
a. m.
Manchester and Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence
8.45 a. IT). SUNDAY TRAINS for Boston
without the use of knife or ligature by
l. 00, 6.30, p. m. Arrive 5.30,10.00 p. m. Boston
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
for Portland 6.00 p. m.; arrive 10.15 p. m. For
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
Pine Point, Scarboro and Old Orchard
without detention from business. Seven years
aed hundreds of cases cured in differReach, Saco and Biddeford 10.00 a.m., 1.00,
3.00 (mixed), t3.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m. Dover ana
ent parts of the State.
5.30 p. m.
Great Falls 1.00. 3.30
Read the following testimonials and see those
•Stops at Old Orchard 1 liour 52 minutes. tStops referred to, which will convince the most skeptiat Old Orchard 1 hour 60 min. tThe 12.45 p. m.
cal.
train connects with Sound Lines for the South and
Portland, Dec. 1,1884.
West; the 5.30 with Rail Lines for New York. ParWe, the undersigned, having been successfully
lor cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15 and 8.45 a. I treated
Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
m. 12.45 and 5.30 p. m.; on trains leaving Bosthe confidence of the public. His method is simton 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 and 8.00 p. m.
almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.

CURED

experience

(mixed)

by

EASTERN DIVISION.

TRAINS

LEAVE

PORTLAND

AT 3.00 A. HI.: Dailt, (Night Pullman) lor
Sueo, Biildcford. Hitter,, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynu nud Bolton,
arriving at 6.20 a. m. AT 0.00 A. HI.: For Cape
Eliznbeth, Srnrboro, Went Seurboro, Saco,
Biddeford, KrnnrbuuU, Wells, North Ber-

wick, Conway Junction, (connecting for ail
stations on Conway Division,) ILittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Rockport, Lyun, Chelsea and Bouton, arriving at 1.10 p. m. AT 1.00 P. HI.: For Bidde-

ford, North Berwick, Conway Junction
(Stops only to leave passengers), Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, I,van and
Boston, arriving at 4.50 p. m., connecting with
Sound and Kail lines for points South and West.
AT 0.00 P. HI.: (Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p.
in., connecting with Kail lines for New York.
TRAIN!* LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30,9.00
a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.60 a.
in., 12.25 pan.;
at 12.30 p,m. running from North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via Western Division,
stopping at
••hennebunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arrivingat Portland at 10.45
p. m.
"Stops to leave passengers taken West of North

Berwick only. PULLMAN PABLOK CARS
on trains
leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.

Portland at 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
TIIKOl'GK
PULLMAN SLEEPING
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.m.
ami Portland 2.00 a. in.
Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 40 Exehnuge
Street.
•IAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
■D.|J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
Jc29dtf
in., and

III' I I VINA its CAUSES nml CURE, by one
who was deaf twenty-eight years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
day with lio benefit. Cured himself in three
months, and since then hundreds of others by
same process. A plain, simple and successful
home treatment. Address T. S. PACE. 128 East
26th St., New York City.
Jy20eoU4w*

UlillrilFiOii

Wednesday*

PILES.

Burdock Blood Bitters
Weary, Aching Bones.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Dyspepsia.

( o-l'aMnersliip Notice.
mutual
Ruel T. Mcl.ellan has

on

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

BOSTON & MAINE It. R.

n

That Ache in Small

TRAINS.

and after Monday, June 29,
Passenger Trains will leave
.ror11 nuS at 7.30 a. in., and
l-lj’
—“-1. lO p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. in. and 7.25 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. in. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.60 p m. and 5.40
On

(from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern DivisionH,33,
4.45. 7.15, 7.43, 2.34 p. m. Wells 6.15,8,45 a. m.,
3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. ra. North Berwick 6.15, 8.4o

BITTERS?

New York.

leave Franklin Wharf

and Saturdays at 6 p. ni.
Returning, leav. Pl«r
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays aog
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sep21-dtf

WESTERN DIVISION

extracts

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.

4.40

3

Portland & Rochester R. R.

TRAIN*

Aug. 11,’85.

About six years ago I commenced taking your
Liquid Food. I thought perhaps you would be interested to know something of my present condition. For four years I have not been able to get
out of my chair without assistance, and am so
nearly helpless that I cannot wipe the perspiration from my forhead. I suffer a great deal all
the time, and my limbs are much distorted, and
my head lies on my right shoulder.
My stomach
has not been able to retain solid food for several
For
years. I takeall my food through a tube.
more than two years my diet lias been three pints
of milk, two tablespoonfuls of Wheat Germ Meal,
and five tablespoonfuls of Murdock’s Liquid Food.
I am anxious to get on
my logs again, as it is just
eleven years that I have been laid up.
I always
speak a good word for your Liquid hood, as I am
convince© that I should have been able to have
obtained it.

Gilbertvllle

Stage connections dally with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy :at Bucktteld far
West Sumner. Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Pern, Dixfleld, Mexico and ltumtord Falla;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
1- L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jyOdtf

tions

SIGN OF COLD BOOT,
421 CONGRESS ST., TELEPHONE 502.
eodtf
augS

"

4.08

Commencing may 18, 1885.

Portland and Worcester Line.

THE SHOE DEALER

null

3.27
3.46

3.65

Canton. 1.30

Summer

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. IN.
je30

system.
rt'<

Hartford:.
Ar.

1.10

a.

3.16

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, N. B.,
Halifax, N. S., &c.

p. in.
Foe

reieIiber

month.

inr

now

_

ton to

ini;

—

dtoctl

equal

siiMtaiuiug powers of Murdork’a Liquid
Food equal to the above eases. The party
is a gentleman well known an Massachu-

FOR

leaving

THE I R—

BOOTS AND SHOES.

<

9.39

ill.| 1.30 p.

4.16
4.30

For

WORCESTER,

SIGN off GOLD BOOT
—FOR

a.

MIXED

Mechanic Falls.11.10
West Minot.11.30
Hebron .. ....11.66 “
Bucktteld. 12.30 p.m.
.12.50
Sumuer.„.

AYER

invited to call at

Arc

1.1S

—

Lv. Portland (G. T. Ky).... 9.30

—AND—

Old Orchard Tourists

commenced gaining rapidly in flesh, gaining, as
all do, equal to ten pounds of new blood, every

This case was well known in Boston, as
invited many of the leading physicians of Bosvisit us at our quarterly receptions at the
Tremont House to see her} but for an accident she
met with she would have lived many years, as she
never ceased to gain in flesh as long as she took
made
our Liquid Food, and the new blood she
daily ny being nourished more than all other
Foods, Tonics or Extracts could do, cleansed her

For Auburn and Lewi*ion, 7.15 a. m.,
and 5.25 p. m.
For laorhuin, 3.30 and 5.25 p. in., mixed.
For (aoi-huunlloiiliral and Chicago*
a. m. and 1.30 p. ni.
For Quebec* 1.30 p. m.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

LINE.

—AND—

ing styles.

Dr. Shrady says. “His food consisted of beef extracts. milk, eggs, etc., farinaceous materials always in a liquid form.”
When we know that during the last three
or four months of hi* life that he lont of
flesh equal to half hi* former weight, we
must say that hi* life was sustained by hi*
own body, a* it is impossible to nustnin life
after such a heavy loss, and death always

d3m

NASHUA

food, and

form of food.”

iiiiuuiLr uwc siiiuM

IIU

STKA.mERS.

trade

by manufacture* of extract*, and grain
food*, al*o by hi* physician*. Dr. Dougin**
in hi* report say*, “The application of anodyne* had had a good result, and was subsequently changed for a stimulant in the

from

BENNETT, Passenger Agt.

J. A.

extract

12Va per cent. Soluble Albumen.” There
never was an essay ever read before any medical
association or society in the world except on Murdock's Liquid Food. Said essays are in our pamphlet, with our hospital reports which is around each
bottle.
We are advised by the pres* how General
was

niter MONDAY, June OT,
Train* will run iw follow*:

••

ROCHESTER,

Mark.

Grant

On noil

Ruiiiford Falls and Buckfield Railroad.

—

original Tiquid
not

CHANGE OF TIME.

ARRIVAL*:
From liewiMion and Auburn 8.35 a. m.,
For Bangor, Vanceboro, St. John, II111i
12.25, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From <«orham, 8.35 a. ill. and 7.20 p.
fnx,uu.l the Province,, Si. Stephen and
Aroostook 4'oiitity, 12.30 p. in.. Via I.e w i*
mixed.
From Chicago, and Montreal 12.25 Hid
ton, 12.35 and til. 15p. in., via Auguatn; and
tor Bangor at 5.15 p. m.; for Bungor A Pis5.30 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.25 p. in.
cataquis K. R., Jll.16 p. m„ for SlkowhePullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
*an, Belt’nntnnd Dexter, 12.20,12.35,til.16
p. in.; W'nterville, 6.45 a.m., 12.30, 12.35, | Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
6.15 and til.15 p. m.; for Angaria, II a I
Montreal.
lowell, llardiner and Brunswick, 6.45
TICKET OFFICE:
a. m., 12.35, 6.15, tll.lBp. in.; Bath, 6,45 a.
m., 12.35, 6.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
35
St., and Depot Foot of India Strut.
11.15 p. m.; Rockland and Knox A I.iucoln R. B., 6.45 a. m., 12.35, and on SaturAT REDUCED RATES
SOLD
TICKETS
and
Lewis
Auburn
at
5.15
a.
m.,
days only
ton at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. m.; Leniaton
TO
via Brunswick, 6.45 a. ill., til.15 p. ill.:
Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee*
Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop anil
Canada^
Cincinnati, *1. I.ouin, Omaha. Magi*
Maruuacook, 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p. 111.; OakNorth Anson, 12.3.0 p. in.;
land
and
miw. Ml. I*nul* Malt Lake City*
a.
and
Denver. Man Francisco
via
Brunswick,6.45 ill,
Farmington
and all points in the
12.35 p. ill.
From Congress Street at 12,35 p, in.,
West and Southwest.
Northwest,
Fast express train for Ellsworth and Bar
at Brunswick, Gardiner, HalJOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
Harbor,stopping Waterville
and Bangor only
lowed, Augusta,
\VM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
This train must he taken at Congress Street sta
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t
je29dtf
t ion as it is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.16 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may lie taken at Portland station.
{The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29,1885.
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skowhegan on
or
to
Belfast
and
Dexter
or
Monday mornings
mixed
Train* Mouth
l'A8*’R
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
9.26 a. a.
Lv. Gilbertvllle.
Sunday mornings.
Canton.4.30 a.m. 9.35
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The mornHartford.4.60
9.60
ing trains from Augusta and Batli 8.35 a.m.;
Sumner.5.06
9.55
Lewiston. 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bananr urwl nil int»rtiw>t1 ifit»» «t:ifmnu ami rnnnpptinir
Buekfleld.5.45
10.16 •*
Hebron.ti.00
10.36 "
roads at 12.60 and 12.65 p.m.; tlie afternoon
West Minot.6.20
10.37
trains from Maranacook, Waterville, Augusta,
.6.40
10.60 ••
Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m.; Fly- Ar. Mechanic Falls
T.
.8.35
12.35 p. ■■
Portland
Ex(G.
lty)...
ing Yankee at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman
press train at 1.50 a. m.
l-ABS’B
Train* !Vorlli

Drawing Room Gars

mark, essays, etc.,
without onr authority; snid parties we
have sued for outraging oar rights, as by so
doing they are deceiving the public.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company always de
tend tlicir rights, cost what it may. The last party that. outraged them we carried through live
suits, receiving judgment in every case and receiving large cash damages.
We are t lie only manufacturers of Liquid Food
in the world, and are so acknowledged by the governments of the United States and England, as
they use it in their hospitals, as well as the lead- j
ing governments of Europe, and all hospitals and
physicians in all countries that have ever tried it.
Every bottle and label carry our trade mark and
warrant—“A. L. Murdock. Trade (Liquid Food)
they

HUM) THINK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Steamers

The surgical staff of the Murdock Liquid Food Company’s Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, SO Leverett
street, Boston, arc in daily attendance,
except Saturday, from 0 to 10 A. M.,
to examine patients and assign beds.
public

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after MONDAY, June 29,
1885, Passenger Truin', leave
PortJaad as follows:

and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
Will
touch at Cousin’s and Littlejohn's Island both
ways.
Jel7d3m

a. m.;

aC’AUTIOIV—Remember

Mil CENTRAL RAILROAD

CAPT. H. B. TOWNSEND,
will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays excepted) for Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m. Returning, leave Burnham’s Wharf at 10.30 a. m

SUNDAY TIME-TABLE.

majority
which

wof the aliments
affect humanity. It is
a
well ascertained
fact that a course of
Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters will put even
a
naturally feeble
system in such a state
of defence that it will
be competent to' resist tlie most preva
lent causes of disease,
such as the malign
influence of miasma,
unwholesome
water,
__
excessive heat, damp,
SrSB »■ STOMACH
sW
sudden
changes
cold,
TTnaii ii IM* Ins
9&4W temperature. &c.
a g
For sale by al
“IB BagB —
Druggists and Dealers generally.
WF&M&wlinnrm

IODIDE

TIME TABLE.

mayl3d6mnrmcW

CELEBRATED

SUNDAY TRIPS.

Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 m., 4,00 p. m.
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Snndays only
35 cents. Jenks’ and Long Island 25 cents.
For further particulars apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
je29tf

follows.

EZCEMA!

Trips $1.00.
dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

or

offered the

Sunday Passenger Train* will leave Portland
lor Scarboro, Pine Point and Old Orchard Beaches, Saco and Biddeforil at 10.00 a. in., 1.00, 2.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard lh. 50m.,
4.16,5.30 p. in. Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach 8.52,10.24 a. m., 2.35, 6.00, 7.80, 9.49 p.
IB. Fare to Old Orchard and return, 30 cents.
JAS. T. FURBF.R, lien. Manager.
D. J. FLANDKRS, G. P. & T. A.
jly2Sdtf

—

8.30
1U.15

8.00
9.30

11.00

AND CUSHING'S ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

GREENWOOD GARDEN

Commencing July 2tf, 1885, and etery
Sunday after, until Sept. lit.

Exchange

10.20
Tlte 7.30 p. in. trip ol Steamer Minnehaha will be run right down and back on foggy nights and the
9.00 o’clock trip will he omitted.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave Forest City
Leave
Leave
Little Diamotul.
Trefetliens.
Evergreen.
Portland.
Great Diamond.
Landing, P. I.

that

Watts,

—

a. at.

On and after July 4, 1885, the above steamer
will leave Burnham’s Wharf near foot of Franklin
St.. Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,
Little Chebeague and Jenks Landing at 9.45 a.
For Great'Cliebeague east end,
m. 2 and 5 p. m.
at 5 p. m. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeague
at 6.45 a. m., Jenks Landing at 7 a. in., 12.15 and
3. p. in., and Little Chebeague at 7.15 a. m., 12.30
and 3.30 p.m., touching at Long Island on all
trips. For further information, apply on board to
CAPTAIN R. BREWER.
jySdtf

Bay Fundy.

sch

10.50

p. m.
1.10
2.25
3.40
4.66
6.40
7.55

STEAMER ALICE.

Domestic Ports.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch Carrie S Bailey,
Blair, Galveston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar

9.20

MINNEHAHA.

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

Mattie T Dyer, Greenlcaf, and

Watts, New York.
PORT ROYAL. SC —Sid 1st, sch Messenger,
Falker, Brunswick.
ES WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 21st, sch M S Haynes,
Damage, Charleston.
Cld 21st. schs Winner. Frve. for Philadelnhia
Hattie, Keen, do,
Ar at qarantiue 18tli, sch Etta M Barter, Barter
from Barbadoes.
BALTIMORE
Cld 21st, sell Sebago, Clark,
Portland, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA
Ar 21st, barque Jennie
sells C H Haskell,
Sweeney, Morse, Portland;
Silsby, Kennebec; Horace O Bright, Fighler. Cai:
barien; R D Bibber, Pinkliam, Kennebec.
Cld 21st, barque Edw Cushing. Bickmore, Portland; sehs Katie G Robinson, Lake, Hallowed;
.1 R Smith, Case, Boston; Falmouth, Clark. Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, sehs Mary Helen, Crocker, Portdel’aix 14 days; Thomas C Kennedy,
Sproul, Hayti; Scotia, Shearer.Caibarien 14 days;
Warner Moore, Crockett, Windsor, NS; Stella M
Kenyon, Wood, and Fred Smith, Brown, Bangor;
Charlotte Buck, Babbidge; Mattie Holmes, Jordan. and Menewa, Alexander,Bangor: ,1 11 Depu-

7.35

6.06
7.25
9.25
10.55

™

1,1 HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Vo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
veil designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ilways bears the above symbol, and name of

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

for

2.00
3.15
4.30
6.10
7.30
9.00

1.06
2.20
3.35
4.50
6.30
7.50

WASHIN G-ahdBLEACHIW G

Cardiff 20tli, ship McNear, Frost, Portland, O, via Falmouth, E.

Arat Lamoine 18th, schs Edith li Coombs.
Thompson, Grand Banks; 19tli, Lizzie Lee, Fainliam, do.
Ar at Bootlibay 20th, sch F A Smith, Crockett,

6.15

—

Ar at

Fishermen.

12.45

10.30

1.50
2.50
5.00

4.30

Star Line Steamboat Go.

son

Memoranda.
Sch Catawamteak, of Rockland, while at anchor
in Hog Island Roads 22d, was struck by lightning
and had maiutopmast shattered.
Br schr Maggie, McLean, from Walton, NS, for
Bowdoinliam, witli rock plaster, went ashore 22d,
on Wood Island, near mouth of the Kennebec
river, and will be a total wreck. Crew saved by
tlie Life-station crew.
Sch Evy Maud, McCumber, from Cow Bay for
New York, before reported ashore at Fisher Island, was floated 21st and will be taken to Noauk
for repairs.
London, Aug 21— Ship Clieescborougli, which
grounded while leaving Cardiff for Valparaiso,
discharged 350 tons coal and then floated.

a. m.

900

P. M.

11.05
6.15
6.40
to
Rink, Roller Coaster or Pavillion, 16c.
EE¥“Tiekcts over this line, which includes admission
rides
Twenty
*1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea Ashing furnished witii boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILLARD, President,
jun30dtf

Ilunton, Stamford, ct.
Aug 18—Sid, sch Coquette, Orne, Boston.
Aug 20—Ar, sch Niger, Adams, Boston.
Aug 21—Ar, schs Bertha Warner. Lathwaite,
and Lawrence Haines, Lewis, Boston.
Aug 22—Sid, sell Emma S Briggs. Lewis, for
Bridgeport.
A four-masted schooner is to be built this sea

Helena—, barque Elmiranda, Lanpher,
Mozambique for New York.

p. at.

9.00
10.30

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
W1SCASSET, Aug 17—Sid, sch Douglas Haynes

Ar at St

5.45
7.00

A. M.
9.25
11.15

P. M.
1.30
2.30

A. M.
9.00
10.30

CAPT. WB. J. CRAIG.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Little Diamond,
Trefethcns.
Evergreen.

Leave
Great Diamond.

Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at 3 P. M.,
at the other at 9 P. M.
Runs on
time Week Days and Sundays, every day
in the year.
je22d3m

arriving

DEPABTCBEN:

EXPRESS.

9.00_

a. at.

7.30

SAILED—Sell Portland Packet.

viw’v

9.25
11.15

p. at.

at.

a. ai.

scarce.

at Birch Point.
EAST MACHIAS, Aug 18—Ar, sell Addie J,
Wilson, Boston.
Aug 10—Ar. schs M B Oakes, Ingalls, and Magnet, Fletcher. Boston.
Aug 2o—Cld, sch Jas Freeman, Jasper, Boston.
Aug 21—Ar, schs Nellie F, Huntly, Boston; lie
Chester, Sanborn, do.
Sid sch Sabao, Flynn, New York.
SACO, June 22—Ar, sch Rienzi, Cliatto, Rockland, (and eld 23d for Portland.)

A.

This

Blake.

l„.„,i

Leave
Portland.

Pure*

Absolutely

Coyle, Jr.
Barque Geo W Sweney, Hewttt, Philadelphia—
Clark & Chaplin Ice Co,
Sell Cyrus Hall, Coombs, Kennebec, to load for
Baltimore—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell Portland Packet, Gardner, Eastport—N

Spofford,

2.10
3.25
5.10
0.30

22.

Sells John Somes, with 200 bbls mackorel; Jas
50 do; Annie Sargent, 50 do.
Cleared.
Steamship Eieanora, Bragg, New York—J B

A V

P. M.

6.10

STEAMER

Warren,

STTWn

A. M.

7.25

OF^PORTLAND.

delphia.

L

p M.
145
3.00
4 30
6.10
8.00

7.00
0.00

via

Nortli-Haven.
Sid 21st, schs
Ambrose Kuiglit,

M.

5.45

Sell Mabel, Strout, Millbridge—N Blake.
Sell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
Kensell & Tabor.
Seh Orrissa B Kimball, Kimball, North Bootlibay—N Blake.
SAILED—Sells Moses Webster, and Emilia.

P. M.
12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
9.45

M.
10.30

A.

CAPT. JOHN FISHER, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City Latulituj, Peaks’ Island.
ing, Peaks’ Island.

10.32 PM

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NR.
Eastport for Boston.
Sell Katie J Ireland. Fisher, Baltimore—coal to
Portland & Ogdensburg lilt.
Sell Ellen M Holder, McLeod, Baltimore—coal
to Portland & Ogdensburg KK.
Sell Tlios W Hyde, Sherman, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sell Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Philadelphia—coal to
Sargelit, Dennison & Co.
Sell Sallie I’on, West, New York—coal to Jos H
Poor.
Sell Fleetwing, Johnson, New York for Luhec.
Sell Ida C Bullard, Richards, Boston, to load for
Buenos Avres.
Sell Witch Hazel, from Boston, for repairs.
Sell R H Colson, Staples, Boston.
Sell A Homier, Calais for Boston.
Sell Lniu, Leighton, Boston for Millbridge.
Sell Tiara, Chatto, Blueliill—lisli barrels to C J)
Tliomes.
Sell A T Haines, Dodge, Brooksville.
Sell Emma, Littlejohn, Kennebec, for Phila-

CITY.

P. M.
2.15
3.30
5.00

New York & New England Railroad.

follows:

7.30

S T E A MER

j

SATURDAY, August

Sell
Sch
Sch
Sch

11.40

3.30

A. M.
10.00
12.15

P. M

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
8.00
10.30

6.00

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 24.
Sunrises
^65 Hiirh water J •10-30 AM

Moofsets.^8.:::^.'^

A. M.
8.30
10.30

p. M

1215
215

10.00
11.16

Alene.New York. .Hayt.i
Sept 4
Serna. New York..Liverpool...Sept f
City of Richmond New York.. Liverpool... Sept f
York.. Havana
Saratoga.New
Sept f
\ alencia.New York.
.Laguayra.. .Sept It

Sun

run as

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER.
SUNDAY TIMETABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland
Leave Forest City LandIslatul.
Peaks'
ing, Peaks’ Islatul.
ing,

Atlios.New York.. Kingston
Sept
Werra.New York..Bremen
Sept
St Germain.New York.. Havre
Sept
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool... Sept
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&vCruz Sent
York..

FOREST

STEAMER

York..Havana
Aug 21
Newport.New
Ant illes.New York.. Porto Rico Sept 1

Dickson, Philadelphia.
MARION—Ar 20th, sell Mopang, from Calais.

at ui.

On and after July 1st the Boats will

....

Nevada.New York..Liverpool. ..Sept

BAILBOADN,

ft All. ROADS.

FOREST CITV STEAMBOAT CO. Boston & Maine RR.

Rome.New York. .Liverpool. ..Aug 2<
Helvetia.New York.. Liverpool... Aua 2(
Eider.New York.. Bremen
Aug 2(
Amerique.New York..Havre
Aug 2:
Advance.New York.. Rio Janeiro Aug 2i
Liverpool... Aug 21
Parisian.Quebec
Caracus.New York.. Laguayra... Aug 21
Zaandam.New York. Amsterdam Aug 21
Heckla.New York. .Copenhagen Aug 21

City of

Emery, Bath; Maggie Cummings, March,
ty,
Clark’s

Print Cloth Market.

Prices

FOR

FROM

@ 29
@31

drain.

No 2 do, car lots..57®68
Corn, bag lots.... 00@61

..5
5

Fish.

Pacific Mail. 51%
Pullman Car.128%
Richmond & Danville.:72

High Mixed Corn.68@59

X Spring and
XX Spring..6 00® 5 25 Meal, bag lots_58®59
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots.43@44
Wheats.5 50@G 25 Oats, hag lots_44B45
Cotton Seed,
MlchiganWinter straights4
do roller—5

Pittsburg* Port Wayne.137
Pittsburg.141%

do 1st

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June US, 1885.

at 6.00 p.

St. Paul preferred.113%
Union Pacific Stock. 61%
WesternUnion Tel. 71%
American Express Co. 97
Adams Express Co.144
Alton & Terre Haute... 28
Alton & Terre Haute preferred. 78
Boston Air Line.. 96
Burlington * Cedar Rapids. 68
Central Pacific. 39%
Canada Southern. 39%
Del. & Lackawanna.
104%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co. 8OV2
Denver & R. G. 11%
E. Tenn., Vir. & ..
6%
do preferred.
9%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 20
Missouri Pacific. 93
Houston;* ITexas. 31 %
Hannibal & St. Jo. 38
dooreferred. 88
Kansas & Texas. 24l/2
Louis & Nash. 47
Lake Erie * West.
8%
Morris & Essex.
-128%
Mobile & Ohio. 10
Metropolitan Elevated.12o
Manhattan Elevated.100
New York Elevated.144
Northern Pacific common. 22%
do preferred. 49%
Oregon Nav. 81

St. Paul & Omaha. 37%
8t.|PauI & Omaha preferred.|95%
St Louis and San Francisco. 20%

Waldohoro,

4.40 and 9.00 p.

Northwestern.102%
Northwestern preferred.137 %
New York Central.100%
Rock Island.19%
St. Paul.I 80%

EXCURSIONS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.

60%
Jersey Central. 50%

Central.
Michigan
New

ple,

If. THOMPSON, 36 Union St„
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 50 & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY. 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St„ Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St.. Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr’s. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.
FRED

AT II. S. HOTEL, ROOM 18,
Every Saturday, Trout

ft a. in. to

1 |». in.

marll

_eodtf
1

III'OKTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

ALL

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR

SALK

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FISO'I

HARRISON,

Jl.VI.NK

"

MONDAY

THE MUSTER.

PRESS.

TELE

MORNING,

Arrangements

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Check Books—McLellan, Mosher & Co.
To Let—Rooms.
Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.

Wanted—Agents.

Notice is Hereby Given.
Wanted—Situation.
W. E. Ulmer—Stenographer.
Picked Up—Boat.
Sanford’s Perfect Heel Protectors.
$30,000—Notice

Lost—shawl.

Seeking Investments.

Boston Steamers.
AUCTION SALES.
Manufacturers’

Sale—Carriages.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should
always
be used when children are
cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as
“bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents
a bottle.
<leclO
WS&Mlyr

35 men each. At Yarmouth the Yarmouth
Band will be taken on board the train, as the
First Regiment baud, under Drum Major
C. W. Bean of this city.
George A. Dow of Portland, formerly Second Lieutenant of the Portland Light Infantry, has been appointed to the non-commissioned staff of Col. John J. Lynch, as

_

Commissary Sergeant, vice George C. Barrows, who has been elected Second Lieutenant, Company A.
Portland has the three youngest commissioned officers in the Maine Volunteer
Militia. They are all Second Lieutenants of
the three

The champion gold badge presented by the
U. S. Cartridge Company of Lowell, Mass.,
for tlie best individual score made in tlie
company team matches during muster week,
can be seen in the window of J. A. Merrill
& Co., jewelers, No. 21K) Middle street.

Bazak. This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to tlic parlor circle.
Tlic number for the ensuing week lias been received by N. G. Fessenden, 4S4 Congress street.
“Pixie” Cigars are acknowledged by all the best
live cent cigar sold.

Upon recommendation of Colonel E. C.
Farrington, Iaspeetor of Kifie Practice, the
following competition will take place during
the week of the Encampment:
I.
Skirmish Match—Distance 100 to
Company
third class

Court.

[Reported for the Press.]
Bath, Aug. 22.
The case of State vs. Winslow of Bath, a search
and seizure liquor case, on trial yesterday, resulted in acquittal. The charge was for selling cider
in a shop where other goods were on sale. The
Judge charged that cider could be legally sold in
quantities not less than five gallons, hut not by
the glass as a business.
Prosecution failed to

200yards;

cases

ed of to-day.
James

minor importance

of

Hodgdon

mother in Bath,

were

with

dispos-

killing

the Revised Statutes, in order to test the truth
of the plea, and remain subject to the order of the
Court. Hodgdon was taken to Augusta this afterhv

placed

to he

under the

care

of

the

Superin-

;

tendent of the asylum, until the next term of
court in December. The prisoner having no lawyer. the Judge appointed W. E. Hogan counsel,
with G. E. Hughes, assistant.
This afternoon Mary Hall of Bath, was put on
trial for manslaughter, by which E. King of Bath,
lost his life by having been pushed down stairs in
a quarrel.
Tlie case is now on.

shot oft'.

III.

Company Team Match—Five men; distance 200 yards; rounds
no
five;
sighting
score
to
shots;
win;
highest
prize,

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday—Michael Toole; intoxication. State
for want of evidence: discharged.
Minnie Bell; intoxication. Thirty days in city
house of correction.
William Ross aud James Muugovan; liquor
nuisance. Bound over to the grand jury In the
sum of §500 each.
Daniel Welch, James Welch and Patrick J.
Hanna ban; search and seizure. Not guilty; dis-

discharge

charged.

The rainfall
inches.

JOTTIIMCS

Saturday morning

was

1.85

There were 48 arrests last week, of which I
24 were for drunkenness.
Employes of the Grand Trunk had a good
time at Cow

Island, Saturday.

mouth will visit Maine Lodge to-night.
Two vessels were slightly injured by a
collision in the harbor Friday night.
It is possible that Canon Farrar will lecture in Portland the coming autumn.
The value of foreign exports last week was
$6,101.70, including 151,780 feet of lumber.
Postmaster Palmer has had many applications for special messenger boy appointments.

draping in memory of General Grant
removed from the
public buildings

The
was

Saturday.
The Boys’ Union of Portland are expected
to visit Augusta sometime the first of September.
The passengers
two

saw

on

large cranes

the
on

Gordon, Thursday,
an island in Harps-

well Sound.

By

over

eating fruit, which is not
many people suffer

fect condition,

in perfrom

bowel troubles at this time of the year.
Friday morning the Cumberland landed
over a hundred passengers at Eastport and
carried a much larger number to St. John.
Mr. Herbert Robinson’s little child fell

thirty feet from a second story window on
Tyng street, Friday, and escaped with slight
injuries.
Amos L. Millett’s friends have lire sen ted
him with an elegant hammerless gun valued
at $150 and set of resolutions finely framed

for his many kind acts.
Officers Lawton, Frith, Masfure and McDonough seized fifteen barrels of ale yesterday morning from a Boston & Maine car on
Commercial street.
M. F. Davis w as at Maranocook Saturday
arranging for the regatta of Sept. 16th. There
will be three turns in the races so that spectators can see the whole of them.
The steamer Forest City made excellent
time on her return trip from Brunswick

Thursday evening, making the run of over
20 miles in 1 hour and 45 minutes including
two stops.
The quickest steamer trip between Eastport and Portland is said to have been made
by the Cumberland in 11 hours 39 minutes.
The State of Maine made the trip in 11 hours
45 minutes.
Agent Sawyer arrested James A. Graffam of Gorham, and a man named Kerngan,
Saturday, for cruelly treating their horses.
He has also disposed of 15 old horses the past
ten days.
Messrs. Talbot & Moulton are rebuilding
Eagle Ulook and Ladder C ompany No. l’s
carriage. It will be made so as to carrymore ladders and at the same time be no
heavier.
Capt. Charles Hilyard, at present in command of the State of Maine, served in the
navy during the war of the rebellion, was
captured in one of the unsuccessful attacks
on Charleston, and spent thirteen and onehalf months in Southern prisons.
Mr. II. P. Darlington of the firm of Armour & Co., of Chicago, while about twenty
miles out from the “Waldo” where he is now

stopping, Friday, speared a shark ten feet
long. After a long struggle lie with his
assistants succeeded in landing the vicious
creature aboard the steamer Valora.
Officer McGrath discovered a liquor trap
beneath an old horse sled standing in the
rear of a Commercial street rum shop.
The
affair was ingeniously gotten up and connected with the building by a line of pipe.
The hiding place was new, never having
been used. It probably never will be.
There arrived at this port the past week
thirty-two vessels, the total of their fares
aggregating 6.905 barrels. The schooners
Gertie May and Mattie Dyer brought the
largest, 350 barrels each, and the Jas. Warren and Annie Sargent, the smallest, 50 barThere has been a slight rise in the
rels.

price of mackerel.
Some of our readers will remember a young
man named Winser who was for some time
in the life insurance business here,
lie left
very suddenly about two years ago and returned to England. It now appears that lie
has fallen heir to a large fortune, and is nowone of the land owners of Great Britain.—

Gazette._
The

Cazette.

The Sunday Gazette, the

new

candidate

popular favor, published by the Rice
Publishing Company, made its first appearance Sunday, and made a very favorable impression. Typographically it is a handsome
sheet, and will be much improved, even from
for

its present
It
appearance, as time goes on.
is a seven column
paper, and well supplied

w-ith

telegraphic,

local and sporting news.

morning

Sabbath stillness reigned within
the limits of the campground in marked contrast to the bustle of busy humanity at the
foot of the hill.
At 9 o’clock a camp
meeting Sabbath
school convened in the congregation tent.
During the general exercises which followed
the class recitations the children manifested
considerable enthusiasm and gave many apt
a

and original answers.
At 10.30 Elder J.B.Goodrich

value, $26, one for each regiment.
Frontier
Guards will compete with the Second Hegiment,
with the First Hegiment.
Battery
IV. Regimental Team Match—Team five men;
rounds seven each distance; distance 200 yards
third class target ; 400 vards second class target;
no sighting at 200 yards; two
sighting shots will
lie allowed at 500 yards; highest scores to win;
prize, cash. $15, to lie divided among the men on
tlie winning team.
V. Regimental Skirmish Match—Fifty men from
eacli regiment; distance 100 to 40<1 yards, unknown; rounds 20; position lying,
sitting or
kneeling; target second class; one shot only fired
at eacli halt: the command will move at tlie
sound of the bugle, halt at the bugle call, advancing and retreating, firing at eacli halt, sufficient
time will be allowed to arrange sight; prize, regimental flag, cost $75, presented by U. S. Cartridge Company of Lowell, Mass., to become the
property ofthe company w inning it twice.
VI. A gold badge costing $25, will be given tlie
competitor making tlie Highest score in company
team match.
VII. Tlie Springfield B. L. Rifle will be used in
all matches, trigger pull not less than six pounds;
cartridges, U. S. Cartridge Company, Lowell,
Mass., except ill company and regimental team
matches. Ties decided according to rules governing rifle practice, except as otherwise stated. Any
of these matches may be cancelled or
changed bribe Inspector of Rifle Practice, if circumstances
make it necessary.
VIII. Commanders of companies will be furnished small parts of rifles needed, upon application to tlie Quartermaster General during tlie

Encampment.
By order of the Commander-in-Chief.
S. J.

Gallagher,
Adjutant General.

ISLAND

i

NOTES.

The Corelli troupe arrived at the island

Sunday.
A large number of persons went to Peaks’
Island yesterday.
Tug Salem was beached Saturday night at
Peaks’ Island, in order to have her hull
scraped and painted.
There was a lawn party at Camp BlueRibbons, Peaks’ Island, Saturday night, and
quite a handsome illumination.
Steamer May Field left for home Saturday
night, a previous contract having been made
to run to the Nortliport campmeeting.
Steamer Haidee brought a party to Peaks’
Island Saturday night, and the steamer Isis
brought a number from Diamond Island.
A party of Lewiston roughs attempted to
run Payne’s bowling saloon Saturday, but
the officer landed them in the police station.
Sam Lucas’s Colored Georgia Minstrels
will appear at Greenwood Garden this week,
and all lovers of minstrelsy will enjoy an old
time show.

Between 500 and 000 people came on the
excursion from Lewiston, Saturday, and
enjoyed the various amusements at Peaks’
Island.
Mr. J. Frank Sanborn, the bass player at
the Garden, has been engaged to travel with
Whitmore & Clark’s Minstrels during the
winter season.
A moonlight sail has been tendered Capt.
Craig of the steamer Cadet for this evening,
and a large crowd of the captain’s friends
will go from Peaks’ Island.
Next Tuesday evening Prof. Maltby, the
bicyclist, will give one of his wonderful exhibitions at the Forest City rink, and a full
house will no doubt greet him.
The steamer Forest City made remarkably
quick time on her trip from Brunswick last

Thursday evening, making

the run—some 20

miles—in 1 hour and 45 minutes.
Mr. Andrew Hezeltine, ticket seller at
Forest City rink, will sever his connection
with that institution to accept a position
with Haskell & Jones, formerly Allen & Co.
A large party from Cape Elizabeth, accompanied

bv

Merriman’s

Band

eninved

n

moonlight trip to Peaks’ Island, Saturday
evening, on steamers Mary W. Libby and
Express.
Sudden Deaths.
Mrs. Eliza E. Reed, 58 years of age, who
has kept a boardinghouse in Chicago, came
here a few weeks ago to visit her mother,
Mrs. Louisa Howe, No. 14 Alder street. Saturday morning Mrs. Reed complained of a
pain near the heart and soon after died while
writing at a table. Hr. Kimball was called
but could do nothing. Coroner Gould pronounced an inquest unnecessary.
Miss Amelia J. Niles, a colored woman re-

siding

at No. 79

Newbury street, was found
the side of her bed, in her
own house, by Mrs. Ellen H. Carey, about 9
o’clock yesterday morning. Mrs. Carey immediately notified Dr. Palmer and Coroner
Gould. The doctor after making an examination, and having been called a short time
ago to prescribe for the deceased, came to
the conclusion that she died from water
around the heart, she having been dropsical
for some time past. Coroner Gould did not
dead, sitting

consider an

on

inquest

necessary.

Street.
The alarm from box 7 Saturday afternoon
was caused by a slight fire in the attic and
roof of
Thomas Pennell’s house, No. 71
Smith street, the house injured by fire July
25th. It is thought the flames caught from a
plumbtrs’ stove, as the workmen had just
finished repairs on a leak in the roof.
The
damage was slight.
Fire on Smith

Star Line Steamboat
Company.
The steamer Cadet will hereafter take
passengers from State street wharf at 10.25 a. m.
and 2.00 and 7.25 p. m.
This will prove a
great convenience to many who can more
readily take the steamer at that part of the

city.

_

_

The Atlantic

The United States

Squadron.
ship Alliance arrived at

Eastport Friday anil leaves for Bar Harbor
today. It is probable that it will be the middle of September before the fleet rendezvous
in this harbor.

preached

from

“The young man saith unto him,
things have I kept from my youth
The
up: What lack I yet:” Matt. 19:30.
danger of being self-deceived was shown,
the sin of covetousness illustrated and earn-

the text:
all these

est words of exhortation spoken to the
church.
The congregation was not large in the
In the afternoon Elder Burrill
forenoon.
spoke in regard to the unprofitable servant
who is represented as saving, “My Lord delayeth his coming.” Matt. 24:48-51. The
words were applied to the church living just
prior to the coming of Christ, which event
this
people believe to be near. Near
the close of the meeting an invitation was
extended to the backsliders and the unconverted to seek the Lord.
Three responded
by coming to the anxious seat and after a
season of prayer the services were closed.
Later in the day a social meeting was held
which was of special interest to the church,
as the leader made some
very pointed practical remarks and suggestions'.
As the sun descended in the west the restraint of (holy time
was removed and
househonld work in the various tents attended to.
The evening discourse was given by Elder
Robinson, from the words: “And now 1 tell
you before it come, that when it is come to
pass, ye may know that I am he.”
Johnh,
13:19.
SUNDAY.

This morning nature

her most smiling
face. At 8.15 o’clock an educational meeting
was held and several addresses given.
The congregation at 10.30 was quite large,
but larger ones are anticipated as the meetElder
Goodrich preached
ings progress.
from the words: “Repent ye and believe the
1:14.
gospel.” Mark,
'File gospel was shown to be a remedial
system to save men from sin which was defined to be a transgression of the law.
In the afternoon the mammoth pavilion
was well filled and manv
listeners stood
w ithout.
Elder Robinson took the stand and
announced that he w'ould speak on the Sabbath question.
He referred to three positions taken by professed Christians in regard to the subject. First, that the first day
of the week or Sunday is the Sabbath. Second, that the seventh day of the week or Sat
urday is the Sabbath, and third, that there is
no Sabbath in this dispensation. The speaker took issue with the first and last positions
and said he would endeavor to maintain the
second, not for the sake of controversy or to
be different from the masses, but because he
honestly believed it to be Bible truth. These
words were read as a text:
“The Sabbath
was made for man and no* man for the Sabbath.” Hark, 2:27.
The audience listened with interest to the
arguments and but few disparaging remarks
were heard on the ground after the services.
Last evening Elder Burrill spoke to a large
audience on the subject, of “Old and New
Institutions.”
The sermon was a continuation of the investigation of the
Sabbath
wore

question.
The agitation of this question from a Bible
standpoint will doubtless cause many of the
congregation to search the Scriptures in order to ascertain if the things he stated are
so.

Noted speakers from the West

ed

are

Tuesday.

expect-

treating house at the mills, is to
be made of bricks with fire-proof roof. New
fire-pumps are to be put in and besides the one
pump is to be put
propelled by water,a steam
in.
The Company have received more orders
fill
for
the next six
for pails than they can
months.

Lynch

is in the city.
Major Hendershot will not return to Dakota till December 1st.
Mr. James F. Burns left on his return to
Cienfuegos, Cuba Saturday night.
Hon. Joseph A. Locke goes to Washington Territory on a trip in September.
Mr. Moore of the firm of Owen, Moore &
Co., will sail Wednesday for Europe.
Mr. Thomas J. Welch, the jeweller, has
been appointed to a clerkship in the Portland

postoffice.
The Montgomery Guards have passed resolutions of respect for their dead comrade
John F. Reagan.
It is said that Mr. Frederick Gregory Forsythe, is a candidate for a position under the

government.

Capt. James Keazer of this city, sailed
from Boston Saturday on the Cunarder Catalonia for Liverpool.
Major Paul Chadbourne, formerly inspector of Customs at this port, now clerk at
the Perry House, is seriously ill at his old
home in Hollis.
The many friends of Mr. H. M. Barrett,
who was injured in the Portland & Ogdensburg workshop

some

time ago, will be glad

to learn that he is improving.
Mr. Edmund Dana, Jr., has bought a tract
of land on Marrett’s Island, Florida, and will
devote a part of his time to fruit raising,
which business he takes great interest.
A

in

telegram was

received Friday night from
Mr. John Dennis to his family here informing them of tlie death of his daughter, Mrs.
A. B. Arvill at Colfax, Washington TerritoMrs. Arvill was wellry, of consumption.
known in this city and was a graduate of the
Portland High School. The family have the
sympathy of many friends.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth last

night: M. H. Wall and
family, New York; M. F. Morris and family,
Washington ;S.S. Chapelland party,Chicago;
W. E. Hoxie, Brooklyn, X. Y.; J. H. Rump
and family, Kansas City, Mo.; II. A. McIntyre, Montreal.
The Races.

There

good attendance at the trotting races at Presumpscot Park Saturday afternoon, and the track, despite the morning’s heavy rain, in fair condition. W. H.
Irish of Windham, H. E. Dyer of Cape Elizabeth, and S. Porter of Cumberland were
the judges. There were three horses came
to the score, viz.: Birdie S., driven by John
Haines; Carrie T., driven by Albert Cobb;
Roger I)., driven by W. J. Dyer.
First Heat—Carrie T. had the pole, with Birdie
S. second and Roger 1). third.
The latter horse
quickly gained the lead and held it to the finish,
the
heat
in
with
Carrie
T. second.
winning
2.44,
•Second Heat—After several scorings Roger 1).
got the pole and led to the quarter pole, when lie
broke, and Carrie T. nearly obtained the lead, but
the brown gelding regained his feet quickly and
the lead, passing the wire in 2.45, with Carrie T.
was a

second again.
Third Heat—The third heat showed bad breaks
in all the horses, Carrie T. obtaining tile lead on
first half in 1.11), but on the home stretch Roger
D, came to the front and crossed the wire a winner of the heat and race in 2.44.
Birdie S. came
in second and ahead of Carrie T.

The following is the summary:
W. J. Dyer, ns. b g Roger D.1
Fred Boucher, ns. lir m Carrie T.2
W. H. Snell, ns. br m Birdie S.3
Time—2.44, 2.45, 2.44.
The race was for a purse of $400.

1
2
3

l

8
2

The next race was for gentlemen’s driving
horses for a silver cup, best two in three to
There were eight entries, as folwagon.
lows:

Whit Leslie, ns.b. m. {Gipsy Queen.
John Heber.g. g. Bunker Hill.
E. Cobb.b. g. Deering Boy.
John Hitchings.b. in. Jennie H.
John Haines.b. g. Hussar.
W. H. Hawkins.br. g. Billy H.
E. F. Shaw— .b. g. Bay Tom.
Henry B. Shaw.b. g. Frank S.
First Ifrnt—Deering Boy had the pole.
All got
away well together, ancl it was fora time “nip
and tuck.”
Hussar however got the lead and
caine in ahead in 2.53, followed by
Billy H..
Bunker

Hill,

Frank

S., Deering Boy, Boy Tom,

Jennie H. and Gipsy Qceen.
Second Heat—Hussar came to the front in this
heat, and won it as well as the race in 2.40, with
Billy H. second and Bunker Hill third.
An exhibition heat by AV. H. Snell’s Jack
Spratt was given in addition to the advertised programme, the horse being driven by
John Haines and trotted well. The quarter
pole was passed in 40 seconds, the next
quarter was in 38, and the mile was finished
in

2.36J._
Pavilion Theatre.

This week at this popular place of amusement will be produced the opera “Chimes of

Normandy,” by Mile. Corelli’s famous opera
troupe, and we doubt if the theatre will be
able to accommodate the crowds of people
who will wish to attend. Mile. Corelli is too
well known as an artist to need comment
from us, but suffice it to say that she possesses all the requirements which go to make
a thorough artist.
Manager Laiscell lias
spared no pains or expense to make this the
engagement of the season.

At this delightful place during the week,
Sam Lucas’s Georgia Minstrels will play an
engagement, and give the patrons an oldtime minstrel show. Sam alone should draw
has been
a full house, and his company
picked from first-class artists. Large houses
will be the rule.

Deep Sea Fishing Trip.
This morning the steamer Express will
make another deep sea fishing trip, leaving
Custom House wharf at 8.30 o’clock.
Lines
The steamer will

HARPS WEI, I,.

Mr. A. C. Pinkliam lost a valuable gray
horse Friday. The animal was kicked and
its leg broken by another horse in an adjoining stall, and consequently had to be killed.
Mr. J. F. Lawson is making plans to build
a new boarding house of 45 rooms for his son

Melvin.
The Crow Club had their annual shoot last
week on the range back of the Alexander
House. Howard Goldsmith won the first
prize, a silver medal, by a total of 31 out of a
possible 50, this being the third time he lias
carried off the medal. Frank Dow was given
the leather medal for the poorest shot.
Mr.
Osceola Currier of Newark, N. J., was accorded much draisefor his line shooting. The
Crows presented him with a club badge. At
quoit pitching, Mr. Geo. E. Clayton won the
silver medal, with a record of 92 feet.
PULPIT AND

welfare and happiness—our first and final
good calls for, and is dependent upon,
righteousness. There is a need of righteousness over against a formal and dead orthodoxy. The orthodoxy that does not reach
the daily life is a delusion and a fatal snare.
Faith must go on unto faithfulness. We
need righteousness as against mere emotion.
““'U'm

ivvirn^,,

CHECKBOOKS

V> l*

UUli

New and Handsome Designs on all
the City Banks, with or without
Names Printed. Also Perforated and Numbered.
Tlie above being matte up in large
quant hies,our prices are low
er than ever before. Semi
or call for samples.

McLELLAN, MOSHER & CO.,
STATIONERS,

die

itllH'34

Frolics.
re-

are

taking place Saturday morning.
The schooner Catawamteak of Rockland,
Captain Hunt, lying in Hog Island roads was
as

severely handled. The first bolt struck tins
main truck, chipping a piece off the mahogany ball as clean as though it was planed.
The fluid then passed into the main topmast,
it into fragments and sending
down all the rigging. The force of the bolt
seemed to be expended in the topmast as the

mainmast shows but a faint scratch. Almost
immediately afterward the foremast was
struck just below the topmast sending the
splinters flying all over the vessel. The
fluid passed down the mast splitting it so
badly that it will have to lie replaced by a

sleeping in

the forward
house was paralyzed by the shock, remaining in a dazed condition about an hour. Captain Hunt estimates the damage done to the
vessel at about $200, and considers himself
lucky to get out of it so fortunately.
A bolt struck the new shed erected by
Captain Spear at the ferry landing, Cape

Elizabeth, shattered several
threw a large piece of timber
roof of a neighboring house.

re-

timbers

and

to

the

over

At the central electric light station on
Plum street, the field of one of the large
magnets was burned out by the electric fluid
extinguishing some of the street lights. The
magnet will have to be newly wound with
wire. No other apparatus was injured.
Small

Saturday
XI

in

IXV lUftU

a

Ul

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

Ulg

cl

FARE $1.00.

JOHN BROOKSand TREMONT
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m.,and INDIA WHARF, Poston. at 7 o’clock p.m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, ana avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at
night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and .Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.

aug2'4tf

Portland, Aug. 22,188G.

To the Citizens of Portland:
I am officially assured that every precaution possible is being taken by the Grand Trunk officers
to prevent small pox from being transported or
introduced into the United States by the Grand
Trunk Railroad.
.1. W. Peering,

Chairman Board of Health.
A despatch received in this city Saturday,
from Richmond, says the Grand Trunk will
now transfer all through passengers from
Montreal into fresh, clean, disinfected carriages at Island Pond, making up a new train
of American built cars. Manager Hickson
has ordered compulsory vaccination of all
on

the road.

On next Thursday and Friday evenings the
grand costume carnival will take place at the
Forest City rink. It is determined by the
management to make this event without an
equal of its kind, and with that idea they have

arranged a
please, and

programme that cannot fail to
have offered prizes well worth
competition. The carnival will continue two
nights, and special arrangements have been
made with Mr. Littlefield, the Portland costumer, to furnish costumes for both evenings
at the price of one. A promenade concert

Perfect Heel
®#Sanford
I
Protectors.
s

\v
M

\t#

Will keep the heel square, will not
»
slip, are not noisy; will save any man
or woman $1.00 in repairs.
Single pairs 10 cents.
Applied by shoemakers. Portland office—C. E.
MOULTON. Mgr., ."<S7 Congress St. Ma in office—
THE SANFOPl) M F’G CO., 3fi High St,, Boston,

Mats,__au«24dlm
W. K. ULMER,

STENOGRAPHER AND TYPE-WRITER.
neatest manner, at

LiThe

cutter yacht Isis of the Eastern yacht
club was in the harbor yesterday. The IsfS
is a beautiful boat and is owned by Mr. E.
F. Canfield of New York. Mr. Canfield and
Mr. Holland of New York were on board.
The handsome schooner yacht Winona, also
of the Eastern club lay just below the Isis.
She is the property of Mr. E. F. Horsford of

New York, who was on board.
The Nourniahal did not go out yesterday. She was ex
pected to sail this morning for Marblehead,
Mass.

STROUT, GAGE & STROUT,
52 EXCHANGE ST.

aug24

dlw

i* hereby isiveiv, that
the subscriber lias
been duly appointed
Executor of the Will of
LOTHROP L. CROCKETT, late of Naples,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of
said deceased, are required to exliil.it the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
CHARLES H. YOUNG, Executor.
Naples, Aug. 18, 188i>.
w3wS5»

Notice

Waldoboro, Aug. 17, Edw. E. Pliilbrook, of
Damariscotta and Miss Fronia E. Sides of Waldoboro.
In St. George, Aug. 12, Wn>. A. Ferguson and
Miss Cora A. Clark.
In East Poland, John B. Holbrook and Mrs.
Mary B. Harris, both of Poland.

Treasurer.
T the stated meeting of FRIDAY EVENING,

\

iivas, AU(,uoi

n

-L’lii.

«x

llCrtaU1CI

1-i

to

DC

elected to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Mr. Carpenter, and a full attendance is requested
at 8 o’clock.
M. N. RICH

aug24d6t

Secretary.

to
\v
ANTED—Everybody
VT
Tuent for

sec

Fiticld’s attach-

lamps, which is an ordinary kero
lamp transformed into a little,but very useful
cooking stove without interfering with its use as a
lamp. For sale at No. 151 FEDERAL ST. Causene

vasscrs

wanted._

24-1

a young man of two years exWANTED—By
*
»
perience, a position as bookkeeper or clerk
ill an office; or will buy a share in a business reqliring small capital; best of references. Address

W„ Box 14.'t7. city.

F.

2A1

Carlton and Washington Sts.,
either on Congress, State, Deering, High or
Cumberland Sts., a black shawl, with bright
stripes; the finder will be suitably rewarded by
leaving the same at 82 CARLTON ST.
24-1

LOST—Between

WANTED V young man 1G to 18, in a retail
y store; must be neat in appearance and come
well recommended.
Address in handwriting
21-1

CP—This side of Cod Ledge a small
lap streak boat. The owner can have the
same by calling at No. 6 VINE
ST., proving property and [laying charges.
; 24-1

PICKED

LET.—Witli board, a nice sunny front
room for a man and wife or two gentlemen.
Inquire at MRS. BLANCHARD’S, No. Go Free

TO

SC_

24-1

NEW
FALL

[Funeral Monday afternoon

.J.

o'clock

What is the Use

purify

appetite

and
and

quicken
strength.

your

Sarsaparilla

ioldby all druggists. SI; six for $5.
i lyC. f. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries,

Preoared
Lowell, Mass

100 Doses One Dollar
aug4
eodtsepl

L.

city

130

good second-hand seme boat,
thirty-four feet long. Inquire of SIMPSON
A KtCEAIR. End of Widgery’s Wharf.
lrt-i.

HAL 10- A nice seal brown cocker Span
ie! male dog, 4 months old, a nice male black
and tan. 1 year old. weight 9 pounds, a female
The spaniel is an extra dog
pug, l(i months old.
and very intelligent.
Address Mrs. At. It. HANI.ETT. Rockland. Me.
15.1

130R

Fairbanks scale

on tracks, ea
press; <i lathes
JOHN
A. I.IDInquire
16-1
Stevens, Smart & Dunham.

1,30K
parity 1200 lbs; 1 large
with countershafts.
of
RACK

or

16-1

over
as a

sold for no fault, present owner is in very delicate
health anil cannot use him; will lie sold at a great
bargain. For further particulars address WILLIAM or CHARLES E. SMALL, No. Raymond,

Maine.__13-2

FOR

HAI.E—A business, which
FOR
vestigation to the parties (a good smart
wiiocan

means on inman

wife,)
profits from
kudu semi

it; money and good
flic start; small capital; good location;
handle

pairuus.
No. 40

GARDINER,

r or

cun on

particulars
Mt.

Exchange

DBWEBM WANTED—Our dress making
►o and cloak making rooms are now open. A
few good sewers can have employment. Apply
forenoons at our store corner Congress and Casco
18-1
Sts. BINES BROTHERS.

capable
WANTED—Girl
competent. Apply at 357 SPRING ST.

N. ».
12-1

8 A EE—Stock of Fancy Goods. A desirable stock of fancy goods and millinery in a
thriving country village sixteen miles from Portland. Will be sold low for cash. Apply to JOHN
F. HAND, 150 & 152 Middle St., city.
12-1

first class

journeyman tailor,
WANTED—A
steady work and good pay the right perGEO. 1\ CORNISH
CO., 249 Middle
to

&

son.

St.
15-1

rro LET-Hotel with furniture and fixtures
JL complete; situated in Sacearappa Me.; two
minutes walk from depot; house comparatively
new and well situated; steam fittings; will be
leased to a responsible person for term of one or
more years.
Apply to JAS. W. BAILEY, 264
15-3
Middle St., Portland Me.

position
WANTED—A
middle-aged American

housekeeper by a
lady; best of refer-

as

Address 1).

ences.

Maine.

R HALE
Pure bred mastiff pups, 2
months old; fawn and grey stone colors, with
black muzzles.
For prices enquire of c. K.
HAWKS, 177 Middle St., Portland. Me.
15-1
—

who

troubled with
Corns, Out-growing Joints and In-growing
Nails, to leave their orders with MRS. DR. SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed for 25 cents.
y31-4

WANTED—Ladies

are

Gentlemen In city
or country, to receive light, easy work at
home all the year round; distance no objection ;
salary from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing. ,J.
FOWLER & CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117. 15-8

WANTED—Ladies

in

In the

every Comity
WANTED.—Agents
U. S.; $75 per month
commission; send
or

by sample. PAULK. TA BEL
stamp: goods
MANF’G CO.. Chicago, HI.
anglleodlSt
WANTED.
Ladies in city
country to work
YOUNG
at their homes; fascinating employment;
instructions
work
be sent
mail

for

or

us
no

to buy;
can
(disby
tance no objection) :*6to *9 ner week can be made
No canvassing, panic mars tree, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address,
Home Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass. P. 0.
Box 1916.

NOB HiAUE.—A restaurant in Boston, right
near theatres, close to Washington St., one
of the best fitted places in Boston, large plate
glass windows, seats 68, feeding 300 daily, now;
this is a rare chance for someone to step "into a
good business, no Sunday or night work, w e ask
no bonus, sell at actual value, want an offer.
G.
W. JACOBS, 266 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

In diameter.
DIAMOND WRENCH CO., No.
224 Newbury St., Portland.
feet

Corliss
10 in-

1

and

8-3

HALE
line residence, situated
FOR
Saccarappa, 214 story, 12 finished
convenient for two
—

must

Enquire

222

A

at

rooms:

families; sightly, healthy, ami
pleasant; in a good neighborhood: will he sold at
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

_3-12
Tin and Hardware Stock and Store at
Bridgton, Me. Grand opening for man with
$1,600 to $5,000. Good assortment.
Will hire
tin-plate worker who understand hardware to run
the business if not sold soon, G. P. PERI.EY,
jy27deowtf
Bridgten, Me.

STOVE,

Elegant Residence for Sale.

rilHK desirable 3 story French roof resilience of
JL Mrs. Barker’s,
situated on the Western
Promenade, containing 14 rooms, besides bath
room, has nice brick stable and carriage
house,
and lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will be given. For particulars apply to
aulHdtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.

PURE BLOOD
Means health and happiness; hud blood means
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Sait Rheum, Cancer
Pimples, Bolls, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
Kf.v. Tiieo. Gerrish is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. E. Church, and author of "The Blue and
the Gray.” A member of his family had a severe
case of Canker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in
various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown’s
Sarsaparilla and was cured, ltev. Mr. Gerrish
will endorse the above.
Mr. G. A. Paruher, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store.
There was in that town an acquaintance of Ids
whose vocation was that of a sailor. Fram eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor;
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle

BROWNS

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.
Summer Residence, situated on
the shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Foreside, 4 miles from Portland, witli 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
good well of mineral water, fine privilege
orchard,
for boating, fishing and bathing. For further
par
Oculars enquire ht premises or address
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
marSeodtfEast Peering, Maine.

BEAUTIFUL

I.ET—A desirable relit in western part of
TOcity,
with modern conveniences,
inquire of
GEORGE F.

JUNKINS,

No. 30

Exchange Street.

RENT—Furnished house; one of the
linest residences in tire City, together with
stable; the house is heated by stean and has all
modern improvements.
B. SHAW, 48y> Ex-

I/OK
change

St.

SARSAPARILLA
Mr. Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown’s Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He is In better health than for years. He savs

If©

I.ET—On Sept 1st. a tenement of nine
rooms at 36 OILMAN ST.
Apply to S. H.
.JOSE, 24 Bramhali St.
20-1

TO

-------

LET.-On Congress street, a rent of six
rooms, $15.00 per month. Good for a doctor or dressmaker. Apply to H. S. IMG 1)H, No. 3
Galloon Block.
19-1

TO

I.ET—The Fourth Story of Storer Bros.’
Building, containing some'fourteen thousand
square feet, for manufacturing purposes, with steam
for heating and power if wanted,with use of elevator STOKER BROS.
11-4

rjfO
X

SARSAPARILLA
medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. “I have had,” said Mr. Johnson,
"a canker or humor about me fora long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
bet* thing for purifying the blood known.”
If you have any disease arising from impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown's Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not,
money will be refunded.
is a wonderful

2 new furnished cottages
TO atI.ET—Cottages;
Libby or Front’s neck. Apply to J. M.
ALLEN, Scarboro, Prout’s Neck.
jyl4-ltf

l,ET-The largest and best second floor
for business in Portland, over Woodman,
True A Co., has been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell a Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.

TO

WOODMAN._

taugl7

I.ET—The fast and staunch Steamer “Lizzie” can he charts, ed to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands. Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 49 Commercial street.
14-4

TO

e. W. ALLEN.
dtf

EDUCATIONAL.

PRIVATE

M iss A.

Wolhaupter,

Aided by an experienced assistant, will
open on Sept. 16th, a School for
Vount- Ladies and Children at
Miss Sarircnt’s School rooms,
No. 148 Spring Street.
The aim of the school is to famish a thorough
education ill the English branches oml the languages. Drawing w ill receive special attention.
Foriurthcr information mldross Miss Wolliau,*ter, Drake’s House, Rye Beach, Nr. H.. until Sent.
1st. After this date apply to Miss Wolhaupter
personally at No. 20 Arsenal street, Portland.
WKNTBB <1 O H

DEEBINO,

A Full Line of All Wool Homespun

J. I*.

dress

from 371-2c to $1,25.

It is sold by all Druggists for $1.00; 6 bottles for
$5.00. AKA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me
my27
eodlylstordtlipcF

Extra Bargains in Black Satin

eodlin

aiigtl

THE FALL TERM OF THE

Hallowed Classical

Rhadames, just received, at
$1.00, $1.25, $1.38,
$1.50, $1,75,

TO

86

STATE ST.,

cor.

rooms,

St,

18-1

773 CON-

at

TO LET-Handsomely furnished
rooms to let at 22 Wilmot street, and a fine
pleasant office at 119V2 Exchange, also a fine 7
Octave Piano at 119V2 Exchange St., at HASTINGS’ warerooms.
18-2

LET-Unfurnished rooms at the St.
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St.; good resconnected with house. Apply to U. w
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.
13-7
riio BE

A

taurant

LOST AND

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 490
IF

YOU

High

Middle Si.

Congress St.

■mgrr*_mf

CONTEMPLATE

FOUND.

Thursday afternoon last, between
4 Park and Elm Streets, by the way of Spring
IOHT—On
and
silk shawl
fer a favor

Congress Sts., a lady's old fashioned
of a bluish color. The finder will conby leaving it with W. C. WARE, 256
22-1

check for six dollars dated Aug 17
-4 1885. on the Trader's National Bank,
signed
by A. H. Parsons, payable to E. G. Wagg, having
been lost, all persons are forbid receiving the
same, payment having been
stopped. E G

IOST.-A

WAGG._

20-1

So. Gorham, Me., and this
city, on morning of 19th inst., pair of gold
frame eye glasses with gold chain attached.
Finder will be rewarded by leaving at 189 Middle
SI., city, or REV. A. F. HUTCHINSON, So Gorham, Me.
20-1

LOST—Between

Be

look into System and
Advantages of the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure to

Mutual Life ins. Co.
OF

NEW

V O K JK

ASSETS,.$104,000,000
Premiums may be paid

monthly if

W. D.

LITTLE, Agt.
aprl___
utt

For Philadelphia.
Grace Cushing, Driukwater master. For
freight, apply to
J‘ NICKERSON & SON,
ooh-,,
»u22il3t
203 Commercial St.

SenIt.

Preble House and Printers’
Exchange, a lady s jet pill, oval shape, gold
..
setting. M ill the tinder please leave it it ill
PREIlbE ST., as It is valued as a keepsake. 18-1

LOST—Between

Saturday afternoon, between Thomand Green streets, by
LOST—On
way of Eincrv
and
as

High a gold earring. The finder will
Spring
confer a favor Dy leaving the same at 53 THOMAS STREET.

desired.

Lost.
Augusta and Old Orchard Beach,
BETWEEN
Gordon Iknot gold bar pin with small diatin-ends.
monds
a

on

Remedies.

RIP VAN WINKLE.

ROOMS

TO in

Special Bargains in Black Silks.

Scientific

18-1

LET—Furnished rooms at reasonable rates
a pleasant and healthv locality; kitchen
accomodations for those wishing to board themno
selves;
objection to children. For fiuther particulars address MRS. S. E. GOODING, Yarmouth, Me.
14-2

and $2.00.

Thousands of persons in every trade,
profession, and culling, have
been cured by

DR. R. G. FLOWER’S

Gray

By returning the

Rev. A.C. W ITE,
will be liberally rewarded.

Waterville,

same

to

Joseph Jefferson, the great actor (wh ose eqna
In the character of Hip \ an Winkle we sliallnever
see

again), states that he visited Dr. Flower in a
He had given up the
very low state of health.
stage on account of his health being utterly broken down.
Dr. Flower entirely cured him. and lie
Is to-day enjoying the very best of health, after
having filled last season a heavy professional engagement. The two great remedies used in this
celebrated cure were Dr. Flower’s Liver and stomach Sanative and Nerve Fills.

A RAILROAD PRESIDENT S TESTIMONY.

Good teachers

assured for every deinformation, apply to
tDAitE, I'rinripal.
HalloweJl, Ang. 18,1885.
auglttdSw
are now

For further
EDWARD

Given to private pupils hy the subscriber,

W.

J.

7

COLCOBD,

BOYD

board.
rno LET-With board; large airy rooms in a
X pleasant, qiuctloeaiity. 7-1 spring si. g-a

STREET.

jan24

dtf

MRS.

PERRY’S

School

for

Children

—AND—

SEWIM

CLASSES

21st.

Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s
if desired.
CLASSES IN SEWING work on a tried

system.

An Advance! Claws In Sewing will be
formed to learn tiie use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter tlds class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils in
sewing will be received daring Aug. and Sept,

Jylldtoctl
ti’l’. CATHARINE’S HAM,,

AUGUSTA. ME.
DIOCESAN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
Tiie Rt. Rev. H. A. NEELY, D. 1'.. President.
18th
year opens Sept. 24th, Terms *250 a year.

•in,

M.

A.,

Pi-in.

jylleodlOw

NEW ENGLAND
Boston, Mass., OLDEST in America: Largest
and Best Equipped in the WORLD—100Instructors, 1971 Students last year. Thorough Instruction in
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German,
and Italian Languages, English Branches, Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, $5 to $20; board and room, $45 to $75
term. Fall Term begins September 10,1885.
For
llustrated Calendar, giving full information, address,
E. TOU1UEE, Dir., Franklin ^ BOSTON. Mass.

for

je30

cod2m

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOLED,
BEEE,
in*;

IjITTEE
<Tiig4eodl5t

Farm

ton,

Maine

Address A. II. ABBOTT. Principal-

i

3 mos.,
$8 for five
evening?
$10 for Stenography & Typo Writing.
Will commence
For full inform

sessions
% September lat.
at ion, address,

GRAY, Principal, Portland, Me,
eodtm&weow2m33

Caswell’s

Parlor Classes

AND

—

Col, Thus. A. Scott, for years President if the
said just before bis sudquestion; ‘'There is but
one Dr. Flower, and it wul lie a centurv before
there Is another, and the one medicine for Liver
and Stomach troubles, and the general system, is
his Liver and Stomach Sanative."

A CASE WITHOUT A PARALLEL
In that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
Ohio, which every one remembers. Mrs. F. ,\i. uniter was hurled through the bridge 711 feet into Ibc
Her friend and Messrs. Moody &
liver of ice.
Banker's associate, the sweet singer P. l*. Bliss,
was killed, and she so badly injured and her nervous system so shocked that elironlc hysteria followed. She was sent to a private asylum, where,
after a long treatment, she was pronounced incurable Four years ago a friend sent her a bottle of
Dr. Flower's Nerve Pills. The effect was like
magic; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulter
was thoroughly cured.
FOR SALF.

BY

ray29FM&Wlstor4thply

FIGURED GLASS
FOR DOORS

CARS, SHIPS

AND

MADE TO ORDER.
WM CHURCHES
2f®S BROKEN lights matched.

H.

C.
I

FARLEY.1

.nar-t

F®*

twice

a

HER MIT ACE.
SCHOOL FOR BOY8. Location high
anil healthful. Adddress, H EHMITAGE
uugCuiJwWest Minot, Maine!

HOME

COAL! COAL!
QUICK SALES
SMALL PROFITS!
Extraordinary

Low Price for
Coal!

Wo

aro

selling the best quality of coal
treme low price of

at

the

ex-

$5.00

per ton, cash on delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
in finality and

quantity.

ALL DUUOOIHT8.

Price, $1.00 per Bottle, 0 Bottles $5.00.
jelOdln

jjisiory;

week in tile History of Art, beginning with tile
subject of Architecture; three times a week in
General Literature, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the .Kneld,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, ete.; four limes a
week in Physiology; three times a week in
Geology, and one lecture a week iu Miners
alogy, with the study and free use of a collection
of 300 specimens and models; four times a week
in Greek, beginners’ class fitting for college;
three times a week each in French ami German.
Special students will be received in all
these classes. A large collection of ipliotographs
w ill be used in the
teaching of history, mythology
and geography.
English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So Tar as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools*; maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age w ill lint be admitted unless they can
enter existing classes. Number of pupils limited
Letters must be addressed to uo Park street.
1°27
codtocl

great Pennsylvania li. If.,
den death, in answer to a

Me., the finder

aug22dlw
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partment.

xMigiisii i.mnnnn ;wiu r. 11 uusn

ROOMS TO LET.

LET—Pleasant
GRESS STREET.

V

NO. 9« PARK ST.,

18___
TO LET.

TO board.

Acatlemy,

will begin TUESDAY, SEPT. 8th, instead of Aug. 25tli.

Will reopen Sept. 10,1885. Special attention is
given to the common and higher English branches. Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc.
Classes will
recite twice a week in the History of .hr English I.angniige as a supplement to the'studv of

with board.
of Spring,
dtf

suite, with

ono

mile from Brunswick. Delightful and healthy. Instruction thorough and practical. ki9th School
year opens Sept. 16th. I>. L. S\11 Til, Principal,

Mrs.

To Eel.

en

eodlni

TOl’NIIATl. Tlniiic.
I^RATKIJN
A Home and School for both sexes. Locution,

L. A.

STORE

LET-Rooms, single and

Pre«.i«lenl.

FAMILY NCHOOL,

augll

To Let.
No. 671 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. I.ABRABEE, No. 396 Congress St.
dtf
J«22_

STORES

WENTON,

JySl

SARSAPARILLA PORTLAND f|
Evening

FOR

in the Thompson block, Nos. 117, 119,
121 and 123 Middle street, a few door below
tlie post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No, 164 Brackett St-Portland, Me.
j»nl4dtf

TIE.

Pleasant location. Easy of access. Full Courses
of Study, Academic and Collegiate, students received in Common English Branches. Speelal adExvantages offered those preparing to teach.
penses low.
Superior accommodations. Three
terms. Fall term begins Tuesday, Nipt. N. Ad-

BROWNS

RENT—At Freeport Corner. 7 rooms in
a double house; near churches and
schools;
four acres of land, if desired. LOCKED BOX 60
Freeport, Maine.
1-4

or

SCHOOL,

IVO. 118 SPRING STREET,

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

BROWNS

11©

I.ET—Hotel; on account of ill health the
Collins house, Ft. Fairfield, Me, will he let
for a term of years; one of the best hotel stands in
Aroostook Co.
For particulars, address ii. c.
COLLINS, Fort Fairfield. Me.
aug21-4

BAILEE.
marl4

September

and it helped him more than anything he ever had
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said he should come home a well

21-1

I.ET—A pleasant room for an office, up
one flight, on Middle St., near Temple.
Enquire at 203 MIDDLE ST.
21-2

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,

man.

TO LET.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

IjsOK

8 A I.E—Steamer “Lizzie.” Said steamer
is 35 feet long, 8 feet wide over all; hull new
last season, steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything first- class; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire
oE JAMES QUINN, 49 Commercial St.
14-4

driving

& CO.

SEMINARY & FEMALE COLLEGE

BUSINESS CHANCES.
SALE-Parties ill Maine desiring to sell
farms or houses, would do well to write us;
we have great facilities for selling property all
over New England.
Mention tills paper. JOHN
W. S. RAYMOND & CO., Real Estate Agents, 277
St.,
21-1
Washington
Boston, Mass.

lease; proprietor rim it manv years; well
stocked, cheap, easy. CARRUTHEKS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
20-1

SAI.E—One good second hand
FOR
Engine, cylinder8 2 feet 8 inches by
wheel

f7oTBAILEY

augl4d3m

easy terms. This house
kept by the present proprietor for 16
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
14-8
Inquire on the premises.

dies ;
of the

ON

and

news

on

BY AUCTION.

SATURDAY. August 29. at 10 o’clocka.m.,
we shall sell at the Mart, l’lum street, 25
Carriages, 1>v order of manufacturers, as follows:
I RorkawavV'arryall. spring back.spring curtains,
1 Lancaster Cara first class job and warranted;
ryall. gret n cloth, very light and stylish, warranted; C» Corning Top Buggies, on Tinken springs,
very fine, easy, full leather top and everything
first class, warranted; 3 Corning Top Buggies, end
spring, green cloth, &e., first class work and material. warranted; 1 Canopy Top Phaeton, leather,
very stylish, light, low, warranted; 1 Surry Carryall, green cloth. Brewster springs; 2 Phaetons,
green clotli. stylish jobs; 2 Dog Carts; 2 Open
Buggies. All the above carriages are consigned
by manufacturers, srtine of them making some of
the best, work in New England. A warrant will be
given with all carriages marked warranted. Every carriage will bo sold without reserve. We think
this will be the best opportunity to purehaso a first
class carriage we ever offered, and advise the public to be there sure.
I*'. O. RAILEY «V B'O., Auctioneer*.
dlw
aug24

F, O.

HALE—Profitable job and
office:
8A I.E—The well known BAKER HOUSE
FOB
began small 11 years ago; greatly increased
situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
FOR
and still doing so; nnmerous'regular customers;
is offered fur sale

Me.,
lias been

ist-Class Carriages

E. W. Press Office, Portland
14-4

FOIC

IJO

and

18-1

sold

HAI.E—A large valuable horse belonging to the estate of the late Charles Mullen.
Can lie seen at store, 237 FOREST.-.alsotwo tenements to he let. Apply to JOHN II. McCUE, 324
FORE ST.
13-2

and

WANTED—A

for house work:

Hi A LE—A

IJIOK

rent of 0 or 7 rooms, centrally
located: to take possession by Oct. 1st.
19-2
Address P. O. BOX 1657.

corner

lip.

“Being run down from hard work I tried Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and it so built me up that I have con
nued its use. I have great faith in it as a Wood
mrifier and regulator.” J. A. Smith, Comrner
•ial Bulletin Office, Boston, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
qual. It tones the system, strengthens and in1 have taken it for
igorates, giving new life.
duney complaint with the best results.” n Ji
iaitndf.rs, 81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hood’s

20-1

to

53

3f your dragging yourself around, day after day,
without any life or activity, feeling all tired out
md miserable, when you might be as quick and
ively and strong as ever? Take care of yourself
it once, or in the depleted condition of your
vs,ein, a complaint otherwise trivial, may fasten
lpon you with serious or fatal result. Hood’s Sarlapanlla is just Hie medicine you need to build up
entire system, to
ilood, and to give you

St.

8AJLK—Three story brick house and
land No. 103 old State St., residence of the
late W. F. Phillips, located in one ol the finest
portions of the city; garden in rear; house haslten
rooms, compact, good style and well built; terms
easy. Ik SHAW, 48Va Exchange St,
19-1
R

may

from

No. 77 Newbury street.
In this city, August 23, Mrs. Lydia, widow of
Hie late Thomas Norton, aged 91 years.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from late residence, 176 Newbury street.
Mass,
papers please copy.
In Deeriug, Aug. 22. J. Frank Day,
aged 37
years 2 months.
In Augusta. Aug. 21, Thomas 1L, son of James
and Sarah Gillen, aged 24 years 9 months
In Colfax, Washington Territory, Aug. 21 Eleanor K., wife of A. B. AverilL and
daughter of
John and Susan L. Dennis of Portland.

■our

Exchange

let single
in suits,
ROOMS
Apply at No. 99 High St.,

Reed, of

Niles, aged

at 3

machine girl for
i»ant and vest mak47 Exchange st.
1 o-i

WANTED-immediately;
Woodford’s Store; coat,
C.YOl NO,
store.
for

—OF—

TO XET.
rifllE large 2ya story brick house No. 455 St.
X John St.; dwelling lots for sale on tills street
on
easy terms. AppUtto J. HOPKINS SMITH,
First National Bank Bbilding.
jy31dtf

DRESS GOODS

Aug. 22, Sadie E., daughter of AnMary A. Larkin, aged 5 years and

years.

WANTED-Rent, about the Middle of Sep▼ ?
tember, a convenient rent of 6 or 7 rooms
in a good location. Address B., Press Office. 22-1

MANUFACTURERS’ SALE

—

DEATHS.

Chicago, aged 56 years.
In this city, August 23, Amelia

collations, wedding

suppers,

22-1

Citizens Mutual Relief Society.

MARRIACES.
In

A.

40

the office of

Yachts.

suddenly, Mrs. Eliza

business, supplying

breakfasts &c., good class of customers. For further particulars call on N. S. GARDINER. No.

Letters, petitions and legal papers printed in the

will precede, and a skating carnival follow,
the chief feature of the evening.

In this city,
drew Ii. and
11 months.
In this city,

a

FOK SALE.

SAVE YOUR HEELS

‘MERCHANDISE,*’ city.

Creat Prize Carnival.

Visiting

COYLE, Ju., Manager.

.1. ii.

/A

l'

informed him of tlie measures being taken to
hinder the small pox scourge from reaching
the United States. The Mayor thereupon
issued the following:

Canadian employes

IjtOR

FOR

THE FIRST-* EASS STEAMERS

Grand

the
JL/CC1

HAI.E.-A first-class catering and ice
cream business, with steam engine for makcreams
and all the necessary fixtures for such
ing

every respect, pretty
picture, proud
as a peacock, sweet disposition, a perfect
pet,
sharp stepper, and pride of any man owning her,

the several towns.
All proposals should be directed to H. B. SaunNo bid
ders, Clerk of Courts, Ellsworth, Maine.
will i>e entertained unless in excess of the par value of said bonds.
II. B. SAUNDERS, Clerk.
Ellsworth, August 15, 1885.
aug24eod2w

Election of

from

UjiGil iUilJ

new

second-hand. Remington Type-writer Agency, 213 HIGH ST._21-1

HALE-Dark Chestnut Mare, six years
I30R
1000 pounds,
old, lhVs hands, weighs

County Commissioners of Hancock County,
rflHE
X Maine, will receive proposals until September,
15, next, for a portion, stating amount wanted, or
for the whole ot said Countv loan of $30,000, being
4 per cent. Coupon Bonds, dated October 1.1885,
running twenty years from said date, but payable
at the option of the County after five years. Interest
semi-annually: principal and interest
payable
in Boston and at the County Treasury in
payable
Ellsworth, Maine. This is an absolutely safe investment, the County being free from debt, the
loan being issued for the purpose of erecting
County Buildings, and is authorized by a vote ot

near

▼ ▼
line of horse cars. Address H. II. WOOD22-1
BURY. 307 Commercial St.

HALE AND TO

RENT-Kemingtnu
130R
type-writers and caltgraphs, all sizes,

sound in

Notice to Those Seeking
Safe Investments!

AUCTION SALEM.

TlfANTED—Rent with stable in Deering,

ers

and

Address, CANOE, This Office.

$30,000!

Pox.

deputation

txutcu

21-2

HAI.E—Canvass canoe 13 feet long, 2’fFOR
feet wide; wttli
and cushions; Price $20.

UUl

of unusual interest and influence. At
the close of the service the altar and front
seats were filled with those desiring to consecrate themselves more fully to Christian
work for this coming fall and winter.

A seaman

field land, on the Falmouth Foreside shore road,
one-half mile lids side of Underwood Spring. For
price and further particulars apply on the premises or address MRS. E. B. AUSTIN, New Casco,

XV

one

new one.

TJlOB HAI.E—At a bargain, a furbished one1
story and a half house, with two acres of

HAI.E—1

3 7 E XCHANGE ST.
ill

CHESTNUT KT14EET CHURCH.

Several accidents from lightning

22-1

screw

At Chestnut street church yesterday afternoon Rev. Dr. liashford preached on '‘Christian Perfection.” The evening service was

Lightning’s

wall case, four

Me._

to stop with that alone. There must be the
foundation of solid principle. 3. We need
righteousness as against mere human policy.
There is but one measure of righteousness;
and that is the Divine measure—God’s will.

ported

hale—Black walnut

FOR
nine- feet show cases, German silver frames.

Enquire at 613 CONGRESS ST.

SECOND PARISH.

V.

WANTED.

hale.

oars

Rev. l)r. Noble of Chicago preached both
morning and afternoon at the Second Parish
church yesterday. His sermon In the afternoon was upon righteousness.
The text was
from I Corinthians, xv, 34: “Awake to
righteousness and sin not.” The Apostle
wanted to arouse men to a higher and better
Christian life. 1. All the disclosures of God
to us and all God’s work with us is in the
direction of righteousness. The key note of
the Old Testament is righteousness. The
thought and teaching of God’s Word is for
pure hearts and right thoughts. The whole
sweep of God's word, will and ways is to
bring men to righteousness and holiness.
"He ye holy, for 1 am holy.” 2. Our own

»

for

PLATFORM.

Kim Down—Built

Creenwood Carden.

and bait will be free.
turn about 1 o’clock.;

YARMOUTH.
Edgar A. True is the owner of a fine new
yacht which has just been finished and
She is 30 feet long and
named the Alert.
capable of carrying ten or more people,
and is a very neat and trim looking little
craft.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LITHOGRAPHED

new

knocking

PERSONALS.
Hon. John

NEW

NORTH GORHAM.

Friday night the thunder showers made music for the tenters and dampened the inside
of their houses to some extent. Saturday

picture, Admiral Farragut’s Naval Engagement,

MUNICIPAL COURT.

BRIEF

added to their score lor each
In excess of thirty-five. Companies competing with less than thirty-five men, will have five
points deducted for each man less than thirtyfive—not less than twenty-five men allowed to
compete; highest per cent to win; Cartridges II.
S. Cartridge Company, Lowell, Mass.; Prize, tlie
silk Hag presented by tlie U. S. Cartridge Comheld
pany, Lowell, Mass., now
by Frontier
Guards, Eastport.
II. Company Novelty Skirmish Match—Distance
200 yards; team ten men; rounds 10; running target of imitation men on foot and mounted; team
to fire whenever the targets appear to view;
largest number of hits to win: prizes, 1st, picture,
Battle of Waterloo, value $25; cash, $10. Ties
man

sanity was made;
Judge ordered the prisoner sent to the insane
asylum at Augusta, having authority thus to do
noon

more

points additional

was
for
his
some time ago, and a plea of inand on motion of his consel, the

arraigned

target; tiring points unshots fired in advancing
Companies competing
titan thirty-five men. will have five

known ; rounds 10; live
and five in retreating.

prove that Winslow sold it to he drank in his
Several

Tryon

mental color sergeant.
Adjutant General Gallagher was at the
Falinontli Hotel Satnnlav.

Hakpeu’s

shop.

L.

Regiment has
designated Sergeant Malaclii McAuliffe, Co.
A. Crosby Guards of Hampden, as the regi-

For the cost, there is no more economical article for the workingman than Sanford’s Perfect
Heel Protectors. By prolonging the wear of the
shoes, one pair for 10 cents will almost save the
cost of a cheap pair of boots or shoes.
dim
aug24

J.

companies—J.

made to take to muster.
Col. Mitchell of the Second

M&S&w

S.

Portland

of the Blues, E. E. Philbrook of the Guards,
and George C. Barrows of the Infantry.
Each company has had a large mess chest

Wilmington, N. C.
Superintendent Public Schools.

Sagadahoc

for the muster, which com-

Regiment; and the three companies—the
Blues, Capt. C. W. Davis; Light Infantry,
Capt. B. A. Norton; Montgomery Guards,
Capt. J. A. Gallagher—will leave here tomorrow morning at (>.50 o’clock on a special
train. All the companies expect to turn out

Du. F. W. Kinsman—Dear Sir:
If you will
please send me one dozen of your Infallible Vegetable Elixir as soon as possible, you will confer a
great favor. Accidentally (as it were) a bottle
fell Into my hands, and 1 tried it for a Catarrhal
Cough and found great relief. 1 have taken a
severe cold, and as it is not to lie found in this
city, 1 write to the proprietor so as to make sure
of tlic genuine article. 1 have recommended it to
others—this is the reason 1 send for so many Dottles. Please send them by express; send the bill
and 1 will forward the money.
I am, sir, respectfully yours,
AMY M. BRADLY,

uug24

Exercises Saturday and Sunday.

The

mences in Augusta
Tuesday, are nearly
perfected, and all the tents for both regiments are pitched.
The brigade officers’
canvas is also spread, but the big dining
tents and pavilion covering did not arrive
until late Saturday afternoon, and they will
be raised today. It has been decided to excuse the Norway
company from attendance,
as it is in a not
very thriving condition and
has had no captain since last fall, and the
Frontier Guards will take their place in the
First Regiment. Brigade Commissary Whitmarsh is now in Augusta, and the remainder
of the brigade officers are expected today.
Quartermaster Chas. E. Perry went down
to Augusta on last night’s Pullman to make
the necessary arrangements' for the First

NEW ADVERTINEMENTM TO-DAY.

Man.
to Those

Pitched-

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Other Matters of Interest.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Wanted—Young

for the Regiments

Tents

AUG. 24.

SEVENTH DA Y ADVENTISTS.

STBKKT.

eodly
bai.ti.wokk

“Fannie A. Mtl-

PHILABFLI'nLU Sehr "Apphia
and Amelia, having nan
cargoes end: ged
wul have quick dispatch lor above ports
For
freight, apply to 11ALL & HASKELL, 13C Com-

SARGENT, DENNISON & C0„
aug8

174 Commercial Street.

dt

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insuranee. Apply to
,T. S. BOl't. LASS, Agent,
jyl4dtf

’Vo. *.£!•> Commercial Mtrr«*l.

OII

uercial St.

uuii-diw

PA
TTTTS
Advertising Bureau (10
lug contracts may

W7

Spmeo Street), where adverr*.
bomauu fur it IN NEW YORK.
dtf

*

